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1.  Scope and structure of the report 

For ensuring the successfully delivery of the anticipated project results and outputs, setting-up a solid 

knowledge basis upon which all next project activities will be based, is the first and very important step to 

take. To this end, and considering the main objective of the first technical Work Package of the project (WP2), 

which aims to identify and establish the most appropriate mechanism for enhancing networking and 

cooperation activities among enterprises, research actors and investors in the maritime sector of the 

Mediterranean region, this report provides a detailed review and analysis of the current state-of-the-art in 

the 5 MED countries addressed by the project (i.e. Spain, Italy, Croatia, Greece and Egypt) with regard to 

innovation trends, business development, and disruptive technologies that characterize key sectors of the 

maritime economy i.e. nautical activities, cruising and ports and marinas. More specifically, following a brief 

description of the current status of those sectors in the aforementioned countries, the following four key 

topics are being addressed within the report: 

 Identification of the main relevant actors in each territory, 

 Identification of available funding opportunities for SMEs, considering both public and private ones,  

 Identification of existing tools that are available for linking investors with SMEs, 

 Identification of key challenges to be taken into careful consideration for better supporting innovation 

and business development in the 5 MED countries addressed, with regard to each of the maritime 

sectors targeted. 

In addition to the above, and utilizing relevant insights collected at each territory, the necessary skills and 

competences that both investors and innovative SMEs should present for supporting clustering formation 

and the successful realization of the associated benefits for the stakeholders involved, are being reported 

next. Key conclusions from the overall analysis are being provided in the last section of the report, along with 

a clear description of how the collected information will be exploited in the next technical activities of the 

project. 
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2. Key characteristics of the maritime sectors addressed 

and cross-cutting value chains 

As noted above, the project emphasizes on three key sectors of the maritime economy that are well-

developed in the Mediterranean region and continue to present significant growth. These are being briefly 

outlined in the sections that follow, along with two cross-cutting value chains that are being also taken into 

consideration (i.e. ship/boat building and repair, and coastal tourism and maritime transport). 

2.1. Nautical activities 

Overview 

Nautical activities, and more specifically recreational boating, is the first of the maritime sectors addressed. 

According to the European Boating Industry (EBI), around 6 million boats exist in Europe with almost 36 

million European citizens participating on a regular basis in recreational boating activities. Over the last 

decade, the average age of users has increased from 45 to 55 years-old, while there proves to be a tendency 

of users spending less and less time on the boat (ECSIP Consortium, 2015). To this end, chartering services 

have gained increased popularity over the last few years, and actually represent the business area where 

most new companies prove to be focusing on, introducing innovative services and business models. 

The 60.000 charter boats that exist in Europe generate up to € 6 billion turn-over per year (European 

Commission, 2017). While Northern Europe, and in particular Sweden and Baltic States, account for the 

highest number of boat-owners, the Mediterranean Sea alone attracts 70% of the world charter demand. 

Considering the presence of bareboat charter yachts, Croatia, Italy and Greece prove to be leading the 

relevant market in Europe. In terms of market structure, the charter market is mainly dominated by a limited 

number of large-scale companies, which are supplemented by a vast number of smaller ones (ECSIP 

Consortium, 2015).  

The lack of harmonization of rules across Europe proves to be strongly impacting charter companies in a 

negative way. Diverging rules also affect to a considerable extent boat owners and users. Some national / 

regional market barriers also exist, which to a certain point are valid for most European countries. The lack 

of employees with high technical expertise and the not so easy access to finance, account for such key 

barriers, while others have a strong local character (e.g. environmental regulations, national regulations on 

marinas development). Nevertheless, both impose a considerable impact not only on the national / regional 

development of recreational boating, but also on the wider performance of the sector as a whole (e.g. in the 

demand for new recreational boats) (ECSIP Consortium, 2015). 

In Middle East and North Africa, recreational boating is also an emerging and growing activity, mainly due to 

the numerous investments on new marinas that have been undertaken in the region during the last 15 years. 

Especially in Egypt, about 800 small leisure boats and 700 larger boats are estimated to be used in the state’s 

waterfront (US Commercial Services, 2018). 

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

A number of innovative trends are expected to have an impact on the sector in the near future. According to 

insights provided by industry insiders (Boat International, 2017), these can be summarized to the following: 

 3D printing: This technology has been successfully introduced and used for quite some time now for 

producing small vessel components, tools, etc. but now the possibility of printing entire yachts seems 

to be feasible and will become a reality closer than one might think (i.e. by 2050 according to 

estimates). The production of larger components parts is expected to come first, facilitating in that 

way this big next step to be taken. 
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 New generation of buyers:  The number of younger buyers is expected to considerably increase in the 

future, which may drive the industry to revisit the approach that it is currently taking. The preferences 

of such buyers will be different, with technology being well-woven into their everyday life. 

 More environmentally-friendly ship types: Although trimarans and catamarans account for a small 

share of the global fleet, multihulls are expected to grow in number in the near future considering the 

already increasing requests of customers on eco-friendly and low-carbon boats. 

 New designs: Changing customer preferences will drive the need for new design solutions that will aim 

to better balance out new expressions of luxury (e.g. glass integration) with increasing concerns on 

safety and security and the safeguarding of personal moments.  

 New destinations: More remote destinations are expected to be targeted in the future. To meet such 

a demand, boats will need to present features that facilitate wider explorations (e.g. bigger tenders, 

stern platform, etc.). 

2.2. Cruising 

Overview 

The contribution of the cruise industry to the European economy remains substantial. In fact, in 2017, it 

contributed a record of € 47,86 billion, which actually represents a 16,9% increase compared to 2015. This is 

mainly attributed to (a) more European citizens opting for a cruise holiday, (b) a larger number of cruise 

passengers visiting European destinations, and (c) more cruise ships being built in European shipyards. Direct 

expenditures from the cruise industry reached € 19,7 billion in 2017 (up from € 16,9 billion in 2015), while 

more than 43.000 new jobs were created. To this end, a total of over 403.000 people prove to be currently 

employed in cruise and cruise-related industries (CLIA, 2018a).  

Despite the global expansion of the cruise sector and the integration of new destinations, Europe still 

accounts as a vital cruise hub. More specifically: 

 It accounts for the 2nd largest source market of passengers in the world, with 6,96 million European 

citizens being on a cruise in 2017 (i.e. 7,8% increase compared to 2015), 

 The Mediterranean region remains the 2nd most attractive cruise destination, after the Caribbean. 

Overall, approximately 6.5 million passengers are estimated to have embarked on their cruises from 

European ports in 2017 (i.e. 6,1% increase compared to 2015), 

 European shipyards lead the global productivity of cruise vessels, with spending on new-builds and 

maintenance increasing for a sixth consecutive year. More specifically, a total of € 5,6 billion was spent 

by cruise lines on new-builds in 2017 (22.4% increase compared to 2015), with total orders summing-

up to 66, which are expected to be delivered in 2021. The total value of the current orderbook is 

estimated to approximately € 29,4 billion. 

The direct expenditures of the cruise industry mentioned above, can be distinguished into four main sources: 

(a) expenditures of cruise passengers, (b) expenditures for the construction and maintenance of cruise 

vessels, (c) different purchases of cruise lines for supporting their operations (i.e. supplies), and (d) wages of 

administrative staff and the crew of the different vessels.  

The top ten European countries (Figure 1) account for 93% of those expenditures. More specifically, Italy 

proves to be leading the building of cruise vessels in Europe, while Italian ports (e.g. Venice) also serve as 

homeports for a large number of cruises. The UK accounts for the 2nd largest source market for cruise 

passengers in Europe. In 2017, across the country, expenditures rose in all four of the aforementioned 

categories. Cruise line spending accounted for the largest increase (20%), followed by the combined spending 

of passengers and crew members (13%). Germany ranked 3rd with three of the four categories increasing, 

with the exception of shipbuilding, since spending in German shipyards was reduced by 6,1%. France and 
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Spain rounded out the top five. Total direct cruise expenditures increased in France by 36%, compared to 

2015, as a result of significant increases in shipbuilding and refurbishment expenditures (81%) and a minor 

increase in cruise lines expenditures (7,5%). Spurred by a 15% increase in the combined passenger and crew 

spending, the total direct cruise expenditures in Spain rose in 2017 by 12% compared to 2015 (CLIA, 2018a). 

 

Figure 1: Cruise industry direct expenditures by country in 2017 (Source: CLIA, 2018a) 

Cruise destinations in Middle East and North African countries (e.g. Egypt, Jordan, Israel) have also attracted 

considerable traffic accommodating, in 2018, about 219.000 passengers, coming mainly from Germany. 

Cruise itineraries calling at those ports are usually 12-13 days long on average (CBI, 2020). Those ports, and 

countries, benefit from their strategic geographical location (i.e. opportunity to offer cruises calling at three 

continents) as well as from their proximity and access they offer to historical monuments of invaluable 

cultural value (e.g. Petra, Pyramids, etc.). They are especially attractive to European and Asian passengers, 

although political issues prove often to be negatively affecting cruise traffic at those destinations and 

countries. 

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

More general trends impacting the shipping industry as a whole, but also more specific ones related for 

example to the changing preferences and expected experiences of cruise passengers, prove to be gradually 

transforming the cruise industry in Europe. The first are mainly related to: 

 The introduction and deployment of ever larger vessels:  Within the next three years, cruise vessels 

able to accommodate more than 6.000 - 7.000 passengers are expected to be delivered (e.g. MSC 

Bellissima), 

 Vessels powered with alternative fuels (mainly LNG but also fuel cells, etc.): Orders for such vessels 

have already increased and will continue to increase, considering the 2020 global sulphur limit set by 

the IMO, as well as the greatest environmental awareness that characterizes cruise passengers today. 

Several cruise vessels have been also equipped with onboard systems that are required for connecting 

to onshore power facilities that a large number of European ports have implemented to-date. To this 

end, the use of auxiliary engines at berth can be avoided, leading to substantial environmental 

benefits, 

 Use of lightweight and environmentally-friendly materials in shipbuilding: The use of such materials in 

the construction of cruise vessels, combined with new ship designs and relevant requirements set by 

the IMO within the context of the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) and the Ship Energy Efficiency 
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Management Plan (SEEMP) can greatly enhance the environmental performance of cruise vessels, 

generating considerable fuel savings as well as further strengthen the market profile of cruise 

companies,   

 Digitalization: A large variety of digital applications are being implemented and used covering a wide 

range of operations and increasing efficiency but also further strengthening safety and security.  

The sector-specific trends mainly relate to (CLIA, 2018b): 

 Cruising becoming more available to almost all levels of income, and new destinations that were 

previously out of reach being integrated into new itineraries, 

 Cruise passengers going beyond sightseeing, seeking to gain transformational experiences that can 

range from cultural immersion and voluntourism to extreme adventures, 

 Cruise vessels transforming into smart cities, ensuring onboard internet connectivity (e.g. facilitating 

in that way an instragrammable cruise travel) and providing highly personalized experiences through 

smart-tech devices (e.g. keychains, necklaces, bracelets) and applications, 

 Generation Z (i.e. mid to late-1990s starting birth years) set to become the largest cruise consumer 

generation outpacing even Millennials. This generation is interested in the appeal of multiple 

destinations and new experiences (e.g. music festivals at sea), rather than material items, 

 Increasing demand for off-peak cruises, for passengers seeking to escape the cold in a tropical locale 

or gain unique experiences during the winter (e.g. excursions to see the Northern Lights, visit a penguin 

colony, visit Christmas markets, etc.), 

 Rise of ‘digital nomads’ i.e. modern travelers combining remote work with leisure time. With onboard 

internet connectivity, desks and work-friendly cafes, such passengers can effectively keep-up with 

work and enjoy, at the same time, a cruise vacation, 

 Increase of solo travelers, since cruising alleviates efforts to arrange several details required when 

visiting far-reaching destinations thus facilitates connecting with other passengers and forming 

community bonds. 

2.3. Ports and marinas 

2.3.1 Ports 

Overview 

Ports in Europe serve as the main gateways of its entire transport network, and thus represent key engines 

of economic development and sources of prosperity. They are directly connected to 848 ports in the Far East 

and 629 ports in Central and South America, accommodating nearly 75% of Europe’s international trade. In 

addition, 37% of intra-European trade (in tonne-km) goes through ports, with ports in the Mediterranean 

region handling the biggest share (28.4%) (EC, 2013). In terms of passengers, almost 415 million people 

embarked and disembarked from / to European ports in 2017, taking into consideration both ferries and 

cruises. Italy and Greece held the biggest shares, which when combined, actually account for one third of the 

total number of seaborne passengers in all EU countries (Eurostat, 2019).  

The value added generated (GVA) by the port sector in Europe grew by 21.9% from 2009 to 2017 reaching 

approximately € 34.4 billion. Gross profit also grew by 9.2% amounting to € 13.6 billion, while turnover 

presented an increase of 36% rounding-up to € 89.2 billion. Considering all relevant activities (i.e. sea 

transport services, cargo handling, warehousing and storage, and construction of water projects), the port 

sector directly employed, in 2017, approximately 574.072 persons, contributing to the EU blue economy by 

14% in terms of jobs, 19% in terms of GVA and 18% in terms of profit (EC, 2019). 

Africa’s ports correspond to 4% of global containerized trade volume, with only 4 container terminals 

however keeping-up more closely with global trends and standards (i.e. in Morocco, Egypt and South Africa), 
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providing connectivity with North-South and East-West shipping routes (UNCTAD, 2018; UNCTAD, 2019). In 

2018, 767.2 million tons of goods were loaded and 516.3 million unloaded in African ports, which can be 

translated into a 0.6% decline in the volume of exports and a 4.5% increase in imports (UNCTAD, 2019). The 

majority of those activities is concentrated in the Mediterranean Sea, and specifically in the two leading ports 

of North Africa i.e. Port Said of Egypt and Tanger Med of Morocco, that have attracted considerable traffic 

taking into account their advantageous geographical position as well as the heavy private investments that 

have been undertaken there by major global port operators. 

The role of ports has been gradually changing over the years, with port administrations establishing better 

links with the extended port community, and transport chain stakeholders working on the further integration 

of ports with the surrounding urban regions, which in several cases, especially within the Mediterranean 

region, are located in very close proximity to port areas. To this end, ports in Europe have also started to 

place particular attention and have intensified their efforts in enhancing their environmental and energy 

performance, looking at different operational measures and technological solutions following global 

management standards. Furthermore, they have started to undertake another very important role, which is 

of particular interest to this project, and refers to that of an innovation hub. More specifically, considering 

the variety of challenges they are facing, and supporting community engagement and innovation, some ports 

in Europe have started to host within their premises, incubation and acceleration programmes (e.g. PortXL 

at the port of Rotterdam is a highly indicative example) providing support to newly-founded companies and 

teams for developing innovative and promising technologies, solutions and business models that may provide 

further efficiencies into the port system. 

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

A number of market, business, technology and environment -related trends prove to be impacting the port 

sector in Europe, inducing developments that are driving a new generation of ports. These can be 

summarized to the following (Theofanis et al., 2018): 

Market-related trends 

 Increases in vessel size: the introduction of mega vessels, especially in container transport (e.g. over 

20.000 TEUs), generated a number of important implications for ports, which had to invest in new 

equipment (e.g. quayside cranes) and infrastructure (e.g. deeper drafts) for accommodating such 

vessels, 

 Strategic alliances in container shipping: this reality has led to a stronger oligopolistic situation for 

mainliner trade and hub selection, intensifying pressure on ports to improve productivity and 

contribute towards increasing the load factor of vessels, 

 Introduction of Global Terminal Operators (GTOs): port privatization and deregulation removed 

previous barriers and facilitated the introduction of GTOs establishing globe-spanning network 

services. Such large-scale investments lead to improved port operational efficiency and productivity, 

inducing considerable effects in both the hinterland transport and shipping networks, thus demanding 

changes in employment and work practices along with the introduction of a different work mentality 

stemming to a certain extent from potential cultural differences 

Business-related trends 

 Increasing containerization: globalization is still on-going, and especially today with China serving as 

the world’s largest workshop, container handling has more than doubled worldwide reaching 784 

million TEUs in 2018, while projections estimate that container volumes will further increase to 973 

million TEUs by 2023 (Liang, 2019), 

 Dedicated terminals: terminals bound to specific shipping companies or alliances, is an increasingly 

important trend for carriers since the benefits that can be realized are substantial including efficiency 
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gains, cost reductions, schedule reliability improvements, added value delivery, seamless IT systems, 

etc., 

 Consolidation in the container port industry: a more recent and radical trend that can be achieved 

through vertical (e.g. terminal operators investing in logistics organization offering warehousing, 

distribution or value-added services) or horizontal integration (i.e. striving for more market power) as 

well as through specialization, 

 Functional integration of terminals into logistics activities: within the context of the so-called 

‘terminalization of supply chains”, ports are undertaking a new role acting as buffers in the logistic 

chain, increasingly engaging into value-adding services, 

 Linkages of seaports with inland terminals: ports have begun to increasingly cooperate with inland 

terminals (the so-called ‘port regionalization’) widening in that way their hinterland reach and 

improving their competitiveness 

Technology-related trends 

 Advances in container handling equipment: containerization, productivity requirements, mega vessels, 

environmental effects, etc. have resulted in the introduction of new terminal equipment with different 

capabilities (e.g. automated operations, remote-controlled, alternatively-fuelled, etc.) and needs in 

terms of skills and competences for port workers 

 Digitalization: the introduction and wider use of ICT systems, Internet of Things applications, etc. in 

ports have resulted in significant improvements in efficiency, safety, etc. thus a better coordination 

and cooperation between port-related stakeholders. Available opportunities for further improvements 

are substantial and relevant efforts have been intensified considering emerging technologies (e.g. 5G) 

 Cyber-security: within the aforementioned context and considering the amount of data being handled 

in ports (‘big data’), cyber-security has naturally emerged as an important issue that requires great 

attention and needs to be addressed so that any threats can be avoided and operations can be 

safeguarded. 

 Full or semi-automation: a higher degree of automation is expected to characterize container terminals 

in the future. Predictability, and thus a greater uniformity in terms of service, is as an important driver 

of automation, but the less flexibility offered proves to have withheld further developments till now. 

Environment-related trends 

 Environmental and energy management: ports are intensifying their efforts to improve, through the 

use of different technologies and operational practices, their environmental and energy performance 

minimizing any impact imposed to the surrounding urban and natural environment. Such efforts are 

well aligned with recent global policies (e.g. Paris Agreement) and effectively complement the targets 

of other related sectors (e.g. IMO’s targets for shipping) 

 Use of alternative fuels: within the aforementioned context, great attention has been placed on the 

use of alternative fuels in ports. LNG and electrification in particular have attracted increased attention 

and thus investments, with new terminal equipment powered by those energy sources being 

integrated into existing fleets 

 Exploitation of renewable energy sources: the use of solar energy has begun to be exploited in several 

ports fitting photovoltaic panels most often on rooftops of warehouses and terminal buildings. In a 

few ports, wind turbines have been also implemented increasing the share of renewables in the ports’ 

energy mix. 

2.3.2 Marinas 

Overview 
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Marinas represent another important part of nautical tourism, providing the necessary infrastructure for 

accommodating yachting services (ICF, 2016). Across Europe, although the exact numbers slightly vary from 

source to source, there prove to be approximately 4.500 coastal and inland marinas, generating an annual 

turnover of €3bn to €4bn and employing between 40,000 to 70,000 people (Luković, 2012; ICF, 2016; EC, 

2017). Almost 65% of these marinas are located in coastal areas, providing infrastructure and services of high 

quality. Most of them are concentrated in West Europe (41%) and the Mediterranean Sea (39%), with the 

rest (20%) mostly found within the Baltic Sea (ICF, 2016). 

In Middle East and North Africa, marinas developments have mainly concentrated on the waterfronts of 

Morocco, Egypt and UAE (US Commercial Services, 2018). The recent implementation of relevant large 

projects as well as the attraction of major private investments in the region, are expected to be further 

expanded contributing to the sector’s further growth and development. 

Marinas impose a positive effect on local economies considering both direct (e.g. berth fees and services) 

and indirect activities (e.g. purchase of goods and services from local businesses and suppliers, promotion of 

boat sales, marinas attracting other tourists to visit, provision of tourist information services, etc.) (ICF, 2016). 

In some cases, marinas have advanced into local economic clusters, enabling and improving for example 

accessibility to the waterfront, providing other leisure and tourism activities or supporting other sectors of 

the blue economy (e.g. accommodating maintenance vessels for offshore wind farms) (Luković, 2012; ICF, 

2016). To this end, two models of development prove to have been followed: (a) development in areas where 

there is already demand for yachting activities, and infrastructure requirements are not that extensive, and 

(b) development in areas where a significant potential exists, and a marina can act as a driver for economic 

development, attracting further investments supporting infrastructure regeneration and the development of 

other local services (ICF, 2016). Despite the above, a significant level of fragmentation still proves to exist in 

the sector limiting its growth and the exploitation of its untapped potential. 

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

Some of the key trends reported in sub-section 2.1 with regard to nautical activities, have relevant 

implications also for marinas. More specifically, the demand for more environmentally-friendly ship designs 

has actually propagated also to marinas, which have been taking efforts to effectively integrate green 

technologies within their design so that those vessels can be accommodated to the best possible extent 

(Bareuther, 2011). They are striving to become more energy efficient, reduce the amount of waste produced, 

use environmentally-friendly materials and treatments, and improve their management and operations 

following available best practices and policy recommendations (e.g. development of waste reception and 

handling facilities) (EC, 2017). The dismantling and recycling of end-of-use boats is a particular challenge that 

needs to be effectively addressed so that environmental impacts as well as the additional costs imposed can 

be minimized. Besides the environmental dimension, designs for marinas should also take into careful 

account the increasing number of megayachts, since the relevant implications and space requirements are 

important (Bareuther, 2011). Adequate capacity should be ensured, along with the provision of services of 

high quality. New demands in dock design (e.g. floating docks) should be fulfilled so that those yachts can be 

accommodated to the best possible extent considering both their size and energy requirements. 

Furthermore, the larger number of crew members and visitors those vessels require and accommodate 

respectively, implies an increase and diversification of customer needs, which marinas have to successfully 

address by providing additional, high-quality shoreside facilities and amenities (e.g. parking lots, other leisure 

activities offered in close proximity to the marina, etc.). 

The aforementioned trends are being coupled with new requirements with regard to the management of 

marinas and the adoption and integration of interoperable ICT systems, leading to the advancement into 

‘smart’ marinas where remote management, automation of processes and services, data and time 

management, predictive analytics, safety issues etc. are easily facilitated (EC, 2017; MarinaMaster, 2017; 

Townshend, 2017). However, limitations in available resources prove to be constraining the engagement of 
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marinas to innovation, which along with the sector’s level of fragmentation, discourage to a certain extent 

the attraction of new investments. 

2.4. Ship/boat building and repair 

Overview 

The shipbuilding, maintenance and repair sector in Europe, is trying to maintain a strong position in the global 

market through the introduction and adoption of new, innovative technologies and its specialization on the 

design and production of technologically-sophisticated ships rather than on traditional cargo-carrying 

vessels. The whole value chain comprises of several activities including besides ship and boat building, 

mainentance, repair and retrofitting, the construction of other floating structures and the supply of marine 

equipment and marine machinery manufacturing. The sector as a whole proves to be employing more than 

300.000 people, with approximately 300 shipyards being operational across Europe. Significant is the number 

of marine equipment manufactures and suppliers (over 22.000 companies) holding a leading position in the 

global market. Overall, the sector is estimated to have generated in 2017 nearly € 14.8 million in value added 

and € 3.6 million in profiit (BALance TC, 2017; DG Mare, 2019;). 

The recent maritime projects in Middle East and North Africa, established mainly in Egypt, revitalized the 

boatbuilding sector in the region, providing modern infrastructures supporting the provision of services of 

high quality. This has led to an increase in demand for leisure boats, which is expected to further expand 

considering the growing demand for state-of-the-art yachts and leisure boats (US Commercial Service, 2018). 

As depicted in Figure 2 below, the shipbuilding value chain comprises of several activities which can be 

grouped around three main phases: pre-production, production and post-production. 

 

 

Figure 2: The shipbuilding value chain (Source: authors’ own elaboration) 

The pre-production phase includes the preliminary, basic and detailed design of the vessel. In other words, it 

comprises of all necessary steps that should be taken so that the construction can start. The production phase 
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serves as the core part of the value chain and includes all different processes (e.g. steel cutting, keel laying, 

procurement and integration of individual equipment and systems, hull blocking assembly and mounting, 

pipe fitting, wiring, installation of main and auxiliary engines, etc.) that should be undertaken for the 

successful delivery of a vessel to its owner. The post-production phase covers the lifespan of a vessel 

supporting its operation, thus also includes its decommissioning. Technical training and customer support 

are also key parts of this phase.   

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

The key technological trends in the sector are related to both manufacturing processes and fitting solutions, 

ranging from plants to furniture and navigation devices. With regard to manufacturing processes, a number 

of trends have to be addressed through innovative technology implementation. These include: (a) increases 

in work capacity retaining however current energy consumption levels, (b) focus on vessels’ interior design 

and decor details, as well as on all technical aspects related to onboard systems, (c) ensuring maximum 

accessibility to vessels’ interior structure during the arrangement of onboard systems, (d) achieving a high 

level of assembly quality resulting in top level reliability, (e) drastic reduction of vessels’ emissions as well as 

of emissions in shipyards, and (f) avoiding unparalleled customization possibilities. With regard to the 

products themselves, innovative and disruptive technologies are required for addressing the following 

trends: (a) considerable reduction of noise, vibration and harshness, (b) containment of boats’ weight, (c) 

achievement of fuel consumption savings and reduced environmental impact, (d) enhanced efficiency in 

propulsion, hydrodynamic resistance and trim correction, (e) reduced drag, (f) increased safety ensured in 

case of unexpected events, and (g) achievement of onboard energy savings.  

There also some cross-cutting technologies with applications on different phases of the value chain. These 

include: 

 3D printing,  which is expected to revolutionize the production of spare parts. There have already been 

advances in printing 3D spares for pumps, motors and engines, and e-procurement specialists are in 

discussions with companies offering this technology. 3D printers will soon be able to produce larger 

boat components such as propellers and engines, as more advanced units are being introduced, 

 Advanced encryption is improving cyber security, which has become an essential aspect of fleet 

management. Firewalls, antivirus programs, managing USB port access and seafarer training are 

regarded as key basic elements of cybersecurity, although more advanced solutions are required for 

preventing hackers to break into company networks onshore and on-board, 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI) developments are enabling more autonomy in shipping and better prediction 

of machinery failures. AI involves computer processing and algorithms to produce information that 

helps captains or boat owners to make more informed decisions, 

 Augmented Reality (AR) is the ability to project information on images to deliver higher levels of 

understanding for designers and boatbuilders’ customers, 

 Remote control becomes a reality for fleet managers as more on-board systems are automated and 

satellite communications become faster and more reliable. This is enabled by high-throughput 

satellites that provide spot beams of broadband for real-time ship monitoring and remote commands. 

Even if vessels remain manned, there are applications for remote control which detect possible faults 

and locate the boat. 

2.5. Coastal tourism and maritime transport services 

Overview 

Coastal tourism is a key sector of Blue Growth and a major contributor to the national economy of European, 

and especially Mediterranean countries, with the latter attracting in 2017 almost 193 million arrivals of 

tourists. It comprises of three key sub-sectors namely accommodation, transport and other activities, within 

http://bit.ly/MEC_3D_print
http://bit.ly/MEC_Cyber
http://bit.ly/MEC_AI
http://bit.ly/MEC_AR1
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which all relevant economic and recreational activities (e.g. leisure yachting, local cruises, boat excursions, 

swimming, water sports, etc.) are included (Figure 3). It serves as the largest blue economic sector of Europe 

generating, in 2017, a total of approximately € 65.1 billion in gross value added and € 23.5 billion in profits, 

accounting for more of 50% of jobs (i.e. almost 2.2 million people directly employed in 2017) supporting the 

blue economy in Europe (DG Mare, 2019).  

The South-East Mediterranean region concentrates only 17% of the total International Tourist Arrivals (ITA) 

of coastal and maritime tourism. In 2015, it is estimated that relevant activities contributed to the economy 

of North African countries by approximately $ 58 billion. This accounts for a notable growth of the sector, 

mostly in Egypt and Turkey, also as a result of the private investments that have been undertaken on relevant 

projects in key coastal areas of those countries. However, due to the political, economic and social crises that 

many countries in this region are currently facing, the sector can be characterized by instability (Tonazzini et 

al., 2019). 

As complementary sector, and also serving as one of the largest of the European blue economy, maritime 

transport connects the numerous island regions of Europe with its central hinterland, thus acts as the 

backbone of Europe’s international trade as well as, to a smaller extent, of intra-European trade. In fact, in 

2017, more than 400 million passengers (including cruise passengers) embarked and disembarked from / to 

EU ports, with 35% of them passing through Italian and Greek ports. With regard to freight volumes between 

EU Member States, short sea shipping services accommodated nearly 1.9 billion tonnes with Mediterranean 

countries holding the larger share (29%) (Eurostat).  

As stated above, the two sectors are complementary and often deeply interconnected with several actors 

being involved within a complex and multi-layered value chain. The large number of small and medium-sized 

enterprises involved in the different processes providing a wide variety of services, add to the complexity of 

the whole system considering that in many cases those companies come from a different industrial sector. 

 
Figure 3: Value chain of coastal tourism and maritime transport services (Source: Tonazzini et al, 2019) 
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As depicted in Figure 3 above, such an integrated value chain consists of four main segments: (i) travel 

organization that includes all necessary activities for the promotion, advertisement, booking and 

management of a travel package or trip to a certain destination, (ii) maritime transportation, including all 

relevant services (i.e. passenger and freight), infrastructure, equipment, etc. (iii) accommodation, taking also 

into consideration online booking platforms and other services offered, and (iv) recreational and sport 

activities that are sea-based (e.g. recreational yachting, boat excursions, water sports, etc.). 

Key innovation trends and new technologies 

Several of the aforementioned cross-cutting technologies have significant implications also for coastal 

tourism and maritime transport. IoT and AI as well as big data analytics and blockchain technology are 

expected to provide tourists with enhanced experiences thus making travelling more efficient and affordable. 

To this end, tourist arrivals are expected to considerably increase over the next years with different services 

(e.g. transportation, accommodation, leisure) being better interconnected (OECD, 2018). 

With regard to tourism, with direct implications on coastal tourism as well, the following technologies are 

expected to change, to a small or greater extent, current business practices: 

 Retargeting through social media applications: through relevant tools (e.g. Facebook Exchange), social 

media platforms are able to track cookies and provide to their users targeted advertisements tailored-

made to their needs. Such a marketing strategy has effects also on tourism, contributing into attracting 

a greater number of bookings since users are relieved from any search effort (or at least the latter is 

minimized) and the overall process is made much easier, 

 Automation: as it is the case in many industries, AI, machine learning and robotics are also penetrating 

the hotel industry with several different services being provided. Furthermore, autonomous vehicles 

and vessels are expected to enter the market in the near future, considerably changing urban mobility 

as well as current recreational activities. Furthermore, the interaction and communication among 

locals and tourists are expected to be further facilitated through the wider and easier use of 

sophisticated real-time translation apps and software, 

 Big data analytics are expected to further assist travel agents and tourism-related companies into 

getting a better understanding of the market dynamics providing them with valuable insights on 

current tourist behavior phycology and experience needs so that they can quickly and effectively adapt 

their business to them, 

 Blockchain technology will also facilitate international travelling by introducing new ways for more 

secure identity management, as well as faster and efficient communication between travelers and 

their service providers (e.g. transportation companies). In addition, the wider use of cryptocurrencies 

will likely affect exchange rates and currency conversion, possibly eliminating all related fees thus 

supporting efforts against inflated currencies, 

 Virtual Reality may also considerably reshape tourism, providing interested travelers with a hands-on 

experience of what they will likely see when selecting a travel package or destination, increasing in 

that way their interest and thus better informing their decision to travel there. 

With regard to maritime transport and in addition to what has been reported in the previous sub-sections, 

there is a number of different implications and/or other key trends and technologies impacting current 

business practices: 

 Shipping environmental regulations, introduced by both the IMO and the EC, setting specific emission 

limits to be respected, with the long-term targets that have been set paving the way towards the 

decarbonization of shipping. Different solutions are expected to be adopted by the industry for 

conforming to these new regulations (e.g. scrubber installation, use of compliant fuels, use of 

alternative fuels, electrification, etc.), 
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 Digitalization (e.g. automation, IoT, AI, robotics), supporting fleet operations and optimizing decision-

making with significant implications in terms of costs, safety, etc., 

 Vessel autonomy, allowing the deployment of unmanned vessels with again significant implications in 

terms of costs, safety, etc. Short ferry routes can serve as a good market entry point for such vessels. 
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3. Methodological framework 

For ensuring that the information included in the report is consistent and that all key sources are taken into 

careful consideration and reviewed, a structured methodological framework was devised as a very first step. 

The latter was shared between all project partners, so that a common consensus and understanding could 

be established, ensuring that the work to be performed in each of the five MED territories involved is well 

aligned and of high quality. The methodological framework included six interconnected steps, which aimed 

to effectively guide partners throughout the process of collecting, analysing and reporting relevant 

information for each of the three maritime sub-sectors and two value chains targeted. More specifically:  

In step 1, the current state-of-the-art, with regard to the targeted sectors and value chains, should be 

described in each territory. As mentioned in section 1, the main focus is on: (a) maritime innovation trends, 

(b) business development characteristics, and (c) cutting-edge technologies that will be severely impacting 

the business environment within the next five to ten years. For describing the current state-of-the-art, 

relevant reports, studies, articles, project deliverables, market analyses, statistic reviews, etc. should be 

identified and carefully reviewed, so that all useful information is efficiently extracted and combined then 

into a uniform section that will provide the reader with a clear and comprehensive overview of the existing 

situation in each of the five MED countries targeted. Areas where the latter outperform as well as areas 

where there is room for further improvements should be also highlighted.   

In step 2, the main actors involved in each country, should be carefully identified and documented. These 

will include innovative small and medium-sized enterprises – SMEs, entrepreneurs’ associations, institutions 

specialised in business creation, business angels, investment funds, institutions specialized in fund raising, 

specialized departments of banks, companies willing to buy shares in other companies to reach a synergy, 

consulting and technology due diligence companies, lawyers, chartered accountants, etc. The identified 

actors will be grouped together in categories, as indicatively mentioned above, while innovative SMEs will be 

also distinguished according to the maritime sub-sector they provide services in. For each of the actors 

identified, a small description and a web-link will be included. As a next step, and for gathering more detailed 

information, a short online questionnaire will be developed targeting both innovative SMEs and investors 

(See Annex I). The questionnaire will be used for verifying (a) whether the selected SMEs are included in 

registries of innovative SMEs that exist in some countries, if they have been awarded with a patent and/or a 

seal of excellence, and to what extent they are open to international markets and networks, and (b) whether 

the selected investors include in their portfolio investments in companies addressing the targeted sub-

sectors, at which stage they prefer to invest in, what is their exact level of involvement, etc. The online 

questionnaire will be also used for collecting input from those actors with regard to the points described in 

steps 5 & 6 below.  

In step 3, available funding opportunities for innovative SMEs should be identified and reported. These will 

consist of both public (e.g. funding programmes that are available at a national, regional, macro-regional, 

European and international level) and private ones (e.g. foundations, etc.), for which further details will be 

collected following an excel-based template that has been prepared so that the same format is followed in 

each territory. Besides a web-link and a short description that will be provided for each programme, the sub-

sectors addressed and the relevant priorities set will be also highlighted, along with specific objectives to be 

achieved, the rate of funding provided and the overall budget that is available at the current programming 

period. 

In step 4, different structures and initiatives that exist in each territory for supporting business development 

and facilitating links between new entrepreneurs (SMEs) and private investors, will be also identified and 

reported. These may range from relevant incubators and accelerators to matching, evaluation and promotion 

initiatives, co-working spaces, competitions, relevant events, etc. 
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In step 5, existing challenges that need to be addressed for further facilitating innovation and business 

creation and development, will be identified and described, considering also the relevant implications of the 

Blue Growth Strategy. As mentioned above, insights are drawn from the feedback received from the online 

questionnaire, enabling in that way to formulate innovation scenarios that can contribute towards efficiently 

addressing the identified challenges. 

For supporting the latter, step 6 tackles another very important aspect which is the identification of the 

necessary skills and competences that SMEs and private investors should present for facilitating cluster 

formation and operation, and thus the realization of the different benefits clustering activities may provide. 

Building upon the findings of a thorough literature review that will be undertaken, key relevant insights will 

be also provided by the actors participating in the questionnaire survey. The relevant results are expected to 

support investors into better understanding the sectors targeted and more easily identifying the already 

available and/or emerging investment opportunities, better informing in that way decision-making. SMEs will 

also benefit from a deeper understanding of how access to private investors can be facilitated, as well as of 

which of their requirements they have to take into careful consideration. 
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4. Country specific analysis - Italy 

4.1. State-of-the-art 

The maritime industry is of utmost importance for the whole Italian territory, since 15 regions out of the total 

20 are coastal ones. Italian shipyards are actually world leaders in the construction of high technology vessels 

such as cruise ships, passenger vessels and super-yachts. Italian boating especially, plays a worldwide 

prestigious role in the construction of motor yachts. The national port system holds the first global position 

in terms of volume of goods and cruise transit.  

The Italian maritime industry currently accounts for about 50.000 companies working in the maritime 

transport and port sectors, as well as in naval and commercial shipbuilding and maintenance sector. Overall, 

the maritime sector accounts today for 1% of the country’s GDP, with more than 220.000 workers being 

currently employed and a regional distribution system that is in place ensuring that the most disadvantaged 

regions are supported. 

4.1.1 Nautical services 

As clearly highlighted above, Italy plays an important role in the maritime sector, not limited to ship and boat 

building but extended to all other relevant activities such as boat equipment and design as well as nautical 

services. All following data are based on CNA (2018) and UCINA (2018). 

The nautical sector, which includes the construction, maintenance and repair of pleasure boats, actually 

includes a total of 3.247 businesses in Italy where 31.285 workers were employed in 2015, generating a 

turnover of € 8.214.281 and an added value of € 1.511.822. It is important to highlight that over a 7-year 

period (2008-2015) the companies decreased by 1.046 units and the employees by 15.748. During the same 

period, the leisure boat construction sector cut its turnover and employment by half, reducing its added value 

by approximately 61%. However, there has been an increase in maintenance and storage activities that 

ranged from 53,6% to 62,5%. With regard to SMEs in particular, 3.180 companies were in business in 2015 

employing more than 15.000 people, and producing a turnover of € 1.788 million and an added value of € 

531 million. In 2016, their number was reduced to 2.568, with the number of employees also decreasing to 

13.182. Revenues were approximately € 1,101 million with a total of capital goods of € 433 million. From 

2009 to 2016 the number of companies further decreased (20,2%), and so were the number of employees (-

6,1%) and revenues (-9,2%). The relevant micro and small businesses that are currently present throughout 

Italy, prove to be largely concentrated in certain regions such as Tuscany (17,3%), Liguria (15%), Campania 

(8,6%), Sicily (8,3%) and Veneto (8,3%). Revenues produced by the relevant companies located in Tuscany 

and Liguria amount to 38.9% of the country’s total. 

With regard to import and export volumes in the period from 2013 to 2017, there have been substantial 

changes. In 2013, the turnover of the national production was € 2 billion, with more than € 1,5 billion 

representing exports and the remaining 0,5 imports, while the turnover of the internal market accounted for 

more than 0,5. In 2017, the Italian market recovered to a considerable extent, leading to a turnover of € 4 

billion, which represents an increase of 18% compared to 2016. The value of the national shipbuilding sector 

exceeded € 2 billion with exports accounting for a share of over 80%. 

In the ranking Boat International Media (http://www.boatinternational.com ) published with regard to the 

order book of boats over 24 meters that is in progress worldwide for 2018, seven Italian shipyards are 

included among the top 20. The value of Italian shipbuilding production actually presented an increase of 

13% in 2017, with exports, as mentioned above, holding a stable share over 80%.  

It is important also to highlight that in the last 5 years, there has been a considerable increase in the 

production of pneumatic boats. The relevant market is being dominated by a small number of companies 
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(around 10) holding a share close to 70% of the total turnover, with the remaining share spreading across 40-

50 companies, many of which are only targeting the domestic market.  

Overall, the turnover of the nautical sector can be distributed to the shipbuilding industry (58%), accessories 

(25%), engines (9%) and refit & services (8%) (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Turnover of nautical sector, year 2017 (Source: Data from CNA, 2018) 

In 2018, the Italian turnover for the construction of new watercrafts was over the € 2,74 billion.  In the last 

three years (2015 – 2017), an increase of 3,7% in turnover was recorded while according to the UCINA 

General assembly (i.e. National Italian Nautical Confederation) the global revenues could reach € 4,25 billion 

(UCINA – Confindustria Nautica. http://ucina.net). This would actually represent a growth of 75% in 

comparison to the lowest respective values that were recorded back in 2013. Furthermore, it is estimated 

that the construction of new boats will account for a growth greater than 10.4%, while a growth more than 

7.8% is also being estimated for equipment that includes not only accessories but engines as well. Considering 

2018 data, the turnover of the shipbuilding sector is being estimated to approximately € 2,74 billion, with € 

1,5 billion concerning equipment. 

In 2018, Italy confirms its leadership on the sector with the delivery of 1.588 yachts (a worldwide percentage 

of 32%). Specifically, for 2018, the order portfolio consists of 175 units with an average length of 45 meters. 

Italy therefore remains a global leader in terms of number of units produced and of current orders (41,3% of 

total worldwide). Looking into productivity levels in more detail, a significant increase in the number of yachts 

that are under construction can be found. More specifically, from 261 units in 2013, they grew to 377 units 

in 2017 and 413 in 2018. The number of yachts delivered declined however from 146 in 2013 to 139 in 2017 

and 124 in 2018. New orders also increased from 117 in 2013 to 153 units in 2015 while more recent 

information was not found to be available.  

With regard to the average length of yachts under construction, after a significant peak in the 2015-2017, it 

returned to an average of 48,2 meters due to the buyers' lower purchasing capacity. Focusing on super-yacht 

production, Italy appears to be undertaking a leading position in 2019, ranking in the top with regard to global 

orders of units over 24m. Indeed, Italy accounts for a total of 379 yachts in construction over a total of 830 

at a global level. Super-yacht production deliveries amounted to 288 between 2013 and 2017, with 44 active 

shipyards across the country, among which 16 have one order per year from 2013. The total number of yachts 
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delivered in 2017 was 47 while 175 yachts were under construction. It is also possible to identify that between 

2013 and 2017, 97% of the yachts delivered were motor-yachts and 3% sailing boats. 

4.1.2 Cruising 

For this section, the data sources are Risposte Turismo (2019) and Il Sole 24 Ore (2017). Focusing on the main 

Italian cruise ports, the port of Civitavecchia accommodated the largest number of passengers in 2018 

(2.441.737), followed by the ports of Venice (1.560.579), Napoli (1.068.797) and Genova (1.011.398). Starting 

from 2011, the number of cruise passengers that embarked, disembarked or were in transit in the Italian 

cruise ports has followed a fluctuating trend, with percentage changes ranging between -10% and +20%. 

Absolute numbers have ranged between 10 and 11.5 million passengers. After a decrease in cruise 

passengers recorded in 2017 (10,2 million passengers, -10% compared to 2016), 2016-consistent results were 

reported for 2018, that actually account for the top three record after 2011 and 2013. At a regional level, 

Lazio had the major passenger transfer in the national cruise sector, followed by Liguria and Veneto. 

The number of calls of cruise vessels has also fluctuated over the past decade, with annual variations ranging 

between -10 and + 15%. In absolute terms, the total number of calls increased considerably between 2009 

and 2011, with the latter being the record year and the only one - together with 2013 - when more than 

5.000 cruise ship calls were registered. Venice leads the ranking of the cruise ports in Italy with regard to the 

percentage of boarding-landing on the total traffic (84,6%). Trieste and Savona follow, respectively with 

76,1% and 60,5% of boarding-landings on the total number of passengers handled. As for absolute values, 

after Venice which accounts for approximately 1.32 million boarding-landings, Civitavecchia follows with 

about 955.000 and Genoa, Savona and Palermo with similar quotas around 500.000. Regarding the cruise 

passengers in transit, Civitavecchia leads the ranking with 1,5 million passengers, followed by Naples 

(970.000) and Livorno (775.000). 

Within the European panorama, as already highlighted above, Italy has a leading role in the production of 

cruise ships. Driven by the Italian company Fincantieri, the Italian shipbuilding industry is the leader in the 

cruise segment, managing 42% of the order portfolio at the global level. According to the cruise ship order 

book, compiled by the specialist Seatrade Cruise, from 2017 to 2025, Fincantieri has 29 units in its portfolio 

of 2,53 million tonnage surpassing its German competitor Meyer Werft, which has 19 ships of 2,88 million 

tons as well as Stx France, which has 12 ships of 2,01 million tons.  

4.1.3 Ports and marinas 

In order to collect data on ports and marinas, several data sources are used: Assoporti (2018, 2019); MIT 

(2018); UCINA (2018). It is possible to distinguish three types of ports according to their function: (1) tourist 

ports or marinas, which are dedicated to leisure boating; (2) multi-purpose ports, which accommodate 

diverse types of vessels and present different functions; and (3) mooring points. In 2017, the number of port 

infrastructures in Italy was 781 which accounted for 86 tourist ports, 459 multi-purpose ports and 236 

mooring points. In the same year, the distribution of boat moorings was composed by 43.970 places in 

marinas, 100.636 in multipurpose ports and 16.084 in mooring points, resulting into a total number of 

160.690 moorings. The regions where the greatest number of ports are located are Liguria, Sardinia, Tuscany 

and Sicily.  

With an analysis on yachting and infrastructures for 2017, around the country 104.974 moorings below 10m 

are being provided (or with not specified capacity) along with 49.574 moorings between 10,01m and 24m, 

and 4.000 moorings above 24m. The following figure (Figure 5) depicts the distribution of moorings among 

the different regions in Italy. 
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Figure 5: Italian port infrastructures (Source: UCINA, 2018) 

With specific regard to the distribution of mooring places among the individual types of infrastructures, it 

can be noted that the moorings in the marinas are concentrated in Liguria (7.511 places), Friuli Venezia Giulia 

(5.469), Sardegna (4.999) and Toscana (3.999): these four regions together offer half of the total moorings in 

Italian marinas. 

Considering the freight in Europe, Italian ports occupied the third place with 461.990 movements in 2016 

and it is in the first place for passenger transit with a total of 87.658 during the same year. It is estimated 

that the total of passengers in the Italian Ports was over 51 million passengers. In 2016, the movements of 

goods in the national Italian ports corresponded to 461.990 (x 1.000 tons) and the passenger movements in 

2015 was of 70.268 (x 1.000 persons). 

As a result of this geographical location, Italy is composed of large number of seaports that provide the 

transportation of goods and passengers. The main cargo ports in Italy are: Genova, Gioia Tauro, La Spezia. 

According to their specialization, the primary reference ports are the following: 

 for liquid bulk: Trieste, Cagliari – Sarroch, Augusta, 

 solid bulk: Ravenna, Taranto, Venezia, 

 containers: Gioia Tauro, Genova, La Spezia,  

 ro-ro: Livorno, Genova, Trieste,  

 passengers: Villa San Giovanni, Napoli, Civitavecchia. 

Ports are connected with logistic centers which permit the sorting of goods not only around the country with 

the use of transportation on the road and rail but also spread to all Europe. This allows inbound and outbound 
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connections with the interaction of logistics enterprises. In 2016, in a ranking of controlled fleets of major 

shipping nations, Italy is ranked at the 10th place with 48 million of dwt distributed.  

Despite the favorable geographical conditions of the Italian peninsula, in 2015 only the 28,8% of the freight 

transport with origin and destination inside the Italian territory and with national providers has been 

performed waterborne, leaving more than the 50% to the road transport. 

The country does not have urban mobility waterborne systems along the coasts and inland navigation is the 

main transport system only in the city of Venice. Navigation along the coasts for people has mainly a touristic 

purpose. Nonetheless, in the last 5 years new input has been given to inland navigation, both for people and 

freight, along the longest river of the country and in lagoon areas. 

Since 2016 the governance system of commercial ports in Italy has been affected by a re-organization which 

led to the establishment of only 15 Sea Port Authorities, as shown in Figure 6 below. 

 

 
Figure 6: Italian Ports System Authorities 

4.1.4 Ship/boat building and repair 

In Italy, it is not easy to identify the companies working in the nautical sector, given the fact that the statistical 

business categories do not reflect the actual business scenario, where it is estimated to find more than 250 

categories involved in the value chain of ship and boat building. The supply chain indeed covers activities 

from the ship design to shipbuilding (including the manufacture of ship components) and all nautical services. 

Nonetheless, useful information are gathered by CNA (2018) and UCINA (2018). A large number of 

enterprises are not mainly focused on nautical-related activities and contribute to the supply chain with a 

marginal production or service provision, it could be meaningful to identify at least those businesses that 

have nautical manufacture or service as core business.  Facts and figures on nautical activities concerning the 

value chain of ship and boat building and repair are illustrated in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Facts and figures on Italian nautical activities (Source: CNA on data from ISTAT) 

  Enterprises Employees Added value 

(thousand €) 

Turnover 

(thousand €) 

Shipbuilding 671 15.767 813.584 5.593.804 

Boatbuilding 547 7.034 338.632 1.733.050 

Repair and refit 2.029 8.484 359.606 887.427 

Total nautical activities 3.247 31.285 1.511.822 8.214.281 

 
More specifically, the Italian SMEs operating in the value chain contribute for a relevant quota of the entire 

sector, as depicted in Table 2 below. 

 
Table 2: Facts and figures on Italian SMEs (Source: CNA on data from ISTAT) 

  Enterprises Employees Added value 

(thousand €) 

Turnover 

(thousand €) 

Shipbuilding 666 7.140 343.340 2.362.787 

Boatbuilding 544 4.149 161.332 692.235 

Repair and refit 2.029 8.484 359.606 887.427 

Total nautical activities 3.239 19.773 864.278 3.942.449 

 
Until 2008, the Italian boating sector experienced a golden age that ended due to the crisis that hit all 

business sectors, including the nautical one. As a result of a period of transition, those larger companies that 

were more open to foreign markets have reacted better to the crisis through the implementation of strategic 

responses. Although in 2014 the sector lost almost a third of its turnover compared to 2008, to date the loss 

has been reduced. According to CNA forecasts, it will be completely reabsorbed just from 2025 on. 

In early 2018 there was an increase in domestic demand for small – medium boats. In fact, it has been noticed 

that there has been a recovery in the purchase of motor units belonging to the range between 7 and 10 

meters, which do not require registration. For the range between 10 and 16 meters, sailing boat are the 

driving force for the entire sector. 

A further progress in the creation of a systemic approach to boating is the approval of a new nautical code 

and the implementation of the electronic register which allowed Italy to create a positive climate and make 

the internal market less fragile. 

4.1.5 Coastal tourism and maritime transport services 

In order to outline coastal tourism and maritime transport services, several data sources are considered, 

apart from the Eurostat database (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database): Assoporti (2018); CNA 

(2018); Risposte Turismo (2019); UCINA (2018); UNEP (2016). When considering the coastal tourism and 

maritime transport value chain we are include a broad range of players contributing from the early stage 

until the last step of the chain. In this sense in terms of maritime transport services, the equipment and 

maintenance services represent the primary inputs needed to support port and marina infrastructures, that 

will be operated by a managing actor with the consequent involvement of logistic and mobility operators and 

service providers for ships/boats and goods/passengers. Auxiliary players will complete the chain, yards and 

brokers, port authorities, land-based transport operators and custom are part of the latter while the final 

product will be transport services for goods and passengers. On the other hand, when considering coastal 

tourism, the main activities are related to the before mentioned transport services together with recreational 

and sport activities, cultural activities and hospitality. All of them are supported by tailored infrastructures 

and services designed to give an answer to main needs and priorities driven by market development and 

technology and environment issues. 
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In the tourism activity, ports and coastline occupy a relevant position in terms of number of sailboats, 

infrastructures, moorings, kilometers of coastline and protect marine areas. The examination of the national 

recreational boat fleets shows that in the Italian area the number of sailboats consists of 18.776 consisted of 

78.737 motorboats, 360.000 motorboats and rigid units with reference to 2017. 

Italy, for most part, is surrounded by sea and the coastline have a length of 7.375 km of which the coastal 

regions (in km2) are 182.052 and non-coastal regions (in Km2) are 120.021. With a focus on the 27 protected 

marine areas, the kilometers of coastline are about 700 Km2 of marine protected areas are 6.806 and specially 

protected areas of Mediterranean importance (SPAMIs) are 11. 

According to the studies of the CNA, the Italian marinas, which have suffered the escape of leisure boaters 

towards other Countries, show a meaningful recovery, supported by the qualitative growth of the offered 

services and by the greater orientation towards the bigger units (superyachts). It follows that an increasing 

number of nautical services in our country should turn to a foreign clientele. Even in this context, Italian 

legislation, despite still in deficit, is slowly adapting to make the country competitive with respect to our main 

competitors, such as France, Spain, Greece, Turkey, Croatia and Montenegro. 

With regard to main European ports for passengers, 8 ports out of 20 are Italian, namely Civitavecchia, 

Venezia, Napoli, Genova, Savona, Livorno, Palermo and Bari. Apart from Savona, all of them have recorded 

an increase of at least 9 % during the period 2017-2018, in line with the European average of 8.91%. It is 

possible to examine four macro areas in Italy: Adriatic Sea, Northern Tyrrhenian, Central-Southern Tyrrhenian 

and Islands. Compared to 2017, a positive change in the number of passengers handled. In particular, the 

Central-Southern Tyrrhenian and the Adriatic recorded increases of 13% and 12%. Compared to 10 years ago, 

it is the Northern Tyrrhenian presenting the greatest increase (+ 42%). Confirming what has been reported 

in previous years, the distribution of cruise traffic in the top 15 Italian ports by number of passengers is 

recorded throughout the year but is concentrated in the central months of the same, in particular from May 

to October, with low values in the months of beginning and end of the year. The month of October returns 

to be in 2018, as in 2014, the month with the highest share of passengers. Differences are recorded among 

Italian ports. Indeed, Palermo shows the highest rate during the winter months, followed by Genova and 

Savona, while Olbia the highest rate in summer months, followed by Venezia and Bari. 

The forecasts for 2019 indicate a new acceleration of traffic after the one recorded in 2018 in comparison 

with the previous year. In absolute terms, more than 780.000 passengers are expected to be handled more 

than 2018. If the forecasts are respected, at the end of 2019 the passenger movements should reach the 

threshold of 12 million, establishing the new traffic record of the cruise ship in Italy. The ship calls should be 

around 4.800, with a variation equal to 3.2%. Genova and La Spezia are expected to be the main contributors, 

with around 540.000 of those additional 780.000 passenger movements throughout Italy. In an overall 

positive picture on a national scale, the expected negative changes may be foreseen in Savona and Palermo, 

both involved in significant infrastructural interventions during the year 2019. 

More in general, the analysis by Assoporti, Italian port Association, shows the need to re-launch the national 

port system with investment plans in strategic works capable of allowing a recovery of the infrastructural gap 

that this country registers in relation to its competitors. Such interventions, both in infrastructural works and 

in intangible works, such as innovation and digitalization of port processes and operations, would allow for 

an overall modernization and efficiency of the system. 

4.2. Main actors 

The waterborne sector in Italy collects many different actors according to the specific sub sector: shipbuilding 

and mega-yacht building has few world leader actors, while boatbuilding still counts on many shipyards also 

family driven and very specialized that usually perform also maintenance and refitting activities. Italy has a 

low number of ship-owners both for freight transport at international level and for passenger transport to 

guarantee lines towards national islands and few neighbour countries.  
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The “nautical activities” and the “cruising” sector are clearly related to the ship and boatbuilding areas 

mentioned before: both have excellent big players in the global market, but the strong difference is in the 

composition of the value chains. On the one hand, for shipbuilding (thus cruising and nautical activities only 

referred to mega-yachts) rely on a wide network of suppliers in which also significant medium-sized 

enterprises are encompassed, on the other hand boatbuilding represents mostly the Italian tradition of 

family-driven businesses and artisans. Finally, ports and marinas represent a world apart: commercial ports 

(also called ports of national relevance, which include cruising ports) are State owned and managed and they 

depend directly form the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport. All the other smaller ports (marinas) are 

basically managed by private companies (usually small companies) that are given a concession from the State 

for the use of the coastal area and of the infrastructures located there. 

Italy hosts one of the 12 ship classification societies in the world, 3 universities offer courses in Naval 

Engineering and 2 in Yacht Design; moreover, Italy counts on 2 research centres with a specific experience in 

the maritime sector. 

The identification of main actors has taken place by considering at first the Italian Register of Innovative 

SMEs1 and secondly the network of maritime regional clusters, which provided a list of companies according 

to their knowledge and perception of the reference territory. Moreover, actors in the regions where any 

aggregative actor for the maritime sector presently exists have been extrapolated from the State of the Art 

performed in the Blue NET Project. What the listed marinas is concerned, due to the really huge number of 

marinas along the Italian coasts, the ones listed here have been chosen from the report of INGEMAR “Marina 

d’Italia” by selecting up to 5 marinas per Region according to the highest berthing capacity.  The result is 

summarized in the following tables. 

 
Table 3: List of innovative SMEs (start-ups) in Italy per maritime sub-sector 

Innovative SMEs (start-ups) 

Nautical activities 

1 Name ARKOS 

Website www.arkosboats.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Arkos in an Italian company that produce boats and ribs everything inside is warehouse; 

Arkos begun its business with new moulds and new technologies. 

2 Name Cantiere Navale Franchini 

Website www.franchiniyachts.com   

Region of activity International 

Short description Franchini shipyards is based in Marche region and designs and produces motor yachts 

giving consideration to technological aspects applied to concept and production related 

issues.  

3 Name Cantiere Navale Vittoria 

Website www.vittoria.biz  

Region of activity International 

Short description Vittoria Shipyard works in all sectors of naval construction, with a production of more 

than 800 boats such as: cargo-boats, fishing vessels, tankers, dredgers, ferry boats and 

passenger ships. 

4 Name Cantiere Savona 

Website www.cantieresavona.it  

Region of activity International 

                                                 
1 Italian Register of Innovative SMEs: http://startup.registroimprese.it/isin/home 

http://www.arkosboats.com/
http://www.franchiniyachts.com/
http://www.vittoria.biz/
http://www.cantieresavona.it/
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Short description Cantiere Savona, is an innovative shipyard start-up founded in 2012. Innovative both in 

products and in financing methods: Cantiere Savona is the second company in Europe 

to close an equity crowdfunding campaign and the first one for amounts of funds 

gathered, reaching 380.000,00 euros from 44 investors. 

5 Name Carbonovus 

Website www.carbonovus.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description CarboNovus provides innovative solutions for manufacturing products with the use of 

carbon fiber and other composite materials. 

6 Name CELIN 

Website www.celinsrl.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Enterprise focused on research and development, designing, production, testing and 

assistance over high technology electronic and electro-mechanic solutions and 

products. 

7 Name Compositi Veloci 

Website www.compositiveloci.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description The enterprise designs and produces innovative custom based nautical vessels. 

8 Name Easysea 

Website www.easysea.org  

Region of activity International 

Short description Easysea is an innovative start-up developing nautical accessories for pleasure boating 

both for sailboats and motorboats. 

9 Name Elettro Naval Impianti 

Website www.enimusetti.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description Enterprise developing hi tech electric plants and devices for shipyards and yacht 

covering designing, realization, installation and automation aspects. 

10 Name Fratelli Canalicchio 

Website www.canalicchio.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Fratelli Canalicchio produces stainless steel parts for the fi-out of luxury yachts 

including a vast array of parts and different types of handrail in steel, teak and glass 

with various profile types. 

11 Name HINelson 

Website www.hinelson.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description HiNelson is online store for nautical related products and accessories. 

12 Name H2Boat 

Website www.h2boat.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description h2boat is an enterprise developing hydrogen technology for boating designed to store 

and produce amounts of energy with zero emissions, integrating with the structure of 

the boat to increase its performance in an ecological and sustainable way.  

13 Name ITACATAMARANS  

Website www.itacatamarans.com  

Region of activity International 

http://www.carbonovus.com/
http://www.celinsrl.com/
http://www.compositiveloci.it/
http://www.easysea.org/
http://www.enimusetti.it/
http://www.canalicchio.com/
http://www.hinelson.com/
http://www.h2boat.it/
http://www.itacatamarans.com/
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Short description ITACATAMARANS produces and designs cruiser catamarans.  

14 Name Lady Hawke Catamarans – Catmarine Srl 

Website www.ladyhawkecatamarans.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Catmarine designs and produces tailored and different sizes catamarans for leisure and 

touristic purposes.  

15 Name LinseT 

Website www.linset.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description Testing and experimental engineering laboratory operating in the optimization and 

development of processes and materials for various industrial sectors, for the marine 

industry and for composite manufacturers and product end users. 

16 Name LUCE5 Yachting 

Website www.luce5.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Enterprise providing innovative and high technology lighting solutions for yachting and 

nautical sector. 

17 Name Marine Automation 

Website www.marineautomation.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description Develops solutions for ship automation and monitoring through tailored software 

platforms. 

18 Name MaterialScan 

Website www.materialscan.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description Materialscan operates in the research and development field applied to high 

technological solutions for material science with strong attention to recyclable 

materials and eco-compatible and environment friendly processes. 

19 Name MICAD 

Website www.micad.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description MICAD is a design house specialized in naval architecture, structural engineering and 

marine design, and provide complete naval architecture services from conception , 

through building support  to running sea trials. 

20 Name moi composites 

Website www.moi.am  

Region of activity International 

Short description moi is a start-up exploring the possibility of using thermo setting short and continuous 

fiber composite materials in additive manufacturing. The company is involved in 

research, design and development of systems of parts and manufacture objects as one-

off parts of small series. 

21 Name Monotricat 

Website www.monotricat.net  

Region of activity National 

Short description Monotricat designs, studies and tests innovative hull lines for displacement hull with 

reduced resistance, significant energy savings and high hydrodynamic efficiency. 

22 Name M3S 

Website www.m3s.it  

Region of activity International 

http://www.ladyhawkecatamarans.com/
http://www.linset.it/
http://www.luce5.it/
http://www.marineautomation.it/
http://www.materialscan.it/
http://www.micad.it/
http://www.moi.am/
http://www.monotricat.net/
http://www.m3s.it/
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Short description M3S designs and develops information systems, is able to configure, control and 

manage diversified frameworks and application servers, with applications embedded 

network protocols, traffic monitoring and carrier ethernet networks. 

23 Name Naye 

Website www.naye.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Naye develops innovative products and services for shipyards and owners with 

reference to innovation design, yacht engineering and special project related to design 

and architecture. 

24 Name Officine Marco Poggipolini 

Website www.marcopoggipolini.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description The enterprise develops the use of special alloys in the marine field: the marine 

division, a new supplier for components in titanium and other metals. Though the 

company is new, it incorporates long-standing experience and mature technologies, as 

proven by the renewed partnerships in the racing and in the boat-building sector. 

25 Name Piranhascraft 

Website www.piranhascraft.it  

Region of activity National 

Short description Production of high-performance hulls with new technology applications designed to 

diversified segments, from nautical to workboats. 

26 Name PME Mare 

Website www.pmemare.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description PME Mare develops, manufactures and sells marine industry, recreational and port 

equipment. The enterprise operates in the field of document processing, information 

technology, furniture and nautical. It also develops products, services and software in 

favor of marinas and business on customer's specifications. 

27 Name SCEN 

Website www.scen.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description SCEN is focused in microelectronics applications in particular in electronic 

manufacturing services, original devices manufacturing, prototyping hitech,pcb 

assembly, x ray 3D service, led lighting and IOT solutions.  

28 Name Sifar Placcati 

Website www.sifarplaccati.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Company operating in the wood sector in the production of veneers and veneered-

boards with application in the nautical sector. 

29 Name Tartech Security Systems 

Website www.tartech.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Tartech is an innovative enterprises developing navigation systems designed for 

tracking nautical routes and collecting data and feedbacks for the customers. 

30 Name Team Italia  

Website www.team-italia.it  

Region of activity International  

Short description Company operating in the nautical automation sector. 

31 Name Tergeste Power and Propulsion 

http://www.naye.it/
http://www.marcopoggipolini.it/
http://www.piranhascraft.it/
http://www.pmemare.com/
http://www.scen.it/
http://www.sifarplaccati.it/
http://www.tartech.it/
http://www.team-italia.it/
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Website www.tergestepowerandpropulsion.com  

Region of activity National 

Short description TPP studies, develops and commercializes an innovative water propulsion system 

highly manoeuvrable and fuel efficient increasing safety of operations and respecting 

the underwater fauna and soil. TPP develops an innovative power generation system 

harnessing the power of the sea, easily deployable with minimum infrastructure 

facilities. 

32 Name Yachtline 1618 

Website www.yachtline1618.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Yachtline 1618 is the leading company worldwide in the production of interior for mega 

and giga yachts and in the construction of bespoke furniture for prestige dwellings and 

exclusive villas. 

33 Name XENTA SYSTEMS 

Website www.xentas.com  

Region of activity National 

Short description The company develops and builds a complete set of intuitive controls and seamlessly 

integrated controls to optimize the manoeuvrability and performance of each boat. 

Cruising 

34 Name ABIRK Srl 

Website www.abirk.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description ABIRK is a company dealing with consulting, system integration, R&D, innovation and 

technology transfer in the scope of ICT across different industrial fields. 

35 Name Arsenal 

Website www.arsenal.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Arsenal develops virtual reality and real time rendering engines for twenty years, in a 

fertile research environment and in the sea and shipbuilding sector, which have shaped 

their profile and know how. 

36 Name Marine LAB 

Website www.marinelabworld.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Marine LAB is a start-up based in Trieste and operating in maritime safety innovation 

and established with the mission of creating the most efficient and modern devices in 

terms of maritime safety. 

37 Name Microdata Due 

Website www.microdatadue.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Developing and installing fire detection systems worldwide for the marine market, with 

core business on safety critical applications and related systems and components.  

38 Name Sanitrade Srl 

Website www.sanitrade.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Sanitrade is a leader in the manufacture of equipment with vacuum technology, beside 

installation and service of technology, the Company develops products and their 

accessories, settles patent and diversifies into niche areas such as anti-fouling 

protection and cathodic protection. 

39 Name Termodinamica 

http://www.tergestepowerandpropulsion.com/
http://www.yachtline1618.com/
http://www.xentas.com/
http://www.abirk.com/
http://www.arsenal.it/
http://www.marinelabworld.com/
http://www.microdatadue.it/
http://www.sanitrade.it/
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Website www.termodinamicamarine.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Termodinamica is a company that works for marine air conditioning. Offers every kind 

of service for marine HVAC. Cooling and heating with inverter heat pump, cold room 

and chilled room, construction of cold room in stainless steel, titanium heat exchanger 

hand made for every kind of needs. Engine room and car parks ventilation for 

commercial ferries. Manufacture of steel air duct. 

Ports and marinas 

40 Name INGEMAR 

Website www.ingemar.it  

Region of activity International 

Short description Design and supply floating structures for recreational yacht moorings and to optimise 

layout designs for marinas, fixed structures, plant equipment and structures for specific 

applications, including those outside the recreational yachting sector. 

41 Name Plus Marine 

Website www.plusmarine.com  

Region of activity International 

Short description Design and manufacture of energy and water supply pedestals. 

42 Name Transpobank Srl 

Website www.transpobank.it 

Region of activity International 

Short description The first freight carrier of Italian freight transport. Every day more than 10,000 new 

loads are added to the circuit and include thousands of freight forwarders, logistic 

operators and haulage companies of all sizes. Transpobank is the lead partner of 

MaDCrow project (Marine Data Crowdsourcing) www.madcrow.it. 

 

Table 4: List of relevant private investors in Italy 

Business angels & venture capitalists 

1 Name Invitalia Ventures 

Type Private Equity / Venture Capital 

Website www.invitaliaventures.it  

Short description Invitalia Ventures manages two closed-end funds investing in startup and SMEs in Italy, 

alongside national and international partners. The venture capital fund is dedicated to 

start-up and innovative small and medium enterprises. The private equity fund “Italia 

Venture II – Fondo Imprese Sud” focuses on SMEs operating in industries showing a 

high growth potential, such as agrifood, mechatronics, healthcare, tourism, fashion and 

lifestyle. 

2 Name L Catterton Italy Advisor 

Type Private Equity 

Website www.cattertoneurope.com  

Short description L Catterton Europe is a Pan-European consumer-focused private equity firm that 

operates within a global firm, the company support businesses in diversified sectors. 

3 Name Meta Ventures 

Type Venture Capital 

Website www.meta-group.com  

Short description META Ventures is an international fund manager specialized in early stage investments 

into high-growth companies. 

4 Name Neuberger Berman 

http://www.termodinamicamarine.com/
http://www.ingemar.it/
http://www.plusmarine.com/
http://www.invitaliaventures.it/
http://www.cattertoneurope.com/
http://www.meta-group.com/
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Type Private Equity 

Website www.nb.com  

Short description Neuberger Berman is a private, independent, employee-owned investment 

management firm. The firm manages equities, fixed income, private equity and hedge 

fund portfolios for global institutional investors, advisors and high-net-worth 

individuals. The firm has an office in Italy. 

5 Name Primomiglio SGR 

Type Venture Capital 

Website www.primomigliosgr.it  

Short description Primomiglio SGR is a venture capital firm focused on seed and early stage startups. 

6 Name Riello Investimenti Partners SGR 

Type Private Equity / Venture Capital 

Website www.rielloinvestimenti.it  

Short description Riello Investimenti Partners SGR is a private equity arm of Riello Investimenti SpA, 

specializing in investments in industry consolidation, recapitalizations, growth capital, 

middle market and mature companies, and buyout transactions. It also invests in 

private debt. 

7 Name United Ventures 

Type Venture Capital 

Website www.unitedventures.it  

Short description United Ventures is a venture capital firm focused on consumer internet, software, and 

mobile companies. The company invests in technology companies and help them scale 

globally. 

8 Name Value Italy SGR 

Type Private Equity 

Website www.valueitalysgr.it  

Short description Value Italy SGR is a private equity and venture capital company specializing in seed, 

start-up, early venture, mid venture, late venture, emerging growth, growth capital, 

middle market, buyout, recapitalization, industry consolidation and mature 

transactions. 

9 Name Venice Shipping and Logistics 

Type Private Equity 

Website www.vslspa.com  

Short description Venice Shipping and Logistics was founded in September 2009 and based in Milano. 

VSL has the target to realize investments in the shipping and logistics business. 

10 Name Vertis SGR 

Type Private Equity / Venture Capital 

Website www.vertis.it  

Short description Vertis is a dynamic an investment management company authorised by Bank of Italy. 

It manages six closed-end funds for qualified investors by participating in research 

projects, spin-offs, start-ups and PMI and deals with the investments of the innovative 

Made in Italy. 

 

4.3. National / regional funding opportunities for SMEs 

In order to collect the funding opportunities for SMEs, two channels have been considered, i.e. the public 

and the private ones. The data collection has dealt with relevant public programs at regional, national and 

http://www.nb.com/
http://www.primomigliosgr.it/
http://www.rielloinvestimenti.it/
http://www.unitedventures.it/
http://www.valueitalysgr.it/
http://www.vslspa.com/
http://www.vertis.it/
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international level, as well as with information on private equity and venture capital gathered mainly by the 

AIFI2, Italian Association of Private Equity, Venture Capital and Private Debt.  

4.3.1 Public funding 

In Italy the system of public financing to support the SMEs of the nautical sector includes different source 

channels of the funds (Table 5). The first is the European one, which includes project calls to support the 

economic development of companies in the sector. The second includes the national and regional level the 

first derives from ministerial funds, more specifically, from the Ministry of Economic Development and the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, at the same time structural EU funds are playing an important role 

for co-financing targeted areas. This channel supports technological initiatives, environmental protection, 

social economy, revitalization of geographical or business areas facing economic crisis. The third channel is 

the local channel, which is conveyed by regional funding. The objectives of funding at the regional level 

appear similar to national ones, but usually address more limited geographical areas or sub-sectors, which 

are relevant at the regional economy level. While considering both regional and national level, importance is 

given to smart specialization strategies designed and structured to support the most important business, 

social and technology fields and to bring value added to the territories. 

 
Table 5: Public funding programmes available to Italian partners 

Title of the programme/intiative POR FESR 2014-2020 

Reference strategy  European Regional Development Fund 

Geographical area of validity Regional 

Reference maritime sectors Variable in relation to regional targeted topics: Nautical activities, 

Cruising, Ports and marinas  

Funding (€)  Overall data 

Period of activation  2014 - 2021 

Programming entity Regions 

Implementing actor Regions 

Beneficiaries Enterprises, Universities, Research Centres 

Description and objectives of the 

initiative 

Grant for the development of research and development activities and 

for the acquisition of technological, strategic, organizational and 

commercial innovation 

Type of supported activities R&D costs, other related services, technology transfer, IPR services, 

certification activities,  

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

Co-financing variable from 35% to 80% 

 

Title of the programme/intiative National Operative Plan – Research and Innovation 

Reference strategy  National Smart Specialization Strategy 

Geographical area of validity Italian less developed Regions (Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, Apulia 

and Sicily) and Italian Regions in transition (Abruzzo, Molise and 

Sardinia) 

Reference maritime sectors All 

Funding (€)  € 1.286 million 

 

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity Ministry of Education, University and Research 

                                                 
2 Italian Association of Private Equity, Venture Capital and Private Debt: https://www.aifi.it/ 
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Implementing actor Ministry of Education, University and Research 

Beneficiaries  Enterprises, Universities, Research centres 

Description and objectives of the 

initiative 

Support the less developed Regions through the increase of research 

and innovation activities towards a more inclusive, sustainable and 

smart growth 

Type of supported activities Training and upskilling of human resources, Research infrastructures, 

technology clusters and KET’s research projects 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

The contribution differs from the activity financed (lump sum and co-

financing are foreseen) 

 

Title of the programme/intiative Credito d’imposta R&D 

Reference strategy  Ministry of Economic Development 

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors All sectors, in relation to Research and Development activities 

Funding (€)  € 20 million per year 

Period of activation  2017-2020 

Programming entity Ministry of Economic Development 

Implementing actor Ministry of Economic Development 

Beneficiaries Enterprises, non-commercial entities, consortiums, business networks 

Description and objectives of the 

initiative 

Stimulate private investments in research and development to 

innovate process and products 

Type of supported activities Technical and high qualified personnel costs, contracts with 

universities, research actors, enterprises and start-ups, technical and 

lab equipment, technical and industrial competences 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

50% on the expenses 

 

4.3.2 Private funding 

Private funding opportunities take place through private equity and venture capital funds gathered mainly 

by the AIFI3, Italian Association of Private Equity, Venture Capital and Private Debt. Here, specific attention 

has been driven to those organizations dealing (or having dealt in recent years) with investments in boat-

related sectors. The results are the annex Excel files with information on relevant public and private funding 

opportunities.  

Italian venture capital is gradually progressing on more significant dimensions, even if it remains not 

sufficiently developed when compared to other countries comparable to us. When it comes to venture 

capital, it is useful to consider the latter   is a capital that allows the translation of new ideas into business, 

which allows the first development paths and generates innovative processes capable of spraying the entire 

business system. In other words, venture capital is a growth factor and, despite the difficulties of the Italian 

market, has favoured the development and evolution of our production system. 

During 2018, the VeM and IBAN Observatory monitored an aggregate figure of 240 invested companies 

overall, showing a significant increase of 59% compared to 2017. In particular, the segment relating to 

operations conducted exclusively by venture capitalists (including corporate operators that invest directly or 

through dedicated vehicles) registers 56 companies (up compared to 34 in 2017), the segment relating to 

syndicated transactions between venture capitalists and Business Angels has 39 companies (31 in 2017), 

                                                 
3 Italian Association of Private Equity, Venture Capital and Private Debt: https://www.aifi.it/ 
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while deals carried out solely by Business Angels record 147 companies (a net increase compared to the of 

86 last year). The total investments in the early stage market amounted to around 561 million euros, 

excluding the activity carried out by purely public operators. This figure is a net increase compared to 2017, 

when 221 million euros were registered. In detail, about 363 million euros are attributable to venture capital 

operators, 158 to institutional investors in collaboration with Business Angels, while Business Angels 

operating without cooperation with the funds have attracted investments of around 40 million euros. 

Precisely, with reference to the operators present in the sector, within the market of seed capital, start-up 

and later stage operations, generically defined as venture capital, it is possible to identify the presence of 

extremely heterogeneous operators, ranging from informal ones (Business Angels, people individuals who 

invest in a personal capacity), to angel investing operators who operate through a company-structured 

reality, to seed capital funds, to reach “real” venture capital funds, which focus their activities on deals of 

start-up and later stage. They are characterized by a fund size and an average cut in operations that is 

significantly higher than the other categories of active operators. Finally, it is worth mentioning the 

appearance on the market of an increasingly important number of corporate entities, which invest directly 

or through dedicated vehicles, often alongside the venture capital funds. 

The geographical location of the investee companies by venture capital funds in 2018 denotes, as historically 

happens, a clear predominance of Lombardy with 46% of the entire market (37% in 2017), followed by Lazio 

(12%) and Tuscany, which represents 5% of the total. Venture capital activity in Southern Italy recorded a 

slight increase compared to last year's figures, settling at 6% (5% in 2017). Central Italy sees its weight 

decrease from 26% to 19%. From a sectoral point of view, ICT has largely attracted the interest of venture 

capitalists reaching a 37% share, consistent with past years. The values of 2017 and 2016, in fact, stood at 

39% and 37% respectively. In detail, within the ICT sector, the spread of web and mobile applications remains 

prevalent, with a value of almost 50%, mainly attributable to innovative Apps for smartphones and tablets 

or online platforms. Despite this concentration in the ICT sector, overall the rest of the market presents an 

interesting sector dispersion, thanks also to the appearance of business in sectors recently innovated by 

technology, such as fintech and insurtech (financial services), proptech (construction) and fashiontech 

(consumer goods) (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7: Sectorial distribution (2017-2018) of investee companies (Source: Venture Capital Monitor, 2019) 

Regarding Business Angels, the companies that invested in 2018 were 147, for a total of 39.7 million euros 

invested. In 2018 the gap between North and South has further decreased, only 63% of the investments 
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made have financed companies based in Northern Italy and in particular in Lombardy (35%) and in Piedmont 

(12%), while both investments increased in the Center and in the South, where the most significant increase 

in terms of growth compared to the previous year is recorded in Apulia (4%). The sector of greatest interest 

for a Business Angel is confirmed to be in this case also that of ICT with 46% of investments made, followed 

by financial services and trade and distribution with 12% each (Figure 8). In addition, it is noticed a constant 

increase in interest by investors in companies that carry out research and development in the healthcare and 

medical equipment sector (8%), but also an increasing interest in activities related to the food sector and 

agricultural. 

 
Figure 8: Target sectors for business angels’ investments (Source: Venture Capital Monitor, 2019) 

As far as the maritime sector is concerned, there are no particular investments by Italian operators, especially 

by Business Angels. Some Venture Capital funds such as United Ventures and Primomiglio SGR, and some 

Private Equity like Venice Shipping and Logistics and Neuberger Berman, have invested in the sector focusing 

attention on more tourism and engineering related start-ups.  

4.4. Business development tools 

To identify the business development tools, we have considered main drivers of support for business 

development and networking. In Italy, business development initiatives are conveyed mainly by events and 

other systems prompting the aggregation of enterprises. In accordance with this, main forms are provided 

by technological clusters, incubators and enterprise networks. Business development opportunities are also 

fostered by entrepreneurial associations and business confederations. Thereafter, details are presented for 

each tool type. 

4.4.1 Events 

Primary initiatives to provide networking and business opportunities are represented by events, such as 

business fairs and showcases, spread all around the year and across Italy. Table 6 below shows the event 

collection. 

 
Table 6: Key events in Italy providing networking and business opportunities 
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NAME TYPE LOCATION PERIOD 

SEATEC 

International event focused on technologies, 

equipment and design for crafts, yacht and ships. 

http://sea-tec.it/  

FAIR CARRARA (MS) 

- ITA 

FEBRUARY-APRIL, EVERY 

YEAR 

Nauticsud 

International fair for yacht and nautical sector 

www.nauticsudofficial.it  

OPPORTUNITY 

FAIR 

NAPLES -ITA FEBRUARY, EVERY YEAR 

B2B DAY NAUTICA ITALIANA 

Matchmaking event dedicated to builders and 

suppliers dedicated to innovative products, 

processes, services and solutions 

http://www.nauticaitaliana.net/newsletter/b2b-

day/  

B2B EVENT MILAN? - ITA MARCH, EVERY YEAR 

VERSILIA YACHTING RANDEZ VOUS 

Fair dedicated to nautical crafts, equipment, 

components, accessories, services and touristic 

ports 

http://www.versiliayachtingrendezvous.it/  

FAIR VIAREGGIO 

(LU) - ITA 

MAY, EVERY YEAR 

VELA FESTIVAL 

Event dedicated to sailing related stakeholders and 

connected activities 

http://www.velafestival.com/  

FAIR S. 

MARGHERITA 

LIGURE (GE) - 

ITA 

MAY, EVERY YEAR 

SALONE NAUTICO DI VENEZIA 

Nautical fair hosting local, national and 

international stakeholders 

http://www.salonenautico.venezia.it/  

FAIR VENEZIA - ITA JUNE, EVERY YEAR 

BOAT MARKET SHOW SARDINIA 

Fair dedicated to second hand crafts and nautical 

services and equipment 

https://bms-sardinia.com/  

FAIR GOLFO 

ARANCI (SS) - 

ITA 

AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, EVERY 

YEAR 

SALONE NAUTICO DI GENOVA 

Large fair covering most diversified topics of the 

nautical sector, from sailing to equipment, new 

technologies  

https://salonenautico.com/  

FAIR GENOVA - ITA SEPTEMBER, EVERY YEAR 

SYAT - SHIP & YACHT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 

Showcase of innovative maritime technologies for 

passenger’s mobility with applications on vessels 

(leisure, cruise, ferry) and/or infrastructures 

(commercial ports and marinas) 

https://syat2018.b2match.io/  

SHOWCASE FRIULI 

VENENZIA 

GIULIA 

REGION - ITA 

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER, 

EVERY YEAR 

SUN beach & outdoor style 

Trade show in Italy to bring together the seaside 

world and the camping world 

https://en.sunexpo.it/  

OPPORTUNITY 

FAIR 

RIMINI - ITA OCTOBER 2019, EVERY YEAR 

NAVALTECH 

Exhibition dedicated to technologies, components 

and accessories for the design and construction of 

ships, yachts and superyachts 

https://www.navaltechexpo.com/  

FAIR PORDENONE - 

ITA 

DECEMBER 

http://sea-tec.it/
http://www.nauticsudofficial.it/
http://www.nauticaitaliana.net/newsletter/b2b-day/
http://www.nauticaitaliana.net/newsletter/b2b-day/
http://www.versiliayachtingrendezvous.it/
http://www.velafestival.com/
http://www.salonenautico.venezia.it/
https://bms-sardinia.com/
https://salonenautico.com/
https://syat2018.b2match.io/
https://en.sunexpo.it/
https://www.navaltechexpo.com/
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SEAMUSTER 

Global platform based on B2B relationships, 

designed to facilitate the matching of supply and 

demand in the marine sector. 

https://www.seamuster.com/  

ONLINE 

PORTAL 

NA NA 

GENOA SHIPPING WEEK 

Technical meetings for professionals and 

dissemination events to promote port culture 

https://www.gsweek.it/#colsin  

FAIR GENOVA - ITA JUNE, EVERY TWO YEARS 

 

4.4.2 Clusters 

In Italy tailored actors are acting to support maritime related sectors through clusters, which are operating 

at regional level by grouping diversified stakeholders with the aim of collecting needs and give an answer to 

priorities in terms of innovation and business development (Figure 9 & Table 7). The regional clusters are 

often aligned with the regional smart specialization and work in a triple helix perspective with direct contact 

and cooperation with local stakeholders. In most of the cases, they are established through a cluster 

management organization that supports the implementation of the activities. In other cases, they are 

operating with lean structures acting as reference actors at local level. At national level, clusters were created 

in alignment with national smart specialization strategies designed to group main stakeholders’ needs and 

priorities in a platform rationale with networking purposes. 

 

                                                           
Figure 9: Italian clusters and centres of excellence 
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Table 7: List of existing clusters and centres of excellence in Italy 

Clusters & Centres of Excellence 

1 Name Maritime Technology Cluster FVG 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.marefvg.it  

Short description The cluster is based in the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region and aggregates diversified 

stakeholders linked to maritime technologies field (ship/boatbuilding, maritime 

transport, offshore) with the aim of supporting innovation and collaboration among 

them in order to enhance business and technology development. 

2 Name DLTM 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.dltm.it  

Short description The cluster is based in Liguria Region and aggregates diversified stakeholders with the 

aim of supporting innovation in the sea technology fields, in particular in marine 

protection, shipbuilding and repair, port and logistic, safety and security. 

3 Name NAVIGO TOSCANA 

Type Centre of Excellence 

Website www.navigotoscana.it  

Short description Navigo Toscana is a network of stakeholders based in Northern Side of Tuscany and 

supporting innovation and development in the Nautical sector. 

4 Name NAVTEC 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.navtecsicilia.it  

Short description NAVTEC is an aggregation of different stakeholders based in Sicily and supporting the 

innovation and business development in the targeted maritime sectors (marine 

hazards, fishery and aquaculture, green vessels, sustainable yachting and marine 

tourism). 

5 Name Nautical District Apulia 

Type Business Network 

Website www.dnppuglia.it  

Short description Network of enterprises designed with the aim of supporting business development in 

the Nautical sector of the Region Apulia. 

6 Name Cluster Marche 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.cluster-marche.it  

Short description Aggregation of diversified Technology Clusters based in Region Marche designed to 

support innovation and business development in tailored sectors, among them are 

included boatbuilding and nautical sector. 

7 Name NAVIGO SARDEGNA 

Type Network of enterprises grouping diversified stakeholders designed to support business 

development and innovation in the Nautical and Tourism related sectors. 

Website www.navigosardegna.it  

Short description Network of enterprises grouping diversified stakeholders designed to support business 

development and innovation in the Nautical and Tourism related sectors. 

8 Name CLUSTER TRASPORTI ITALIA 2020 

Type Cluster 

Website www.clustertrasporti.it  

http://www.marefvg.it/
http://www.dltm.it/
http://www.navigotoscana.it/
http://www.navtecsicilia.it/
https://strategis-cluster.com/
http://www.cluster-marche.it/
http://www.navigosardegna.it/
http://www.clustertrasporti.it/
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Short description National cluster designed to define and aggregate needs and trends of all transport 

related means including maritime transport. 

 

4.4.3 Incubators 

In Italy, there are 170 incubators providing a variety of services, such as managerial support, support to 

funding search, support in business networking, technological development and scouting (Infocamere, 2019; 

Social Innovation Monitor, 2018). Most of them (about 60%) is in Northern Italy and 36 of them have been 

attested as “certificated incubators” by the national regulatory system. Table 8 presents those ones dealing 

with enterprises that, among several businesses, operate in the nautical sector as well. 

 
Table 8: Certified incubators active in nautical products and/or services  

Certified incubators in nautical sector 

Name BIC Incubatori FVG - Trieste 

Website www.incubatori.fvg.it 

Short description Incubators FVG is the ideal partner to realize new initiatives by offering logistic services, 

promoting partnerships between companies, accompanying the growth and development of 

potential also through all the services offered by the Friulia Group. 

Name Digital Magics S.p.A. - Milano 

Website www.digitalmagics.com 

Short description Digital Magics is a business incubator: it builds and develops startups that offer content and 

services with a high technological value, supporting the founders and digital talents by 

providing acceleration services. 

Name Friuli Innovazione - Udine 

Website www.friuliinnovazione.it 

Short description The task of Friuli Innovazione is to promote collaboration between researchers and companies 

and the industrial use of scientific and technological results produced by research. 

Name H -Farm S.p.A. – Roncade (TV) 

Website www.h-farm.com 

Short description H-FARM is a platform where innovation, entrepreneurship and education coexist and 

contaminate one another. Born in 2005, they were the first in the world to adopt a model that 

combines investment, business consulting and digital-based training programs in one place. 

Today it is the largest center of innovation in Europe. 

Name Incubatore di Impresa del Piemonte - Novara 

Website www.enne3.it 

Short description Enne3 is a university business incubator based in Novara that deals with promoting and 

developing innovative business projects with a technological, creative and social attitude, with 

particular attention to the territory of Eastern Piedmont. 

Name Inlab s.r.l. - Piacenza 

Website https://www.incubatoreinlab.cloud  

Short description INLab is today able to offer entrepreneurs, or aspiring businessmen, a range of services, a 

place and above all a climate capable of creating and aggregating development and 

employment projects and allowing the realities of the territory to fully express their potential. 

Name Innovation Factory srl - Trieste 

Website www.innovationfactory.it 

Short description IF is a certified business incubator, with the advantage of operating as a public entity 

interested in the development of the territory and the socio-economic repercussions of 

innovation. It gained entrepreneurial experience, has managerial skills and is connected to an 

international network of researchers and experts. 

http://www.incubatori.fvg.it/
http://www.digitalmagics.com/
http://www.friuliinnovazione.it/
http://www.h-farm.com/
http://www.enne3.it/
https://www.incubatoreinlab.cloud/
http://www.innovationfactory.it/
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Name Polihub Servizi s.r.l. - Milano 

Website www.polihub.it  

Short description PoliHub is the ideal place to enhance your ideas and develop high-tech startups. An innovation 

district also open to established companies that want to collaborate with the extensive 

network of the Milan Polytechnic. 

Name Sviluppo Como- Comonext S.p.A. – Como 

Website www.comonext.it 

Short description With the NExTInnovation®, ComoNExT provides skills and knowledge available in its HUB to 

companies that have already focused their need to innovate and need support to deal with 

the change. 

Name Trentino sviluppo S.p.A. – Rovereto (TN) 

Website www.trentinosviluppo.it 

Short description Trentino Sviluppo promotes the sustainable development of the Trentino system. It is the 

promoter of actions and services aimed at supporting the growth of entrepreneurship and the 

ability to innovate, supporting collaboration between companies and the development of 

strategic supply chains and clusters for the territory. 

 

4.4.4 Networks of companies  

The Italian contractual system allows the development of different forms of aggregation for companies. In 

particular, there are 5.135 networks of companies existing in Italy as of December 31st, 2018 (RetImpresa, 

2019a, 2019b). 85% are registered in the form of the network-contract (4.357) and the remaining 15% as 

networks with legal subjectivity (778), for a total of 31.405 companies involved. At regional level, the regions 

with the largest number of networked companies are Lazio and Lombardia, with over 8.300 and 3.300 

aggregate companies respectively, followed by Veneto, Campania, Toscana and Emilia-Romagna, all with 

more than 2.000 companies in network, Puglia, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Piemonte and Abruzzo with more than 

1.000 companies involved in the aggregation phenomenon. 

From the data of the Italian chambers of commerce it is possible to extrapolate lists of business networks 

with the classification of the prevailing activities, but, as already explained above in the state-of-the-art, it is 

difficult to select those realities that are characterized by operating only or mainly in the nautical and 

maritime sector. A rough estimate based on the available information is around 300 network-contracts and 

15 networks with legal subjectivity. 

4.4.5 Trade associations 

In the Italian economy, trade associations play an active role in representing companies in institutional 

consultation and regulation, providing tools for both business development and networking. Based on the 

recent Nautical Code, there are five main representative trade associations in the sector (UCINA, 2018) and 

they are presented in Table 9 below. 

 
Table 9: List of trade associations in Italy 

Name ASSILEA 

Website https://www.assilea.it/default.do  

Short description Italian Leasing Association: in charge of representing companies providing nautical leasing 

Name ASSOMARINAS 

Website https://www.marinas.it  

Short description Italian Association of Tourist Ports: in charge of representing marinas 

Name ASSONAT-CONFCOMMERCIO 

http://www.polihub.it/
http://www.comonext.it/
http://www.trentinosviluppo.it/
https://www.assilea.it/default.do
https://www.marinas.it/
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Website http://www.assonat.com/  

Short description National Association of Berths and Tourist Ports, adhering to Confcommercio (National 

Trade Association) and member of Confturismo (National Tourism Association) 

Name CONFARCA 

Website http://www.confarca.it  

Short description Confederation of Driving Schools and Automotive Consultants, which include nautical license 

school 

Name UCINA CONFINDUSTRIA NAUTICA 

Website https://ucina.net/  

Short description National Union of Shipyards and Nautical Industries 
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5.  Country specific analysis – Spain 

5.1. State of the art 

The maritime sector in Spain represents an important part of the economy, considering the country’s 

strategical geographical location. Its coastline is approximately 8000km long, and covers the area of the 

Iberian Peninsula, the Balearic Islands and two autonomous cities, Ceuta and Melilla, situated in North Africa. 

The coastal regions are located in both the Atlantic area (i.e. Galicia, Canary Islands, Asturias, Cantabria and 

Basque Country), and the Mediterranean region (i.e. Catalonia, Valencian Community, Murcia and Andalusia 

belonging to the peninsula and Balearic Islands, Ceuta and Melilla).  

The Spanish ports, 46 in total, are managed by 28 Port Authorities, coordinated and controlled by the public 

organization “Puertos del Estado” that belongs to the Ministry of Development. Thanks to its geographical 

situation, the main ports of Spain play an important role in the international maritime transport. Cruising and 

nautical activities have been the main attraction to develop the tourism sector in Spain that has become one 

of the main economic activities of the country. 

5.1.1 Nautical services 

According to the data of the Spanish Federation of Associations of Sports and Tourist Ports (FEADPT), the 

nautical and recreational sector in Spain accounts for 69% of tourism activities concentrated in Spanish the 

Mediterranean coast, 18% in Cantabria and 13% in the Spanish Atlantic coast. The economic activities of 

nautical sector can be grouped into the following sub-sectors: (i) construction, repair and maintenance of 

vessels, (ii) manufacture of engines and turbines, electrical and electronic equipment, other industrial 

activities, (iii) distribution of nautical products, (iv) retail trade of accessories, (v) fuel distribution, (vi) boat 

rental, (vii) marinas, (viii) business services and recreational activities (Including yacht clubs) and (ix) training. 

Figure 10 below provides an overview of the sector’s main economic impact. 

 

Figure 10: Economic impact of the nautical sector in Spain (Source: Data from ANEN, 2018) 
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In Spain, the regions of Balearic Islands, Catalonia and Andalusia prove to leaders in this sector. Registration 

of recreational boats increased by 9,65% in 2019, in comparison with the previous year, with a total of 6,080 

units registered of which 4,518 are for private use. The charter market, records 1,562 registrations, an 

increase of 3.58% more than last year, reflecting a new rebound in this market, which experienced, in 2018, 

a fall of 6.5%4. With regard to the length of boats, the main average ranges between 8 and 12 meters. 

Registrations of such vessels grew, in 2019, by 41.9%, followed by vessels up to 6 meters (+10.4%) and 

between 12 and 16 meters (+3.9%). Boats between 6 and 8 meters experienced a 1.3% decline in 2019 while 

boats with lengths greater than 16 meters also decreased by 8.7%.  

The demand of the Spanish nautical market proves to be greater for smaller vessels, up to 8 meters, which 

represented 87.7% of total registrations in 2019. By market share, sailboat registrations account for the 

fastest growth (+30.9%), followed by foldable inflatable boats (+4.3%), jet skis (+13.5%) and motor boats 

(+9.8%). These are the most demanded boats in Spain for 2019 with their total market share reaching 

approximately 43.2%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Economic impact of the nautical sector in different Spanish regions 

5.1.2 Cruising 

In Spain, following the data collected by State Ports (Ministry of Development, January 2019), the total 

number of cruise passengers in 2018 was 8.725.680. In 2019, between January and October, transit 

passengers increased by 2,78%, with the number of passengers, until October, amounting to 8.976.400. In 

2018, the main Spanish ports for cruising were the port of Barcelona, which accommodated 2.737.227 

passengers, followed by Balearic Islands and Las Palmas which accommodated 2.276.170 with 957.050 

passengers respectively. 

5.1.3 Ports and marinas 

In Spain, port management is divided into two sections. On one hand, there are the ports managed by port 

authorities, while the rest of the ports are being managed by regions. Almost 2/3 of all Spanish ports (i.e. 214 

in total) are allocated in the Mediterranean coastline, while the rest of them (i.e. 138 in total) are located in 

                                                 
4 Data collected from the “Report of recreation boats, January-December 2019” edited by ANEN 
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the regions of the Atlantic and Cantabria Sea. With regard to marinas, there are more than 350 facilities in 

Spain with more than 125.000 moorings.  

5.1.4 Ship / boat building and repair 

The building, transformation and repair of ships, boats and naval artefacts, is strongly linked to other large 

sectors that demand their production, such as maritime transport. In the case of Spain, there is a public 

national company focusing in military ship building, and several small and medium-sized private shipyards of 

which 20 are the most active ones considering their contracts and repair works. The main activity of the 

shipbuilding section in Spain is the manufacture of non-standardized vessels, which presents a high degree 

of specialization. According to data from the Annual Report of PYMAR, in 2017, the number of units delivered 

was 28, of which 75% accounted for contracts with foreign ship-owners. With regard to repair and 

maintenance activities, it is worth highlighting the role of the Canary Islands in the repair of oil rigs, thanks 

to their strategic location and the relevant specialization of its shipyards. 

5.1.5 Coastal tourism and maritime transport services 

According to the Annual Report of the Cabinet of Studies of the Association of Spanish Shipmen (ANAVE), 

referring to the Merchant and Marine and Maritime Transport of 2018/2019, in 2019 the merchant transport 

fleet was 220 ships, growing with respect to data from 2018. 

 

5.2. Main actors 

Table 10: List of innovative SMEs (start-ups) in Spain per maritime sub-sector 

Innovative SMEs (Start-ups) 

Nautical activities 

1 Name boatINN 

Website https://boatinn.net/en/  

Region of activity Andalusia (Spain) 

Short description boatINN is a collaborative platform for the search of charter boats and nautical 

experiences between the users. 

2 Name Sailwiz 

Website https://www.sailwiz.com/es  

Region of activity International 

Short description Sailwiz.com is a platform for shared sailing holidays that connects skippers and boat 

owners with people who wish to go sailing, but lack the knowledge and means necessary 

to go sailing on their own. It was winner of Best start-up.  

3 Name Nautal Smart Sailing 

Website https://www.nautal.com/  

Region of activity International  

Short description Nautal is the biggest platform for an intermediate charter agency, that offers over 

30,000 boats around the world.  

https://boatinn.net/en/
https://www.sailwiz.com/es
https://www.nautal.com/
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4 Name ChainGO Freight  

Website https://www.chaingotech.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description ChainGO is an innovative software in which loaders and logistics companies share and 

manage all the documentation and information needed to transport goods in a more 

agile, fast and secure way.  

5 Name Bound4blue 

Website https://bound4blue.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description It is a system of rigid, folding and autonomous sails, to be integrated in a wide range of 

ships. 

6 Name Boatjump 

Website https://www.boatjump.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description Boatjump is a start-up and online platform to connect boat owners who want to rent 

their boats with users interested in sailing. This portal adds all the offer available in the 

market allowing the user and recreational nautical enthusiast to save time and money 

in their rental booking. 

7 Name Business Yatch Club Barcelona 

Website https://www.business-yachtclub.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description Business Yacht Club Barcelona was founded in 2004 with the aim of 

developing a different nautical approach. 

8 Name Sail & Fun  

Website https://www.sailandfun.es/  

Region of activity Regional (Andalusia, Spain) 

Short description Sail & Fun is a company based in Málaga for rental boats.  

9 Name Azimut Marine  

Website http://www.azimutelectronics.com/sectores/nautica/  

Region of activity National (Spain) 

Short description Azimut Group sells products and accessories specially designed for installation on boats, 

providing solutions in the field of electronics, energy and electricity, security, 

entertainment and refrigeration. 

10 Name Disvent Ingenieros 

https://www.chaingotech.com/
https://bound4blue.com/
https://www.boatjump.com/
https://www.business-yachtclub.com/
https://www.sailandfun.es/
http://www.azimutelectronics.com/sectores/nautica/
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Website http://www.disvent.com/  

Region of activity National (Spain) 

Short description Disvent is a company seller of electronical elements for nautical sector.   

11 Name Enaval 

Website http://www.enaval.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description Enaval was founded in Palma de Mallorca, the yachting capital of the Mediterranean, 

with the aim to provide cutting edge technology solutions for the yachts of our 

customers. 

12 Name Be Charter 

Website https://www.becharter.com/  

Region of activity Regional (Barcelona and Balearic Islands, Spain) 

Short description Be Charter is a company for boat rentals and yacht charter.  

13 Name Globe Sailor 

Website https://www.theglobesailor.com/  

Region of activity International  

Short description GlobeSailor is a comparison website for boat and yacht charters. Users will receive 

direct quotations from charter companies. It is possible to compare yacht models, 

charter prices, reviews on the renters and book boat charters.  

Cruising 

1 Name Sea Saffron 

Website https://seasaffron.com/  

Region of activity Local (Valencia, Spain)  

Short description Sea Saffron is a start-up of Lanzadera, for guided tours of Valencia City Center 

(Daytrip) for cruise passengers. 

2 Name Nudoss 

Website http://nudoss.com/ 

Region of activity International 

Short description Nudoss is a Social Cruise Network, through the platform users can be part of 

an online community of travelers to show opinions, find information and share 

the experiences, products, services or offers. 

3 Name Miramar Cruceros 

Website https://www.miramarcruceros.com/  

http://www.disvent.com/
http://www.enaval.com/
https://www.becharter.com/
https://www.theglobesailor.com/
https://seasaffron.com/
http://nudoss.com/
https://www.miramarcruceros.com/
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Region of activity International 

Short description Miramar Cruises is one of the leading agencies in online cruise connections. 

Ports and marinas 

1 Name Seadock  

Website https://seadock.es/  

Region of activity International 

Short description Seadock is an innovative start-up developing software for optimization of port scales 

and processes through blockchain, AI and internet of things (IOT).  

2 Name GPA Seabots  

Website https://www.gpaseabots.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description GPA Seabots is a Pioneer Enterprise in the Development of diversified technologies in 

the field of ports and marinas. 

3 Name Easy Port   

Website http://easyport.es/  

Region of activity National (Spain) 

Short description Easy Port is a start-up that provides a free navigation service guide in Spain for yachts 

(i.e. services nearby the port, vessel repair and maintenance services, etc.) 

4 Name Portadvisor 

Website https://www.portadvisor.es/  

Region of activity National (Spain) 

Short description Portadvisor is company dedicated to show through and App information and opinions 

on all ports and beaches in Spain. 

5 Name Nido Robotics 

Website https://www.nidorobotics.com/  

Region of activity International 

Short description Nido Robotics manufactures underwater drones that perform inspection, maintenance 

or research activities. 

6 Name Tarsis Astilleros 

Website https://tarsisastilleros.com/  

Region of activity International  

Short description Tarsis Astilleros is a company that designs and builds small yachts of great quality 

following innovative techniques and materials. 

https://seadock.es/
https://www.gpaseabots.com/
http://easyport.es/
https://www.portadvisor.es/
https://www.nidorobotics.com/
https://tarsisastilleros.com/
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Table 11: List of relevant private investors in Spain 

Business angels & venture capitalists 

1 Name SEAStainable Ventures 

Type Venture capital 

Website https://www.seastainableventures.com/  

Short description Seastainable is a venture capital platform specialising in the Blue Economy and the 

Mediterranean. Seastainable Ventures develops, accelerates and manages new and 

innovative projects to help society to transition towards the Blue Economy. 

2 Name Asociación Española de Business Angels (AEBAN) 

Type Business Angels  

Website https://www.aeban.es/  

Short description AEBAN is the Association of Business Angels’ network in Spain. It was established in 

November, 2008, under the Law 1/2002. AEBAN has been created to promote the 

activity of Business Angels and Business Angels’ network in the Spanish territory.  

3 Name Asociación de Business Angels de Andalucía (AABAN) 

Type Business Angels 

Website https://aaban.org/  

Short description AABAN is a non-profit organisation, private and independent, whose aim is to boost the 

creation and development of business projects through the participation of private 

investors.  

4 Name Encomenda Smart Capital 

Type Business Angels/Venture capitals (Combination of both)  

Website https://encomenda.com/ 

Short description Encomenda Smart Capital invests in early-seed digital startups based mainly in Spain. 

Their initial investment ranges from 70K€ to 300K€, with follow-on investments of up to 

1M€ per company. 

5 Name Cemex Ventures 

Type Venture Capitals 

Website https://www.cemexventures.com/  

Short description CEMEX Ventures is the Corporate Venture Capital of CEMEX. With a global focus, they 

invest in innovative startups aiming to foster the construction revolution. 

6 Name Lanai Partners 

Type Business Angel Grupo 

Website https://lanaipartners.com/ 

https://www.seastainableventures.com/
https://www.aeban.es/
https://aaban.org/
https://encomenda.com/
https://www.cemexventures.com/
https://lanaipartners.com/
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Short description Lanai Partners is a BUSINESS ANGEL GROUP founded in October 2016 by several 

Business Angels that merge their knowledge and investment capacity to back digital 

startups in Spain. 

7 Name K Fund 

Type Venture capital 

Website https://kfund.co/ 

Short description K Fund is a new venture capital firm that, with an entrepreneur-centric philosophy, aims 

to fuel the evolution of the Spanish startup ecosystem by investing in early stage 

technology companies.  

8 Name Viriditas Ventures 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://viriditasventures.com/es/ 

Short description Viriditas Ventures is a venture capital that invests in startups, seed projects and early 

stage.  

9 Name Be Water Funds 

Type Venture Capital 

Website https://bewaterfunds.com/es 

Short description Bewater Funds provides the opportunity to invest in shares or other illiquid assets of a 

single unlisted company, in Spain or other OECD countries, through a Closed End Fund 

(CEF). 

10 Name Startup Xplore 

Type Venture Capital 

Website https://startupxplore.com/es 

Short description Startup Xplore is a platform for investing in companies with high growth potential, and 

the most active startup community in Europe. 

11 Name Sabadell BStartup 

Type Venture Capital 

Website https://bstartup.bancsabadell.com/inversion/ 

Short description Investment vehicle aimed at companies that want to boost their growth via pre series A 

onwards investment rounds. 

12 Name Seed Rocket 4Founders capital 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://www.4founderscapital.com/ 

Short description SeedRocket 4Founders Capital teams with driven entrepreneurs in Europe to build high 

impact global technology companies.  

https://kfund.co/
http://viriditasventures.com/es/
https://bewaterfunds.com/es
https://startupxplore.com/es
https://bstartup.bancsabadell.com/inversion/
http://www.4founderscapital.com/#top
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13 Name Antai Venture Builder 

Type Venture Capital 

Website https://www.antaivb.com/ 

Short description Antai is an international online and mobile venture builder. Their objective is to analyse 

the market in search of businesses with proven success, and once they identify them, 

they help them grow into other markets. 

14 Name Inveready 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://www.inveready.com/  

Short description Inveready is a leading asset manager in Spain investing in early-stage technology-based 

companies. They currently invest through 4 verticals (Venture Capital in Digital 

Technology, Venture Capital in Life Sciences, Venture Debt and Hybrid Financing for 

quoted companies in growth markets).  

15 Name Málaga Business Angels  

Type Business Angels  

Website http://www.malagabusinessangels.es/  

Short description Málaga Business Angels is an initiative promoted by the public company Tourism and 

Planning Costa del Sol, whose objective is to facilitate the financing of business projects 

in the province of Malaga by contacting their promoters with investors. 

 

5.3. National / regional funding opportunities for SMEs 

Politically, Spain is a highly decentralized quasi-federal country where regions are structured in 17 

autonomous communities (Comunidades Autónomas), with regional governments and parliaments that 

manage a significant amount of resources, mainly devoted to the provision of public health care and 

education. R&D and innovation policies are a competence shared between national and regional 

governments. Regional governments have developed their own science, technology and innovation policies 

with significant budgets to promote and finance R&D and innovation. Nevertheless there have been 

differences in the approach, the policy mix or the orientation of regional innovation policies, some of which 

are more oriented towards capability creation (or science push) and others towards support for knowledge 

exploitation (Cruz, Castro, Holl, Rama and Sanz Menédez 2018). 

At national level, there are numerous financial (non-refundable subsidies, soft loans or a combination of 

both) and tax incentives for activities pursued in certain industries deemed to be a priority due to their 

potential for growth and their impact on the Spanish economy as a whole. The Autonomous Communities 

grant similar incentives in most of these industries. These incentives include most notably those aimed at 

fostering innovation, technological improvement and research and development projects, which have been 

one of the main priorities of the Spanish authorities in recent years.  

Currently Science, Technology and Innovation Law 14/2011, of June 1, 2011, establishes the legal framework 

for the fostering of scientific and technical research, experimental development and innovation in Spain, 

founded on a scheme based on the approval of the related Spanish Strategies for Science, Technology and 

https://www.antaivb.com/
http://www.inveready.com/
http://www.malagabusinessangels.es/
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for Innovation, which serve as multi-year reference documents for reaching the statutory objectives and as 

a basis for the preparation of a State Plan through which to instrument in detail the initiatives required to 

perform such objectives.  In line with the foregoing, at the beginning of February 2013 the Council of 

Ministers approved, in a combined document, “the Spanish Strategy for Science and Technology and for 

Innovation” for the 2013-2020 period, whose essential purpose is to promote the scientific, technological 

and business leadership of the country as a whole and to increase the innovation capacities of the Spanish 

company and the Spanish economy, defining in this connection the following general objectives: (i) 

recognizing and promoting R&D and TI talent and its employability; (ii) fostering excellence in scientific and 

technical research; (iii) boosting business leadership in R&D and TI; and (iv) fostering R&D and TI activities 

aimed at meeting the global challenges currently facing Spanish society. Simultaneous to the approval of the 

above Strategy, the Council of Ministers approved the 2013-2016 State Plan for Scientific and Technical 

Research and for Innovation, which, in line with the objectives and priorities defined in the Spanish Strategy 

for Science and Technology and for Innovation, defines the instruments to be used to finance R&D and TI 

activities on the part of the national government (www.investinspain.org). 

The initiatives of the national government set forth in the Plan are organized into a scheme instrumented as: 

 4 State Programs (promotion of talent and its employability; fostering of excellence in scientific and 

technical research; business leadership in R&D and TI; R&D and TI aimed at the challenges of society). 

 18 State Subprograms (training; incorporation; mobility; creation of knowledge; development of 

emerging technologies; institutional strengthening; scientific and technical infrastructures and 

equipment; business R&D and TI; essential facilitating technologies; cooperative R&D and TI targeted 

at the demands of the productive fabric; health, demographic change and welfare; food safety and 

quality; productive and sustainable agricultural activities, sustainability of natural resources, marine 

and maritime research; safe, efficient and clean energy; intelligent, sustainable and integrated 

transportation; action on climatic change and efficient use of resources and raw materials; social 

changes and innovations; digital economy and society; and security, protection and defense). 

 2 Strategic Actions (for health and for economy and digital society). 

It’s important to mention the work of the Center for Industrial Technological Development (Centro para el 

Desarrollo Tecnológico Industrial or CDTI) in relation to the promotion of the technological innovation and 

development of enterprises through the granting of preferred loans in its various financing lines and 

providing technical advice and support to enterprises planning to submit projects under cooperative R&D 

and TI Programs. Notwithstanding the more detailed presentation found on the CDTI website (www.cdti.es), 

the lines available to the CDTI for the financing of R&D and TI projects include most notably the following: 

 Research and development projects, for the creation and significant improvement of a product or 

service, including both industrial research activities and experimental development. 

 Direct Innovation Line, a financing instrument aimed at enterprises which carry out technological 

innovation projects. 

 Global Innovation Line, for the financing of projects investing in innovation and the incorporation of 

innovative technology for the growth and internationalization of companies that pursue their 

activities in Spain. 

 Technological fund, a special item under the ERDF funds of the European Union dedicated to the 

promotion of business R&D and TI in Spain, distributed on a priority basis to enterprises carrying out 

projects in regions with a lower per capita GNP.  

 INNPRONTA Program, to finance major integrated industrial research projects with a strategic nature 

and a large size, which permit the development of new technologies in technological areas of the 

future. 
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 INNODEMANDA Program, a financing instrument to support the technological offer submitted in 

innovative public procurement processes. 

 NEOTEC Initiative, to support the creation and consolidation of new technology-based companies 

(TBCs) in Spain. 

 INNVIERTE Program, aimed at business innovation by supporting venture capital investments in 

technology-based companies. 

Lastly, at international level, the CDTI offers support to Spanish enterprises and promotes technological 

cooperation through various programs aimed at financing projects and initiatives, such as the 

INNTERNACIONALIZA Initiative or the INNVOLUCRA, EUROSTARS and ERA-NET Programs (Source 

www.investinspain.org). 

In relation to the local level, the government of the Andalusia Region issued a specific document for the 

development of research, development and innovation “Plan Andaluz de Investigación, Desarrollo e 

Innovación (PAIDI) 2020”. The document sets principles, axis, general objectives and principles. In particular 

the plan sets the strategic fields in terms of RDI strategy of the regions, those are linked to the Smart 

Specialization Strategy and among them are mentioned specific sectors of the blue economy: transport and 

ports, tourism, renewable energy, energy efficiency and sustainable construction. 

 
Table 12: Public funding programmes available to Spanish partners 

Title of the 
programme/intiative 

Andalucía ERDF 2014-20 OP 

Reference strategy  European Regional Development Fund 

Geographical area of 
validity 

Region Andalucía  

Reference maritime 
sectors 

Ports and marinas, Nautical activities, Shipbuilding and boatbuilding, Coastal 
tourism, Maritime Trasport 

Funding (€)  3,200,907,333.00 € 

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity Ministry of Finance and Public Administrations - General Subdirectorate for 
Administration of the ERDF 

Implementing actor Region of Andalucía  

Beneficiaries Enterprises, research centres, universities 

Description and objectives 
of the initiative 

The Programme aims to boost economic growth in Andalusia and contribute 
to achieving the Europe 2020 targets for smart, sustainable and inclusive 
growth. It should create jobs and boost productivity, particularly in SMEs. 
EU funding is targeted in line with the region's “Smart Specialisation Strategy”, 
which aims to strengthen research institutions, and to improve their scientific 
and technological infrastructure. Research and development and innovation 
(R&D+I) activities will be promoted in the public and private sectors, with 
enhanced linkages and knowledge transfer between enterprises and research 
centres. SME competitiveness and the diversification of business activities will 
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be promoted, as well as fostering the position of SMEs on international 
markets. 
The Programme will contribute to a more efficient and respectful use of 
natural resources and to a reduction of carbon emissions. The funds will help 
the region to respect environmental standards and preserve biodiversity, 
which is key for its economy. An effort will be also made to promote social 
inclusion, education and employment. Support will be provided to social 
housing, infrastructure at all levels of education, employment services and ICT 
capacity. 

Type of supported 
activities 

The Programme is concentrated on a limited number of priorities and its 
investments focus on key drivers for competitiveness. The most important (% 
of funding) areas of investment of the Andalusia OP are: 
R&D+I: 15% 
ICT: 9% 
SME: 20% 
Low-carbon economy: 12% 
Environment: 14% 

Type and intensity of the 
public funding 

Variable percentage of public funding 

 

Title of the 
programme/intiative 

Programa de ayudas a la I+D+i en el ámbito del Plan Andaluz de 
Investigación, Desarrollo e Innovación (PAIDI 2020) 

Reference strategy  Regional strategy for RDI 

Geographical area of 
validity 

Regional 

Reference maritime 
sectors 

All sectors, in relation to Research and Development activities 

Funding (€)   

Period of activation  2017-2020 

Programming entity Ministry of Economic Development 

Implementing actor Region of Andalucía  

Beneficiaries Enterprises, universities, research actors 

Description and 
objectives of the 
initiative 

The present measure intends to implement different support grants, 
through competitive calls, for realising RDI projects aiming to 
accomplish substantial scientific and technological advance; thus, 
promoting excellence in knowledge, driving economic growth by 
providing solutions to the demands of society and the productive 
tissue, and boosting competitiveness and innovation. Likewise, it 
intends to strengthen research talent, consolidate RDI infrastructures 
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and support RDI actions developed by the different agents of Andalucía 
Knowledge System. 

Type of supported 
activities 

The support comprises four core lines: 
Line 1. Development of RDI projects. 
Line 2. Attraction, incorporation and mobility of RDI human capital 
Line 3. Acquisition of RDI infrastructure and equipment 
Line 4. Complementary actions for RDI 

Type and intensity of 
the public funding 

Each support line has an associate budget and specific requisites and 
beneficiaries, reflected on the particular calls. 

 

5.4. Business development tools 

5.4.1 Clusters 

 
Table 13: List of relevant clusters and Centres of Excellence in Spain 

Clusters & Centers of Excellence 

1 Name Clúster Marítimo Español (CME) 

Type Cluster Organization   

Website www.clustermaritimo.es 

Short description CME is the only organization that has managed to group all the industries, services and 

economic activities of Spain related to the sea. Currently, it has more than 100 partners 

nationally and internationally. Its main mission is to improve the competitiveness of the 

Spanish maritime industries and companies through cooperation, complementarity and 

communication. 

2 Name Barcelona Clúster Nàutic  

Type Cluster Organization  

Website http://www.barcelonaclusternautic.cat/ 

Short description Barcelona Clúster Nàutic is established in October of 2013 with the goal of transforming 

water sports activity into an economic driving force for the city, its metropolitan area 

and for the country, taking full advantage of the existence of a sector which brings 

together industry, companies, entities and research centres, a mix that has enormous 

potential to generate wealth and added value. 

3 Name Clúster Marítimo de Cantabria 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.clustermarca.com 

https://www.clustermaritimo.es/
http://www.barcelonaclusternautic.cat/
http://www.clustermarca.com/
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Short description The promotion of this cluster is part of an initiative of the government of Cantabria 

itself, through SODERCAN. It focuses on the entire maritime and naval sector of the 

region, aiming to promote cooperation and commercial and technological development 

of the industries and maritime activities of Cantabria creating opportunities and 

synergies that boost their competitiveness in national and international markets, 

generating in that way high value and wealth for society. 

4 Name Clúster Marítimo Marino de Andalucía 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.cmma.eu  

Short description It aims to promote the Andalusian maritime sector, as well as defending its interests 

and developing the creation of a suitable legal framework for the development of this 

industry in Andalusia, Spain and the rest of the world. It follows the quadruple helix 

model, bringing together in the same cluster universities, organizations, public sector 

and society. The CMMA is made up of innovative institutions from different maritime 

subsectors with a high technological qualification such as fishing, aquaculture, 

shipbuilding, maritime transport, recreational boating, maritime research and training, 

ports and port activities, maritime extraction industries, maritime tourism and 

underwater archaeology. 

5 Name Clúster Marítimo Naval de Cádiz CMNC 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.clusternavalcadiz.es 

Short description The Cádiz Maritime Naval Cluster is a non-profit business association which has been 

working since 2015 to promote the interests of the sector in search of constant 

improvement. Their aim is to promote, drive, encourage and develop the maritime 

naval sector in the province of Cádiz. 

6 Name Balearic Marine Cluster 

Type Cluster Organization 

Website www.balearicmarinecluster.com  

Short description Balearic Marine Cluster is a business initiative created to position the Balearic Islands as 

a hub of the marine industry and strengthen its international competitive position. 

Balearic Marine Cluster bring together the main companies of the Balearic Islands´ 

yachting sector in order to offer high quality and full service to the yacht owners and 

captains. 

7 Name Asociación Clúster del Sector Naval Gallego (ACLUNAGA) 

Type Cluster Organization  

Website www.aclunaga.es 

http://www.cmma.eu/
http://www.clusternavalcadiz.es/
http://www.balearicmarinecluster.com/
http://www.aclunaga.es/
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Short description This cluster was established thanks to the Consellería de Innovación e Industria de la 

Xunta de Galicia. Its aim is to improve competitiveness and promote the development 

of the set of companies that make up the Galician naval sector. Currently in the Cluster 

participate companies whose products and services cover all segments of the 

shipbuilding value chain (from shipyards and engineering to classification and 

certification companies, through companies supplying equipment and supplies, 

enabling companies , installers or metal companies. 

8 Name Foro Marítimo Vasco  

Type Cluster Organization  

Website www.foromaritimovasco.com  

Short description The Basque Maritime Forum is the Maritime Industry Cluster of the Basque Country, 

and meeting point where all the agents of the maritime sector are grouped, such as Port 

Authorities, Technological Centers, Chambers of Commerce, Provincial Councils, 

different departments of the Basque Government, Universities , classification societies, 

museums and professional associations. In addition, the industrial part is also 

represented and integrated through ADIMDE - Agrupación De Industrias Marítimas De 

Euskadi (Shipyards, Merchant and Fishing Shipowners and Auxiliary Industry). 

9 Name Clúster Marítimo de las Islas Baleares  

Type Cluster Organization  

Website www.clustermaritimoib.com  

Short description Maritime Cluster of the Balearic Islands has established among its fundamental 

objectives form a meeting place for all economic and social agents, public 

administrations, research and technology centers and other entities and institutions 

that have interests related to the sea, in order to improve their competitiveness, 

sustainable in the short, medium and long term. 

10 Name Clúster Marítimo de Canarias  

 Type Cluster Organization  

 Website www.clustermc.es  

 Short description The Maritime Cluster of the Canary Islands is a non-profit association with a regional 

scope whose main objective is to promote the development and international 

competitiveness of the Maritime Sector of the Canary Islands, in turn raising the 

business, economic and social fabric of the Canary Islands. 

5.4.2 Incubators 

 

Table 14: Certified incubators active in nautical products and/or services  

Certified incubators 

1 Name SeedRocket 

Website www.seedrocket.com  

http://www.foromaritimovasco.com/
http://www.clustermaritimoib.com/
http://www.clustermc.es/
http://www.seedrocket.com/
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Short description SeedRocket is an incubator that offers to start-ups a common space of work and 

knowledge, enhancing synergies between them and facilitating the transfer of know-

how among entrepreneurs. 

2 Name Tetuan Valley   

Website https://www.tetuanvalley.com/startupschool 

Short description Pre-accelerator organization that helps entrepreneurs implement a business idea from 

start to grow through skilled engineers and business people who directly transfer their 

knowledge to the workforce. 

3 Name WAYRA 

Website https://www.wayra.es/ 

Short description Wayra is the accelerator organization for startups of Telefónica. 

4 Name LANZADERA 

Website https://lanzadera.es/  

Short description Lanzadera is an accelerator and incubator of private capital companies, based in 

Valencia.  

5 Name Conector Startup Accelerator 

Website https://www.conector.com/ 

Short description Conector Startup Accelerator is an accelerator of startups specialised in seed phase.  

6 Name Innsomnia 

Website https://www.innsomnia.es/ 

Short description Innsomnia is an Innovation Hub specialized in the acceleration and incubation of 

technology-based projects through an agreement with large companies that trust the 

entity to incorporate the latest innovations into their business model. 

7 Name El Bergantín 

Website https://elbergantin.uca.es/ 

Short description El Bergantín is a program promoted by the Chair of Entrepreneurs of the UCA (University 

of Cádiz) that combines two concepts, a program of acceleration and mentoring of 

projects related to the "Blue Economy" and the "Marine Environment" and that were 

developed in the Atlantic and Mediterranean basin of the coast of Andalusia and the 

Autonomous City of Melilla. 

8 Name Explorer “Jóvenes con ideas” 

Website https://elbergantin.uca.es/ 

Short description Explorer 'Young people with ideas' is the entrepreneurship program of Banco Santander 

that helps land projects driving its market launch. The program offers support, training, 

advice, cash prizes and trips to Silicon Valley for young people who are committed to 

transforming the future with innovative ideas. 

https://www.tetuanvalley.com/startupschool
https://www.wayra.es/
https://lanzadera.es/
https://www.conector.com/
https://www.innsomnia.es/
https://elbergantin.uca.es/
https://elbergantin.uca.es/
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9 Name Andalucía Emprende 

Website http://www.andaluciaemprende.es  

Short description Offers services and programs from the public body of the Junta de Andalucía, to help 

everyone with an entrepreneurial vocation in the implementation, development and 

consolidation of business ideas. 

10 Name SuperLabPorts  

Website Not launched yet 

Short description The new innovation space SuperLabPorts, has been designed as an open and multi-

functional working area in order to create and catalyse decarbonization through a 

fundamental transformation of different economic, social and financial systems 

11 Name Catalan Association of Tourist Marinas 

Website https://www.acpet.es/ 

Short description The Catalan Association of Tourist Marinas and is a private non-profit organization 

established in 1983, consists of dealers Ports and harbors sports in Catalonia. 

 

5.4.3 Trade associations 

 

Table 15: List of trade associations in Spain 

Trade associations 

1 Name Asociación Nacional de Empresas Náuticas (ANEN) 

Type Association  

Website www.anen.es 

Short description ANEN  is the representative organization of the nautical sector in Spain. 

2 Name Federación Española de Puertos Deportivos y Turísticos (FEAPDT) 

Type Association 

Website www.feapdt.es  

Short description FEAPDT is formed by the Associations of Andalucía, Baleares, Canarias, Cataluña, 
Murcia, Valencia, Galicia, Asturias and Cantabria. The main objective of the FEAPDT is 
to seek the development and improvement of marinas, sports and marine docks in all 
the activities that make up the sector, in its nautical, tourism, environmental, training 
and management aspects. 

3 Name Marinas de Andalucía 

Type Association 

Website https://marinasdeandalucia.com/ 

Short description Marinas de Andalucía is a professional association that brings together 16 marinas in 
the Andalusian community. 

http://www.andaluciaemprende.es/
http://www.anen.es/
http://www.feapdt.es/
https://marinasdeandalucia.com/
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4 Name Agrupación de Puertos Deportivos y Turísticos de la Comunidad Valenciana 

Type Association  

Website https://agrupacionpuertoscv.es/ 

Short description The Association of Sports and Tourist Ports of the Valencian Community is a private non-
profit entity, formed by concessionaires of Ports and Varaderos of the Valencian 
Community and whose main objective is to ensure the business interests of the ports 
and modernize the professional management of the same. All this in order to catalog 
our activity within the framework of nautical tourism. 

5 Name Marinas del Mediterráneo 

Type Association  

Website https://www.marinasmediterraneo.com/ 

Short description Marinas del Mediterráneo is the concessionaire of the marinas of Estepona, La Duquesa 
in Manilva, both in the province of Malaga and the Marina del Este-Punta de la Mona, 
in Almuñécar, Granada. 

6 Name Balearic Nautical Association (AENIB) 

Type Association 

Website http://aenbnautica-en.blogspot.com/  

Short description The Balearic Nautical Association is formed by some one hundred companies within the 
nautical sector, grouping together those companies in the commercial sector as well as 
those in the service and construction sector. 

7 Name Asociación de Clubes Náuticos y Puertos Deportivos de la Región de Murcia 

Type Association 

Website http://www.clubesnauticosmurcia.com/ 

Short description It is a regional association of nautical clubs and touristic ports in the region of Murcia. 

8 Name Soermar 

Type Foundation 

Website https://soermar.com/  

Short description Soermar was established by 21 spanish shipyards, with the purpose of find new joint 
lines of action in technical and technological matters that improve the competitiveness 
of the shipyards.   

9 Name Catalan Association of Tourist Marinas (ACPET) 

Type Association 

Website https://www.acpet.es/ 

Short description The Catalan Association of Tourist Marinas and is a private non-profit organization 
consists of dealers Ports and harbors sports in Catalonia. ACPET has 41 partners of the 
50 ports in Catalonia, which accounts for 82% of port concessions granted in Catalonia, 
including those that are supervised by the State Ports.  

https://agrupacionpuertoscv.es/
https://www.marinasmediterraneo.com/
http://aenbnautica-en.blogspot.com/
http://www.clubesnauticosmurcia.com/
https://soermar.com/
https://www.acpet.es/
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6. Country specific analysis – Greece 

6.1. State of the art 

The economy of Greece has now entered the stage of recovery after nearly a decade of severe debt crisis 

(2009-2017) within which the national GDP dropped by almost 24%. For re-boosting the Greek economy and 

supporting its fast and wide growth, the sectors of the Blue Economy and all other associated activities are 

playing a significant role (DG Mare, 2019). 

Blue Economy in Greece represents today a major source of employment, accounting for more than 300,000 

jobs and contributing to the national economy with approximately €6 billion of Gross Value Added (GVA). 

During the recession, jobs in those sectors, and especially in coastal tourism, grew by 93% which resulted in 

a 32% increase of the GVA, accounting for 3.3% of the total GVA of Greece, when that share was only 1.9% 

in 2009 (DG Mare, 2019). The following table (Table 16) provides a clear overview of how the different sectors 

and sub-sectors of the Blue Economy grew or were confined during the last decade in terms of employment, 

turnover and GVA. 

Table 16: Overview of the Blue Economy sectors in Greece 

 
(Source: DG Mare, 2019) 

6.1.1 Nautical services 

The sector of nautical activities in Greece is directly related to its coastal tourism sector since the county’s 

location, morphology and climate are key factors for such activities. Numerous islands and deserted beaches 

not accessible by land provide a good growth potential for the yachting business and the associated services.  

Although there are no recently updated data available with regard to chartering in the yacht sector, it is 

estimated that 3.000 – 3.500 pleasure boats are available for hire in Greece every year, during a period of 

seven months, i.e. from April to October (INSETE, 2017). According to relevant data, referring to a few years 

back, approximately 100 companies are actively involved in services related to nautical activities with one 

third of them in the chartering sector (Blue Growth study) while such activities generated in 2013 almost 

€158 million and accounted for the direct employment of approximately 1.600 people (LSE and MYBA, 2014). 
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There are several associations promoting the interests of the sector’s professionals. The Greek Professional 

Yacht Owners Bareboat Association (SITESAP) representing 500 members and 1.300 recreational vessels and 

the Hellenic Professional Yacht Owners Association (HPYOA) with 4,000 registered ship owners of 

professional tourist vessels. In addition, the Greek Yachting Association (GYA) with approximately 50 

companies as regular and associate members involved in all fields of Charter, Brokerage, Management, 

Insurance and Construction of large yachts. GYA and its members represent over 90% of the Crewed Charter 

Yachts in Greece. 

6.1.2 Cruising 

The cruise industry is the one of the most dynamic and emerging sectors of maritime tourism in Greece. In 

2018, the country’s top 10 cruise destinations accommodated more than 2.800 cruise ships and 4.539.933 

passengers, which accounted for almost 82% of total arrivals of cruise ships and 95% of total cruise 

passengers visiting Greece (Figure 12 & Table 17). Considering the expenditures of both cruise passengers 

and crew members in the different destinations within the country, it is evident that the cruise sector 

represents a vital part of the Greek economy, with a significant growth potential. More specifically, according 

to recent estimations for 2019, the number of cruise passengers is expected to increase by 7-9%, compared 

to 2018, that will allow total expenditures to surpass, for the first time after 2016, the mark of €5 million 

(limenikanea.gr, 2019). 

 

 
Figure 12: The top 10 cruise ports / destinations in Greece for 2018 (Source: Hellenic Ports’ Association) 
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Table 17: The top 10 cruise ports / destinations in Greece by number of ships and passengers for 2017-2018 

n. Destination 
2018 2017 

Cruise Ships (n.) Passengers Cruise Ships (n.) Passengers 

1 Piraeus 524 961.632 576 1.055.559 

2 Santorini 474 749.286 406 620.570 

3 Kerkira 413 735.832 410 679.681 

4 Mykonos 484 702.256 501 699.304 

5 Katakolo 221 468.046 271 567.047 

6 Iraklion 187 297.929 131 181.693 

7 Rhodes 210 237.808 248 274.903 

8 Kefalonia-Ithaka 90 144.074 50 61.598 

9 Chania 78 139.944 84 128.067 

10 Patmos 124 103.126 136 110.878 

 Total 2.805 4.539.933 2.813 4.379.300 

(Source: Hellenic Ports’ Association) 

6.1.3 Ports and marinas 

Ports 

Due to its geographical position and close proximity to three continents, as well as the numerous inhabited 

islands it is being characterized of, Greece heavily relies on efficient port infrastructure for accommodating 

both freight and passenger flows. Ports in Greece account for an important part of the national economy and 

hence great focus has been placed and large investments have been made for the development of port 

infrastructure that is capable to successfully meet increasing demand supporting the country’s role as a key 

gateway to Europe. Thirteen major ports span across the country, while more than 100 local ports structure 

the country’s port network facilitating the movement of goods and people between the mainland and the 

Greek islands. In total, more than 15.000 persons are employed in the port sector and related activities in 

2017 while the generated turnover reached €1.3 billion (Table 18). 
 

Table 18: Overview of the ports, warehousing and construction of water projects sector in Greece 

Sub-sector Activity 
Persons employed 

(thousand) 

Turnover 

(€ million) 

GVA 

(€ million) 

Cargo and warehousing 
Cargo handling 0.8 93 41 

Warehousing and storage  0.5 42 13 

Water projects Construction of water projects 1.4 192 13 

Service activities 
Service activities incidental to water 

transportation 
12.8 944 699 

(Source: DG Mare, 2019) 

The Attica region where Athens, the capital of Greece is located, is being served by the largest port in the 

country and currently one of the largest in the Mediterranean region but also within the European context 

i.e. the port of Piraeus as well as three other smaller ports i.e. the ports of Elefsina, Rafina and Lavrio. As a 

major maritime hub, the city of Piraeus also hosts a large number of shipping and port-related companies 

with a profound impact on the local economy. The investment of COSCO in the port of Piraeus further drove 

the port’s fast development and growth ranking 6th in Europe in 2018 with regard to container traffic which 

reached nearly 4.9 million TEUs. Upon completion of Pier III, the port will further enlarge its capacity, to 

approximately 7.2 million TEUs, making it capable to handle increasing freight volumes challenging the long 
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standing domination of North European ports. With regard to passenger transport, the port of Piraeus is the 

largest port in Europe accommodating nearly 16 million passengers in 2017. 

Besides Piraeus, its close proximity to the city of Athens - a world touristic destination, make the port of 

Piraeus an attractive cruise destination almost always combined with cruise visits to the Greek islands with 

Santorini and Mykonos being mostly favoured. The port of Piraeus currently operates three cruise terminals 

accommodating in 2018 524 cruise vessels and 961.632 passengers while the construction of new cruise 

terminals is also underway. 

The second largest port in Greece is the Thessaloniki port which covers the northern part of the country. Due 

to its geographical location and the essential road and rail connections with many neighbouring countries, it 

is also an important port for the Balkan region, serving approximately 15 million people (thpa.gr) in several 

countries. Recent privatization of the port of Thessaloniki is creating new development opportunities and 

growth potential for specific sectors of the economy such as transportation and storage, shipbuilding and 

ship repair activities, cruising and manufacturing. 

Additionally, the ports of Piraeus and Thessaloniki are part of the core Trans-European Transport Network 

(TEN-T) and more specifically part of the Orient/East-Med Corridor that connects large parts of Central 

Europe with ports of the North, Baltic, Black and Mediterranean Sea, along with the ports of Patras, 

Igoumenitsa and Iraklion. 

Marinas 

The coastline of Greece is over 15.000 km long, making it the longest coastline in the Mediterranean Sea 

Basin and the 3rd longest in Europe, after Norway and Greenland. Furthermore, within Greece, there are 

about 6.000 islands and islets, of which 166 are inhabited and have well-established touristic activities, 

making the country ideal for maritime tourism, and yachting activities in particular. 

For supporting such activities, 22 well-organized marinas exist within the country, accounting for a total 

capacity of approximately 8.924 berths (Figure 13). If smaller local marinas, tourist ports and yacht havens 

are also taken into account, the total capacity extends to nearly 13.500 berths.  
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Figure 13: Organised yacht marinas in Greece (Source: INSETE, 2017) 

During the last decade several Greek ports have significant investment activity mainly in the fields of 

container transportation and storage, cruise but also in other economic sectors as well (Table 16). One of 

these sectors is the one of water airports. At this moment, there is one operational water airport and five 

more are expected to be licensed in the near future. In total there are plans for 37 operated water airports 

with the majority of them operating within the margins of ports. In Table 19 below the major ongoing 

infrastructure investments related to ports and marinas are presented. 

 
Table 19: Ongoing infrastructure investments in Greek ports and marinas 

No Projects 
Remaining 

Budget (€mn) 
Start Date 

Completion 

Date 

1 Port of Thessaloniki (upgrade of sixth harbor) 220 2018 2022 

2 Igoumenitsa Port upgrade 59 2008 2020 

3 Port of Patras upgrade 75 2012 N/A 

4 Key marinas 43 2003 | N/A 2018 | N/A 

5 Luxury marinas (Mykonos, Argostoli) 9 N/A N/A 

6 Upgrading/ Maintenance in 49 Regional Ports 4 N/A N/A 

7 Lavrio Mega Yacht 4 N/A N/A 

8 
Metropolitan Water Airport (Port of 

Thessaloniki) 
0,4 N/A N/A 

 Total Budget 414.4  

(Source: PwC, 2018) 
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6.1.4 Ship / boat building and repair 

There are four shipyards that operate in Greece, namely (a) the Hellenic Shipyards S.A, (b) Elefsis Shipyards, 

(c) ONEX Syros Shipyards and (d) Chalkis Shipyards S.A. The range of activities (Table 20) include commercial 

and naval new building, repair, maintenance and retrofitting activities to all types of vessels, mega yachts, 

sailing yachts and motor boats. The shipbuilding sector in Greece is in a constant decline for over ten years 

now due to financial issues, increasing competition from other countries and the world’s shipbuilding 

overcapacity. In total there are approximately 106 companies related with shipbuilding and ship repair 

activities across the country with the majority of them (76) engaging exclusively with ship repair and 

maintenance activities. 
 

Table 20: Overview of the ship / boat building and repair sector in Greece 

Sub-sector Activity 
Persons employed 

(thousand) 
Turnover 

(€ million) 
GVA 

(€ million) 

Building of ships 
Building of ships and floating structures 1.5 60 34 

Building of pleasure and sporting boats 0.2 14 4 

Repair 
Repair and maintenance of ships and 

boats 
6.3 256 140 

Equipment 
Manufacture of various types of 

equipment 
0.4 25 8 

(Source: DG Mare, 2019) 

 

New-building projects today in Greece are rare and only for small commercial and ferry ships, yachts and 

vessels for the Hellenic Navy. The construction of large commercial cargo carrying vessels are not 

economically feasible and thus the industry is dealing mainly with ship repair activities. In Figure 14 below, 

the ship repair and maintenance activities in Greece between 2016 and 2018 are depicted. 

 

 
Figure 14: Number of maintained vessels between 2016 and 2018 in Greece (Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority, 

2019a) 
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6.1.5 Coastal tourism and maritime transport services 

Coastal tourism 

Greece is one of the most visited destinations in Europe and 2018 was the all-time record year in international 

arrivals as the country welcomed 33 million tourists, a significant increase from the 24.8 million of 2016. As 

we mention in a previous chapter, Greece’s extensive coastline and the numerous islands in combination 

with the weather conditions have established the country as a popular attraction for coastal tourism making 

it the main driving force behind the entire tourism industry of Greece.  

It is evident that the majority of foreign tourists visiting Greece, are concentrating in the islands necessitating 

the existence of a well-organized infrastructure and maritime transport network for the sustainability and 

growth potential of this important economic activity (Table 21).  

 
Table 21: Tourist visits, overnight stays and revenue percentage by region 

Region Tourist Visits (%) Overnight stays (%) Revenue (%) 

South Aegean 19% 22% 26% 

Central Macedonia 23% 19% 13% 

Crete 15% 19% 23% 

Attica 17% 14% 15% 

Ionian Islands 10% 12% 12% 

Eastern Macedonia 

and Thrace 
4% 3% 2% 

Peloponnese 2% 2% 2% 

Thessaly 2% 2% 2% 

Epirus 2% 2% 2% 

North Aegean 1% 2% 1% 

Western Greece 2% 1% 1% 

Central Greece 1% 1% 1% 

Western Macedonia 1% 0% 0% 

(Source: INSETE, 2018) 

 
According to the table above, five of Greece’s administrative regions, namely South Aegean, Central 

Macedonia, Crete, Attica and Ionian Islands, are accounting for the 84% of the 26 million of the total tourist 

visits in Greece for 2017, 87% of the 181 million overnight stays and 89% of the €12.6 billion revenue in total 

for the same year (INSETE, 2018). 

More than 500 Greek coasts and 15 marinas have been awarded with the international "Blue Flag" quality 

award for 2019 positioning the country in the 2nd place worldwide (blueflag.gr). In addition, the Greek part 

of the European Ecological Network of Natura 2000 sites, includes 202 Special Protection Areas and 241 Sites 

of Community Importance (geodata.gov.gr). 

Since the majority of the country’s tourist activity is concentrated in the coastal areas, the main actors 

involved is the maritime transport sector and more precisely the sub-sector of ferry industry.  
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Maritime transport 

Greece is traditionally a maritime nation and the merchant fleet controlled by the Greek ship-owners is 

considered to be the largest in the world. Although the country’s population is the 0.15% of the global 

population, the Greek-owned fleet represents the 20% of the total dead weight carrying capacity totaling 

4,746 vessels (ships over 1,000 GT) with 365.45 million deadweight tons (DWT) registered in various flags. 

These vessels represent the 49.15% of the total EU merchant fleet thus highlighting the important role of the 

Greek maritime transport sector in the EU external seaborne trade. From these vessels, the 753 (over 1,000 

GT) are under Greek registry with 73.3 million DWT (42 million GT) capacity, positioning the Greek-flagged 

fleet seventh in the world (Union of Greek Shipowners, 2018). 

Regarding the passenger shipping, there are 5 major and 23 smaller ferry companies in Greece owing 85 

conventional and high speed passenger ships operating in the entire Greek territory and are the main means 

of transport of passengers and goods between the islands and the mainland. In 2018 the total number of 

passengers transported to domestic destinations saw a 5% increase from the previous year, reaching 18.4 

million persons along with 3.4 million vehicles while the total movement of goods was 39.5 million tonnes 

for the same year (Figure 15). The sector is characterized by high seasonality in the third quarter of each year 

due to the movement of large numbers of foreign and domestic tourists during the summer months 

(seen.org.gr). 

 

 
Figure 15: Transportation of passengers and goods between 2016 and 2018 in Greece (Source: Association of 

passenger shipping companies, 2018; Hellenic Statistical Authority, 2019b) 

 

Greece and Italy are the leading countries in the seaborne passenger transport in Europe with each country 

covering approximately 17-18% of the total passenger traffic (IOBE, 2017). The destination with the most 

arrivals is the Cyclades with approximately the 1/3 of the total followed by Saronic gulf, Ionian Islands and 

Crete (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Percentage distribution of total passenger traffic by region (Source: IOBE, 2017 based on data from the 

Hellenic Statistical Authority) 

Table 22: Overview of the maritime transport sector in Greece 

Sub-sector Activity 
Persons employed 

(thousand) 

Turnover 

(€ million) 

GVA 

(€ million) 

Sea and Coastal 

water transport 

Sea and coastal passenger water 

transport 
8.4 1157 479 

Sea and coastal freight water transport 7.6 758 519 

Renting 
Renting and leasing of water transport 

equipment 
1.8 75 27 

(Source: DG Mare, 2019) 

6.2. Main actors 

Table 23: List of innovative SMEs (start-ups) in Greece per maritime sub-sector 

Innovative SMEs (start-ups) 

Nautical activities 

1 Name Ferryhopper 

Website https://www.ferryhopper.com/en/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Ferryhopper provides information on ferry schedules and ticket pricing, including 

direct and indirect ferry connections as well as island hopping opportunities. It 

simplifies the booking of ferry tickets by bringing more than 30 ferry companies into 

a single platform. 

2 Name Hopwave 

Website https://hopwave.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Hopwave is the 1st booking platform designed for both travellers and travel agents 

allowing them to search and book sea tours and sea activities around the Greek 

islands. It provides an end-to-end service from captains and tour owners to travellers. 

35%

12,8%
11,7%

11,7%

5,7%

5%

4,4%

13,7%
Cyclades

Saronic gulf

Ionian islands

Crete

North Aegean

Sporades

Dodecanese

Other

https://www.ferryhopper.com/en/
https://hopwave.com/
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All of them are connected through various services provided by an online mobile 

application.  

3 Name keeano 

Website http://www.keeano.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description keeano is the first crowdsourcing-based social coastline guide that ranks more than 

36.500 spots (beaches, marinas, mooring spots, fishing areas) based on personal 

interests according to social media profiles. It provides information for each spot, 

incidents reports as well as suggestions according to different moods (e.g. family, 

sportive, convenient, remote, etc.) 

4 Name Openichnos  

Website https://openichnos.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Openichnos makes it easy for private owners and charter fleet managers to 

remotely view their boat’s location, status of instruments and weather conditions so 

that they can react on time to protect both their assets and people on board.  

5 Name Instayacht 

Website https://instayacht.com/  

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Instayacht offers a mobile application that provides users with a boat rental 

experience that includes a wide range of options for travellers and enable boat 

owners to earn money by renting their private boats.  

6 Name Sail in Greece 

Website https://sail-ingreece.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Sail in Greece specializes in small ship cruises and sailing tours in Greece. It offers a 

reservation service for boats and yachts owned by local families in Greece 

employing local crew cruising in Greek islands and other destinations within the 

country.  

7 Name Jack & Jenny 

Website https://www.jack-jenny.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Jack & Jenny is a platform organizing thematic sailing weeks combined with 

different activities such as cycling, scuba diving, canyoning, star gazing, etc. 
8 Name VesselBot 

Website https://www.vesselbot.com/ 

Region of activity Greece & Cyprus 

Short description VesselBot is a digital chartering marketplace that provides strategic operating and 

financially efficient benefits for charterers and vessel owners, by enabling them to 

instantaneously identify the best possible counterparty whilst utilizing the least 

possible company resources at a significantly lower cost than the traditional 

chartering houses. 

9 Name Appoploo 

Website https://tracker.appoploo.com/ 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Appoploo introduces a novel marine network that connects boaters to all necessary 

information and services while they sail. It is the first integrated service that combines 

real-time and up-to-date marine information, navigation support algorithms and live 

communication functionality in order to create a complete and effective support 

network.  

http://www.keeano.com/
https://openichnos.com/
https://instayacht.com/
https://sail-ingreece.com/
https://www.jack-jenny.com/
https://www.vesselbot.com/
https://tracker.appoploo.com/
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Ports and marinas 

1 Name SaMMY 

Website https://www.sammyacht.com 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description SaMMY is a smart app for yachting marinas aspiring to be the ultimate travel 

companion for yachters, skippers and marina administrators. It supports e-booking 

services, navigational & parking assistance features and mobile guidance to the 

nearby coastal areas. 

2 Name Negon 

Website http://negon.gr 

Region of activity Greece 

Short description Negon is an autonomous polygonal floating mooring system for pleasure yachts, 

capable of providing modern mooring services. It can be reliably applied to the 

operational space between open-sea anchoring, mooring on a buoy, and anchoring 

in a marina by bridging the gap between them and combining the positive features of 

all three methods. 

 
Table 24: List of relevant private investors in Greece 

Business angels & venture capitalists 

1 Name HeBAN – Hellenic Business Angels Network 

Type Business angels 

Website https://www.heban.gr/ 

Short description HeBAN has been created to foster the implementation of a sustainable business angels’ 

network and functioning ecosystem for early stage investment in Greece. 

2 Name Hellenic Venture & Private Equity Capital Association (HVCA) 

Type Venture capitals 

Website http://en.hvca.gr 

Short description HVCA aims at promoting and developing the activities of venture capital funds, 

examining issues of common interest concerning its members (18 companies) as well 

as protecting their business interests. 

3 Name METAVALLON 

Type Venture capitals 

Website https://metavallon.vc/ 

Short description Metavallon is a venture capital firm investing in early stage technology start-ups. It 

provides financing and hands-on development support through pre-seed and seed 

stage investments. 

4 Name Velocity Partners 

Type Venture capitals  

Website https://velocitypartners.vc/ 

Short description Velocity partners is an industry and technology agnostic venture capital fund investing 

in pre-seed and seed phases. They grant access to a global network of industry experts 

and investors, intros to potential first clients, strategic advice and mentoring, office 

space, lifelong operational support and access to other non-monetary assets. 

 
Table 25: List of key relevant business associations in Greece 

Business associations 

1 Name Hellenic Ports’ Association 

Type Association 

https://www.sammyacht.com/
http://negon.gr/
https://www.heban.gr/
http://en.hvca.gr/
https://metavallon.vc/
https://velocitypartners.vc/
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Website https://www.elime.gr/ 

Short description The Hellenic Ports’ Association is a non-profit institution aiming to coordinate the 

activities of its members (23 major and smaller ports in Greece) with the objective to 

develop port policy, facilitate the involvement of ports into regional development and 

foster the establishment of sustainable and competitive companies providing port 

services.  

2 Name Greek Marinas Association 

Type Association 

Website https://greek-marinas.gr 

Short description GMA was established in 2010 for fostering the representation, upgrade and promotion 

of tourist ports and marina facilities throughout the country. Its members account for 

77% of the total berthing capacity in Greece and its main mission is to improve the 

national context with regard to the development, operation and exploitation of tourist 

ports.  

3 Name Union of Cruise Ship-owners and Associated Members 

Type Union 

Website - 

Short description Association of major Greek cruise ship-owners and other Greek maritime-related 

companies related to the cruise industry 

4 Name Greek Yachting Association 

Type Association 

Website https://www.gya.gr/ 

Short description With its founding members representing over 90% of crewed charter yachts in Greece, 

GYA aims to (a) maintain high standards of professionalism in charter, sales and yacht 

management, (b) closely cooperation with the worldwide yachting association and its 

members and (c) organize an annual charter yacht show for the Greek and foreign flag 

charter yachts.   

5 Name Hellenic Professional Yacht Owners Association 

Type Association 

Website http://www.epest.gr 

Short description HPYOA is a non-profit institution that includes as members the owners of nearly 4.000 

professional yachts. It was established in 1974 with the aim to study and plan maritime 

tourism, promote economic and professional interests of its members, foster 

cooperation and the creation of synergies that would improve the terms and conditions 

with regard to the employment of their yachts and the freedom and safety of 

navigation. 

6 Name Greek Tourism Confederation (SETE) 

Type Association 

Website https://sete.gr 

Short description SETE was established in 1991 and its primary goal is to bring together tourism 

enterprises that provide high-quality services. It represents national unions of tourism 

enterprises as well as individual businesses operating within the broader tourism 

industry and covering the entire range of the sector’s activities. 

7 Name Hellenic Start-up Association 

Type Association 

Website http://hellenicstartups.gr/ 

Short description The Hellenic Start-up Association was created from start-uppers with the aim to 

promote a new business model in Greece presenting innovative characteristics 

fostering fast development, which can decisively contribute in creating new 

employment opportunities and further boosting the national economy. 

https://www.elime.gr/
https://greek-marinas.gr/
https://www.gya.gr/
http://www.epest.gr/
https://sete.gr/
http://hellenicstartups.gr/
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8 Name Federation of Hellenic Associations of Young Entrepreneurs 

Type Association 

Website http://oesyne.gr/ 

Short description The Federation aims to simplify and improve the business environment in Greece, 

provide a better access of SMEs to information with regard to European policy and 

guidelines as well as to best practices that foster cooperation between different 

generations of entrepreneurs. 

9 Name Hellenic Entrepreneurs Association 

Type Association 

Website https://eene.gr 

Short description The Hellenic Entrepreneurs Association was established in 1987 and consists of more 

than 100 dynamic Greek entrepreneurs who are active and key players in the Greek 

and international market in a wide range of important industries. Its aim is to support 

and foster entrepreneurship in Greece through constructive dialogue and engagement 

with political leaders, the society, the growing community of young and start-up 

entrepreneurs as well as significant opinion makers.  

 

Institutions specialized in business creation 

1 Name Academy of Entrepreneurship  

Type Non-profit organization 

Website http://akep.eu/ 

Short description The Academy of Entrepreneurship was founded in 2007 aiming to contribute to the 

creation of a healthy business environment for the development of entrepreneurship 

in South East Europe as well as to support young entrepreneurs’ business goals and 

plans. 

6.2.1. Clusters 

There is one major active cluster that focuses in various economic activities related to the maritime sector in 

Greece. Geographically it covers the entire country, but its two main cores are concentrated in and around 

the two largest cities and their ports, Piraeus and Thessaloniki, sharing the same opportunities and 

challenges. The majority of the companies and stakeholders involved in these clusters are maritime transport 

related like shipping and ship management companies, agents, spare parts & marine equipment, legal 

services, charterers and brokers, insurance, shipyards and many more. In addition, there are other clusters 

focused on the cruise industry, in the manufacturing of marine equipment and in the promotion of Innovation 

in the maritime sector through the adoption of advanced ICT technologies (Table 26). 

 
Table 26: List of relevant clusters and Centres of Excellence in Greece 

Clusters & Centres of Excellence 

1 Name Maritime Hellas  

Type Cluster 

Website https://www.maritimehellas.org 

Short description Maritime Hellas, an initiative of the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, the Union of Greek 

Ship-owners and the Piraeus Chamber of Commerce & Industry, is the Greek maritime 

cluster that brings together companies directly or indirectly involved in shipping 

activities, universities-research centres, chambers, specialized law firms, investment 

funds, etc. for promoting entrepreneurship and outreach. 

2 Name Greek Cruise Cluster 

Type Cluster 

http://oesyne.gr/
https://eene.gr/
http://akep.eu/
https://www.maritimehellas.org/
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Website http://www.greekcruise.gr/ 

Short description The Greek Cruise Cluster aims to upgrade the services offered by ports to the cruise 

sector, create partnerships between Ports in terms of viewing and marketing and 

enhance the competition by improving the level of cruise services. 

3 Name Strategis 

Type Centre of Excellence 

Website https://strategis-cluster.com/ 

Short description Strategis focuses on the creation, development and management of collaborative 

innovation networks and commercial clusters with emphasis on the application of 

advanced ICT technologies in digital shipping 

4 Name Athens Maritime Innovation Center 

Type Centre of Excellence 

Website https://www.athensmaritime.com/ 

Short description AMIC aims to capitalize on both the highly advantageous strategic business location of 

Greece and the world-leading Greek shipping brand. It will nurture and launch the 

maritime technology platforms of the future, from novel engineering and software 

products to the burgeoning marine cybersecurity sector. As a Center of Excellence for 

21st century technology and innovation, AMIC will provide a multi-use facility with 

flexible workspaces for maritime startups and established related industry companies 

alike and attract and host events, conferences and seminars. 

 

6.3. Funding opportunities for SMEs 

6.3.1 Public funding 

 
Table 27: Public funding programmes available to Greek partners 

Title of the programme/intiative Research – Create - Innovate   

Reference strategy  Partnership Agreement (PA) 2014-2020 (ESPA) 

Geographical area of validity National (all 13 prefectures) 

Reference maritime sectors Transportation sector & Supply Chain (32,4 million) 

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

542.535.722€ for both cycles, 200.000.000€ for B cycle 

Variable rate depending on the size and type of each enterprise 

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries  Research organisations and enterprises 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

The main objective is to link research and innovation to 

entrepreneurship and to enhance competitiveness, productivity and 

business extroversion to international markets, with a view to 

transitioning towards quality innovative entrepreneurship and 

increased domestic value added. 

Type of supported activities Priority I - Research and Development of Enterprises 

Priority II - Business Partnerships with Research Organizations 

Priority III - Exploitation of Research Outcomes 

Priority IV - Seal of Excellence for business 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

 

http://www.greekcruise.gr/
https://strategis-cluster.com/
https://www.athensmaritime.com/
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Title of the programme/intiative EquiFund (public – private partnership) 

Reference strategy  Partnership Agreement (PA) 2014-2020 (ESPA) 

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

300.000.000€  

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries SMEs 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

EquiFund is an initiative created by the Hellenic Republic in 

cooperation with the European Investment Fund (EIF). It is advised 

independently by the EIF. 

EquiFund is co-financed by the EU and national funds, as well as 

funding from the EIF. The European Investment Bank has joined the 

existing cornerstone investors through the European Fund for Strategic 

Investments, the core of the so-called ‘Juncker Plan.’ Strategic Partners 

such as the Onassis Foundation and the National Bank of Greece have 

also committed to several of the EquiFund supported funds. 

Type of supported activities Innovation window 

Early Stage window 

Growth Stage window 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

 

 

Title of the programme/intiative Business Financing of the Entrepreneurship Fund II  of the Hellenic 

Fund for Entrepreneurship & Development 

Reference strategy  Partnership Agreement (PA) 2014-2020 (ESPA) 

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

915 million€  

Period of activation  2019-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries SMEs 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

The "Business Financing" Action aims at promoting entrepreneurship, 

facilitating access to finance for micro, small and medium-sized 

enterprises, and strengthening the country's investment activity. 

Type of supported activities  

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

Business Development Loans 

 loan amount from € 10,000 to € 500,000 

Investment purpose loans 

 loan amount from € 25,000 to € 1,500,000 
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Title of the programme/intiative Competitiveness Toolkit for Small and Very Small Enterprises 

Reference strategy  Operational Programme Competitiveness, Entrepreneurship and 

Innovation 2014-2020 (EPAnEK) 

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

400 mil. € 

Grant from 50% to 65% 

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

The Action "Competitive Toolkit for Small and Very Small Enterprises" 

aims to support existing small and micro enterprises in order to upgrade 

and improve their competitive position in the internal and external 

market by investing in the modernization of their production equipment 

and product certification. 

Type of supported activities Agri-Food / Food Industry 

Energy 

Supply chain 

Cultural and Creative Industries (LCA) 

Environment 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

Health 

Materials - Constructions. 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

Investment projects ranging from € 20,000 to € 200,000 

 

6.3.2 Private funding 

 
Table 28: Private funding programmes available to Greek partners 

Title of the programme/intiative Openfund 

Reference strategy   

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

Structural Funds - National sources of finance, EIF 

Period of activation   

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

Openfund assists entrepreneurs in structuring applications, improving 

value proposition and receiving guidance through their initial steps. 

Incorporation and similar administration issues are also taken care of 

by Openfund. In short, entrepreneurs are provided with everything 

essential for a smooth start. 
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They invest in companies registered and operating in Greece, yet 

addressing international markets. Innovation in products, services or 

business models is essential. We also require technology to drive value 

creation. 

Type of supported activities They invest in teams pursuing innovative software products delivered 

via the web and/or mobile platforms. 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

 

 

Title of the programme/intiative Action Finance Initiative (AFI) 

Reference strategy   

Geographical area of validity National 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

 

Period of activation   

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

AFI provides access to financing, though microcredits, to those who 

have a business idea or project, but are not able to find access to the 

necessary funds. At the same time, it supports these businesses by 

providing free training and support. 

Specifically, AFI promotes microcredits in Greece, offering access to 

micro-loans up to 12,500 euros to potential entrepreneurs 

independently of their commercial activity, the level of innovation, the 

investment category and the use of technology. 

Type of supported activities They invest in teams pursuing innovative software products delivered 

via the web and/or mobile platforms. 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

Microloans 

 Funding up to €12.500 

 Repayment up to 48 months 

 Guarantor for the 50% and up to €3.000 

 

Some crowdfunding platforms5 have also been established and are available to Greek innovators. 

 

6.4. Business development tools 

A range of tools are available in Greece supporting business development in Blue Growth and more 

specifically in the maritime sectors and cross-cutting value-chains addressed by the project. The key ones are 

being summarized in Table 29 below according to their type. 

 

                                                 
 5 www.jumpstartgreece.com; www.act4greece.gr/; www.giveandfund.com; https://gogetfunding.com/ 

 

 

https://www.jumpstartgreece.com/el/
https://www.act4greece.gr/
https://www.giveandfund.com/giveandfund/homepage
https://gogetfunding.com/
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Table 29: List of business development initiatives and tools available in Greece 

Incubators & Accelerators 

1 Name Aephoria.net 

Type Business education and incubation program 

Website http://www.aephoria.net/ 

Short description Aephoria.net is a sustainable-business education and incubation program for start-up 

companies operating in Greece addressing the Blue Growth sector. 

2 Name Optima-X 

Type Maritime technology accelerator 

Website https://www.optima-x.org/ 

Short description Optima-X was created with the valuable assistance of Optima Shipping Services S.A., 

which covers various activities in services within the shipping industry. Its mission is to 

build a powerful enablement MaritimeTech hub that generates and supports new 

concepts, start-ups or scale-ups to bring their ideas on surface and to relevant markets. 

3 Name Athens Startup Business Incubator 

Type Incubator 

Website http://www.theathensincube.gr/ 

Short description The Athens Startup Business Incubator is an initiative of the Athens Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry for entrepreneurship promotion. It support innovative new 

business ideas with a strong extroversion potential. 

4 Name egg (enter·grow·go)  

Type Incubation, acceleration and co-working program 

Website https://www.theegg.gr/el 

Short description egg is an integrated incubation, acceleration and co-working program, provided by 

Eurobank in cooperation with the Corallia cluster, that aims to boost young innovative 

entrepreneurship and improve employment opportunities for young people in Greece. 

5 Name CAPSULET 

Type Travel and hospitality accelerator 

Website https://www.capsuletaccelerator.gr 

Short description The accelerator aims to become the core vehicle for the development and growth of 

new, innovative entrepreneurial ideas, collaborations and business opportunities, that 

will help the Greek startup ecosystem evolve, with a positive impact on Greek tourism 

and the country, in general. 

6 Name FOUND.ATION 

Type Start-up hub and digital transformation accelerator 

Website http://thefoundation.gr/ 

Short description Found.ation is a leading technology and innovation enabling platform in South East 

Europe, acting as a start-up hub, a digital transformation accelerator for corporations 

and a tech education hive.  

Matching, evaluation, promotion initiatives 

1 Name in4capital 

Type Platform 

Website https://in4capital.com 

Short description In4capital is a global platform for start-ups, companies and service providers aiming at 

matching their deals with compatible investors. 

2 Name Mantis Business Innovation 

Type SME 

Website https://mantisbi.io 

http://www.aephoria.net/
https://www.optima-x.org/
http://www.theathensincube.gr/
https://www.theegg.gr/el
https://www.capsuletaccelerator.gr/
http://thefoundation.gr/
https://in4capital.com/
https://mantisbi.io/
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Short description Mantis Business Innovation is engaged in the development of evaluation systems and 

decision making models for start-ups, SMEs and financial institutions. By developing a 

collection of investment tools, it enables both public and private organizations to 

evaluate business plans and new ventures in a valid, automated and objective way. 

3 Name Breakthrough Greece 

Type Platform 

Website http://www.breakthroughgreece.gr 

Short description Breakthrough Greece is a non-commercial initiative of the American-Hellenic Chamber 

of Commerce to showcase innovation of Greek companies and private sector 

dynamism to global markets and the international press. 
Co-working spaces 

1 Name POS4work 

Type Co-working space and start-up hive 

Website http://www.pos4work.gr/ 

Short description Pos4work is the 1st co-working space in the city of Patras where start-ups and talented 

freelancers grow and build their projects along with a rich network of mentors and 

partners. 

2 Name Orange Grove  

Type Co-working space and network community 

Website https://orangegrove.eu/ 

Short description Orange Grove is a co-working space and network community for young entrepreneurs 

in Greece. It is a renowned initiative of the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

in Athens financially supported by Dutch-Greek businesses and grant-making 

foundations active in Greece. 

3 Name The Cube Athens 

Type Co-working space and network community 

Website https://thecube.gr/ 

Short description The Cube is a ‘community melting-pot’ where people with innovative ideas can actively 

work for making a positive change. It is the home of many Greek and international start-

ups, digital nomads, designers, developers and change makers. 

4 Name Impact Hub Athens 

Type Co-working space and network community 

Website https://athens.impacthub.net 

Short description Impact Hub Athens is part of an International Network of social driven and high impact 

creative professionals dedicated into prototyping the future of business. From social 

inclusion and social integration to environment and fair trade, the Impact Hub Athens 

is engaging expertise from its worldwide presence, creating a network of intercultural, 

high impact community that acts locally and internationally. 

Competitions - Events 

1 Name BlueGrowth 

Type Initiative 

Website http://www.bluegrowth.gr 

Short description BlueGrowth aims to aspire and help young entrepreneurs realize innovative concepts 

related to Blue Growth. So far it includes (a) the Blue Growth maritime challenge 

competition, (b) the Get CruiseINN (4 days entrepreneurial contest cruise) and (c) the 

Start-up Weekend Piraeus.   

2 Name Aegean start-ups 

Type Competition 

Website http://www.aegean-startups.gr/ 

http://www.breakthroughgreece.gr/
http://www.pos4work.gr/
https://orangegrove.eu/
https://thecube.gr/
https://athens.impacthub.net/
http://www.bluegrowth.gr/
http://www.aegean-startups.gr/
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Short description Aegean start-ups is a start-up competition organized by the University of the Aegean 

aiming to promote promising ideas addressing priority areas of the islands in the 

Aegean and more specifically in 4 areas: (a) rural development-health-education, (b) 

shipping-transportation, (c) tourism-culture-environment and (d) ICT-governance-

social entrepreneurship. 

3 Name Patras Innovation Quest  

Type Competition  

Website https://www.patrasiq.gr 

Short description Patras IQ is an exhibition that has been established for facilitating the interconnection 

of know-how & innovation with entrepreneurship, with multiple positive effects; both 

on maintaining the rich research and entrepreneurial human capital of Greece and on 

the overall development of the local, regional and national economy.   

4 Name Founderhood 

Type Competition search  

Website https://thefounderhood.com/ 

Short description Founderhood provides the opportunity to start-ups to search for relevant competitions 

and accelerator programs both in Greece and in Europe 
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7. Country specific analysis – Croatia  

7.1. State of the art  

Shipping and shipbuilding activities in Croatia have a very long tradition and shipbuilding is one of the most 

important manufacturing industry in Croatia, which has a significant impact on the Croatian economy and 

employment. Due to the size and complexity of the ship's construction, a significant part of the Croatian 

industry, especially small and medium-sized enterprises, are based on sub-contracts and their operations, 

directly dependent on this sector of the industry. Due to constant changes in shipbuilding sector and increase 

of demand to produce high quality “tailor-made” ships with innovative design, and features, unique 

performance and extraordinary service characteristics several small shipyards is open in order to respond for 

this new trending. These small shipyards build a significant number of fishing, cargo and passengers vessels 

as well as offshore structures which are used in general construction but also in the energy sector. Small 

shipbuilding in Croatian economy is even more important taking into account recent prerequisites for 

bankruptcy proceedings against Uljanik, Umbrella Company of the Uljanik shipbuilding group, which 

comprises 12 subsidiaries, including shipyards 3 Maj in Rijeka and Uljanik in Pula was announced. 

Besides shipbuilding, one of the most important activities in the country and one of the crucial activities in 

the general economy is maritime transport, which includes seaports, transport in river and pipelines. Croatia 

has six seaports open for international public traffic. The largest seaport with the deepest channel to a port 

in the Adriatic is Rijeka on the northern Croatian coast, followed by Ploče in southern Dalmatia. The largest 

Croatian passenger port is Split in Dalmatia, also called the gateway to the islands, followed by Zadar.  

Another very important sector of the blue economy in Croatia is nautical tourism and cruising. With the total 

length of coastline over 6.000 km, and with over 1000 islands and reefs followed with many memorable 

cruising grounds and magnificent sights create the respective potential for nautical tourism. Recently, 

nautical tourism activities are increasing, which means that above-mentioned potentials are being more and 

more recognized and exploited. 

7.1.1 Nautical services 

The coastline of Croatia is over 6.000 km long with over 1244 islands, islets, reefs and cliffs, of which 49 

islands are inhabited and have well-established tourist activities, marinas and ports. Because of such natural 

assets, nautical tourism is an especially valuable and successful segment of Croatian tourism. Croatian share 

in the total length of coastline (including the islands) among countries of the Mediterranean is 16%, while 

the share of the offered berths for vessels is approximately 6.9%. 

In order to support touristic activities, there are 142 nautical tourism ports and 72 of them are categorized 

as marinas (Figure 17). In addition to the marinas, to boaters are still available 62 anchorages, 6 moorings 

and two ports that are listed as unclassified. For berths during the winter as well as for other purposes, there 

are 14 dry docks available. Combined, all ports of nautical tourism have close to 17.270 berths, excluding dry 

marina berths, which count around 4.780 (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). The total number of moorings 

and number of moorings for different lengths of ships in Croatia for period 2016-2018 is presented in Table 

30 below. 
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Table 30: Total capacity of ports in Croatia for different length of vessels  

 
(Source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics) 

 

 
Figure 17: Organized yacht marinas in Croatia (Source: Croatia Yachting, 2019) 

 

The total revenue from nautical tourism in 2018 was by 2.7% higher than in the previous year and in 2018, 

amounted to 857 million HRK (excluding VAT) of which 618 million HRK referred to the income realized from 

renting berths, which means that about 72.2% of the total revenue of nautical tourism came from renting 

berths. Marinas in Croatia can be divided into two groups: 

1. Marinas operated by the Adriatic Croatia International Club (ACI), total 22 marinas which offer 

standardise services in all ACI marinas 

2. Privately owned and operated marinas 

Year
Total number of 

Moorings

Under 6 m 

long
6-8 m 8-10 m 10-12 m 12-15 m 15-20 m over 20 m

2018 17.274                  597                1.247       2.736       4.434       4.862       2.699       699              

2017 17.067                  656                1.224       2.756       4.283       4.773       2.650       725              

2016 17.428                  606                1.276       2.821       4.449       4.848       2.666       762              
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7.1.2 Cruising 

The cruise tourism is another branch of tourism in Croatia, which covers the whole coastline. Main passenger 

ports are Dubrovnik, Split, Rijeka, Šibenik and Zadar but also island ports, and they are most represented 

ports on routes of internal and international cruise ships. In the period from January to December 2018, there 

were 75 foreign vessels on a cruise that arrived in Croatian seaports, which realised 693 journeys, which is 

0.3% higher than in the previous year. The number of foreign vessels on a cruise in Croatian seaports was 

8.5% lower in 2018 while the total number of sojourns decreased by 5.6% to 1.421, as compared to the same 

period in 2017 (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). 

More than 1.0 million passengers were on board in 2018, which is 9.1% higher than in the previous year and 

they stayed for 1 421 days in Croatia. The majority of visits of foreign vessels on the cruise were realised in 

the seaport of Dubrovnik (514 visits), followed by the seaports of Split (251 visits), Zadar (120 visits) and 

Korčula (108 visits) presented in Figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 18: Most visited seaports in Croatia for 2018 (Source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019) 

 

7.1.3 Maritime transport and ports 

Due to geographical position, the importance of maritime and land transportation is equal, and the reference 

for the Blue energy is maritime transportation. Today, the Croatian ports, which are integrated into a 

comprehensive network of European traffic corridors, annually handle 19 million tons of cargo, and transport 

over 12 million passengers. Coastal shipping, ensuring the life on the islands, is carried out by a total of 56 

public lines of national importance which, in 2017, transported 32.5 million passengers and 6.56 million 

vehicles (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). Given that the public transport service in coastal line passenger 

transport is characterized by unprofitability in business activities, this activity is subsidized by budget funds, 

in such a way that the financial support is given in cases when the shipping company cannot cover the actual 

costs by earned income on the specific line. In 2018 Croatia fleet comprises 131 ships (GT 1,603,377), as well 

as more than 1,900 yachts and 118.000 boats (Croatian Ship-owners’ Association, 2019; Croatian Ministry of 

Sea, Transport and Infrastructure, 2019). 

The Republic of Croatia counts six ports open for public traffic of outstanding (international) economic 

importance and those are the ports: Rijeka, Zadar, Šibenik, Split, Ploče and Dubrovnik. Transportation of 

passengers is organized between all major harbours and medium-sized harbours along the entire coast. 
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Internationally, Croatia is connected with Italy by ferries and with Greece and Montenegro via cruise ships. 

Goods that are transported to and from these ports are following: bulk cargo (Rijeka, Ploče, Šibenik, Zadar, 

Split), general cargo (Šibenik, Zadar, Ploče, Rijeka), wood (Šibenik, Ploče, Rijeka), liquid cargo (Zadar, Ploče), 

refrigerated cargo (Split, Rijeka), containers (Rijeka, Ploče, Split) and cement (Zadar). All above listed major 

ports, excluding port of Dubrovnik, have good supporting railroad and road infrastructure, which eases the 

later distribution of goods. 

 

7.1.4 Ship / boat building and repair 

This branch of industry represents a significant source of employment in Croatian’s regions in which major 

shipyards are situated (Istarska County, Primorsko-goranska County, Splitsko-dalmatinska County). The 

product portfolio of major shipyards mostly consists of a different kind of ‘’tailor-made’’ new buildings of 

various sizes, overhaul, conversion and offshore constructions, but also manufacturing ship equipment. 

Medium and small-sized business, mostly located along the entire coastline and few in some inland regions, 

are oriented on design and construction of yachts, boats and ship equipment both for seagoing ships and 

inland ships, and on developing new solutions in shipbuilding oriented industry.  

Croatian boatbuilding industry offers a wide span of vessels from 4 m boats to 50 m long mega-yachts 

meeting the highest quality standards and produced in more than 100 shipyards or plants, employing more 

than 1,800 people. The shipbuilding sector is still one of the most important industrial sectors of the Republic 

of Croatia both by its share in last decade in employment (2% – 5%, with subcontractors up to 10%), by its 

GDP share (0,8% – 1,8%) and by exports (10% – 15%). Shipyards Uljanik (Istarska County), 3. Maj (Primorsko-

goranska County) and Brodosplit (Splitsko-dalmatinska County) are oriented on new buildings and offshore 

construction. Shipyard Brodotrogir (Splitsko-dalmatinska County) is involved in new buildings and ship 

overhauling activities and Shipyard Viktor Lenac (Primorsko-goranska County) is involved in ship overhauling, 

conversions and reconstructions.  

Given the current poor market situation and the specific situation of the restructuring process of most of the 

Croatian shipyards, great challenges fall before the Croatian shipbuilding industry. In the beginning of 2019 

procedure to determine the prerequisites for bankruptcy proceedings against Uljanik, Umbrella Company of 

the Uljanik shipbuilding group, which comprises 12 subsidiaries, including shipyards 3 Maj in Rijeka and 

Uljanik in Pula was announced. 

7.2. Main actors 

Croatian blue economy sector includes many different sub-sectors such as: shipbuilding and boatbuilding, 

Leisure, working and living, maritime transport, engineering and energy and many others small stakeholders, 

which are acting as a support to above, mention sub-sectors. The most important Croatian stakeholders in 

the field of blue economy are presented in the following table (Table 31). 

 
Table 31: List of key actors in different sectors of the Blue Economy in Croatia 

Name Reference maritime 

sector 

Category Brief description (subsectors) City 

2pixel studio - Obrt 

[www.2pixel.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Exterior and interior deign   Pula 

ACI d.d. 

[www.aci-marinas.com] 

Nautical activities - 

marinas 

Private 

enterprise (big) 

Nautical tourism Opatija 

AD Boats ltd.  

[www.salonayachts.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

(medium 

Innovative SME) 

Boat design and construction Solin 
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Adria winch ltd.  

[www.adriawinch.com] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Deck Machinery; Hydrographic 

research; Davits and cranes; Fishing 

equipment; Special purpose winches 

and windlasses; Yacht’s windlasses; 

Metal constructions; Special 

purpose constructions 

Split 

ADRIA-MAR Shipbuilding Ltd.  

[www.adria-mar.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Ship design, refit, newbuildings, 

construction analysis 

Zagreb 

AEDA INC d.o.o. 

[www.aeda.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding, refit Dubrovnik 

Aitac d.o.o.  

[www.aitac.nl] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

ship concept design, naval architect 

studies and calculations, outfitting 

design, detail design and 

manufacturing drawings and data 

Kastav 

Anorti d.o.o.  

[www.anorti.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings, repair, maintenance Biograd 

na moru 

Arba Nautika d.o.o. 

[www.arbanautika.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding Zagreb 

Armanija ltd.  

[www.armanija.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Hull design; Hull workshop drawings 

with bill of material; Ship's system 

design and calculation; Hull and 

system surveying 

Split 

as2con - Alveus d.o.o.  

[www.as2con.eu] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding, consulting,  Rijeka 

Atlantska plovidba d.d.  

[www.atlant.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Cargo trafficking Dubrovnik 

Bandić Maritime d.o.o.  

[www.bandic-maritime.com] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Shipping agency, transport and 

logistics, freight forwarder 

Split 

Brodarski institut d.o.o.  

[www.hrbi.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Research actor-

institute 

Ship design and development, ship 

hydrodynamics and energy plant 

modelling  

Zagreb 

Brodogradilište i Marina 

d.o.o.  

[www.shipyard-betina.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Boatbuilding, repair, maintenance Betina 

Brodogradilište Punat d.o.o.  

[www.brodogradiliste-

punat.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

Boatbuilding, refit, maintenance Punat 

Brodogradnja Monachus 

d.o.o.  

[www.monachusyachts.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Yacht building Split 

Brodospas d.d. 

[www.brodospas.net] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise (big) 

Offshore hauling and supply, heavy 

cargo transfer, ship hauling, ship 

recovery 

Split 

Brodosplit d.d.  

[www.brodosplit.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (big) 

Ship design and construction, parts 

and equipment manufacturer 

Split 

Brodotrogir d.d.  

[www.brodotrogir.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (big) 

Repair, newbuildings  Trogir 

Bura Brodovi d.o.o.  

[www.buraboats.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

RHIB newbuildings, Inflatable boats Brezovica 
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Calafatus – obrt za 

brodogradnju  

[www.calafatus.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings Pula 

Bureau Veritas Solutions 

Marine & Offshore d.o.o.  

[www.marine-

offshore.bureauveritas.com] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

On-board stability and cargo 

software, marine consulting,  

Split 

Damor d.o.o.  

[www.damor.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding Kaštel 

Sućurac 

Dunkić d.o.o.  

[http://www.sibenik800.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding, maintenance, refit, 

repair 

Šibenik 

Enavigo d.o.o.  

[www.enavigo.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Yacht building Virovitica 

Galeb I Ja – obrt Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings Šibenik 

Glavno rebro ltd.  

[www.glavnorebro.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Design studio concentrated on boat, 

yacht, ship design and marine 

structures 

Solin 

Global agent Ltd.  

[www.globalagent.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

Shipping agency, freight forwarding, 

logistics 

Zadar 

Global offshore engineering 

ltd.  

[www.goe-group.com] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

SME) 

Safety management & on-site 

supervision; Underwater operator; 

Floating devices, work platforms, 

anchoring systems; Operational 

monitoring 

Sutivan 

Grginić Jahte d.o.o.  

[www.grginic-mirakul.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

Boatbuilding, charter Zadar 

iCat d.o.o.  

[www.icat.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Ship design and construction Zagreb 

Inelteh d.o.o.  

[www.inelteh.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Signalling, navigation, automation, 

level detecting and measurement 

equipment 

Rijeka 

Istra Yachting d.o.o.  

[www.istrayachting.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

Refit, repair, maintenance, non-

destructive testings 

Pula 

Jadroagent d.d.  

[www.jadroagent.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

Freight forwarding, logistics, 

chartering and clearance 

Rijeka 

Jadrolinija  

[www.jadrolinija.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

Local and international passenger 

transport, local circle cruises 

Rijeka 

Jadroplov d.d.  

[www.jadroplov.com] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

Cargo trafficking, maintenance Split 

Kanula d.o.o.  

[www.lolivul.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

RHIB newbuildings, inflatable boats Split 

Katarina Line d.o.o.  

[www.katarina-line.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Local passenger transport, charter, 

leisure activities 

Opatija 

Kod Sedam d.o.o. Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings Rijeka 

Kvarner d.o.o.  

[www.kvarner-rab.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

Boatbuilding, minor equipment 

distribution 

Rab 

Kvarnerpalstika d.o.o.  

[www.kvarnerplastika.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

Newbuildings, refit, repair, outfitting Rijeka 
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Leda d.o.o.  

[www.shipyard-leda.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Ship assembly and boat repair and 

maintenance 

Korčula 

Leidi – obrt  

[www.leidi.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings Pula 

Marina Hramina d.o.o.  

[www.marina-hramina.hr] 

Nautical activities Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Yacht charter, berth reservation, 

maintenance 

Murter 

Marine and Energy Solutions 

DIV d.o.o.  

[www.mes.divgroup.eu] 

Ship design and 

engineering company  

Private 

enterprise (big 

innovative 

company) 

specializes in concept, basic and 

detail engineering of ships, interior 

design, energy facilities, Finite 

Element Analysis(FEA), techno-

economic feasibility studies, 3D 

modelling, site supervisions and 

engineering services. 

Zagreb 

Marservis d.o.o.  

[www.marservis.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Newbuildings, repairs, maintenance, 

leisure 

Kaštelir 

Morski vuk d.o.o.  

[www.morskivuk.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Boatbuilding Veliko 

Trojstvo 

NCP-grupa d.o.o.  

[www.ncprefit.com] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Newbuildings, refits, conversions, 

yacht charters 

Šibenik 

Navalis d.o.o.  

[www.navalis.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Newbuildings, ship and offshore 

desings, equipment production 

Split 

Navarch j.d.o.o.  

[www.navarch.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Marine Designer; Floating devices, 

work platforms, anchoring systems 

Šibenik 

Pičuljan Marine d.o.o.  

[www.piculjan.hr] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Boatbuilding Jurdani 

Radež d.d.  

[www.radez.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Shipbuilding, ship design, deck 

equipment 

Blato 

Rapska plovidba d.d.  

[www.rapska-plovidba.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Local passenger transport, boat 

maintenance, boat dry dock (winter 

storage) 

Rab 

RAI d.o.o.  

[www.rai.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Equipment production; Sound 

insulation, windows, hatches and 

doors 

Rijeka 

SCAM-marine d.o.o.  

[www.scam-marine.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

Equipment production; Boat and 

yacht marine engines, hydraulics, 

shafts, screws, winches and various 

deck equipment 

Viškovo 

Tankerska plovidba d.d.  

[www.tankerska.hr] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Cargo trafficking Zadar 

Tehnomont-brodogradilište 

Pula d.o.o. 

[www.tehnomont.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(medium) 

Ship and boat construction Pula 

Tema d.o.o.  

[www.tema.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Private 

enterprise 

(small) 

Electric motor and generator,  Pula 
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Terra Nauta d.o.o.  

[www.terranauta.com] 

Boatbuilding Private 

enterprise (small 

Innovative SME) 

Newbuildings Zagreb 

Tranzitagent d.o.o.  

[www.tranzitagent.com] 

Maritime transport Private 

enterprise 

Freight forwarding, logistics, yacht 

chartering, customs clearance 

Split 

University of Rijeka, Faculty 

of Engineering  

[www.riteh.uniri.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Research actor Research institution Rijeka 

University of Rijeka, Faculty 

of maritime Studies  

[www.pfri.uniri.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Research actor Research institution Rijeka 

University of Split, Faculty of 

Electrical, Mechanical 

Engineering and Naval 

Architecture  

[www.fesb.unist.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Research actor Research institution Split 

University of Zagreb, Faculty 

of Mechanical Engineering 

and Naval Architecture  

[www.fsb.unizg.hr] 

Shipbuilding and 

boatbuilding 

Research actor Research institution Zagreb 

Brodogradilište Viktor Lenac 

d.d.  

[www.lenac.hr] 

Shipbuilding Private 

enterprise (big) 

Ship repair, ship conversions, 

offshore objects construction and 

limited engine maintenance and 

machinery services 

Rijeka 

 

Table 32: List of institutions in Croatia supporting business development 

Institutions specialized in technology transfer, development and innovation 

1 Name University of Zagreb, Centre for Research, Development and Technology 

Transfer 

Type Non-profit organization 

Website http://cirtt.unizg.hr  

Short description CRDTT provides support to research groups at the University in securing funds for 

research and development as well as in management of research projects. CRDTT also 

helps research groups and partners from the business sector to establish cooperation 

in technology development and commercialization of intellectual property originating 

from University’s research groups. CRDTT also supports researchers and students in 

starting knowledge and technology based businesses. 

2 Name Centre for Technology Transfer Ltd. (CTT) 

 Type Profit organization 

 Website https://www.fsb.unizg.hr/ctt  

 Short description CTT is company founded by University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 

and Naval Architecture. The CTT's strategic importance is to strengthen cooperation 

between the FSB and the economy and to develop and strengthen the FSB's innovation 

role within the innovation network in which the FSB cooperates with the economy and 

the public sector. 
3 Name Technology Transfer Office of the University of Rijeka (SuR UTT) 

 Type Non-profit organization 

 Website http://www.utt.uniri.hr  

 Short description SuR UTT represents an important link between the academic and business communities 

that encourages research and professional work, and promotes the protection and 

marketability of the result of this work that represents intellectual property to the 

wellbeing of the University and all of its components. 

http://cirtt.unizg.hr/
https://www.fsb.unizg.hr/ctt
http://www.utt.uniri.hr/
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4 Name Technology Transfer Office of the University of Split (TTO) 

 Type Non-profit organization 

 Website http://www.utt.unist.hr  

 Short description Technology Transfer Office aims to increase commercialization of the intellectual 

property at the University of Split and strengthen links between University and 

economy. TTO support scientists in all phases of technology implementation: from idea 

and process of intellectual property protection, trough setting up businesses and 

commercializing intellectual property. 
5 Name AluTech - development-innovation center  

 Type Profit making organisation 

 Website http://alutech.hr  

 Short description Facilities intended for activities connected to regional development and 

encouragement of entrepreneurship in development of new technologies and final 

products are being equipped in an ex-military complex that was given to the city of 

Šibenik by the state. Maritime Innovation Center iNAVIS is also located in the same 

facilities. The facilities consist of a laboratory for testing the quality of aluminium 

products and other metal products, construction bureau and workshop for 

construction of models of final products, exhibition area for innovators, conference hall 

intended for education of entrepreneurs, primarily in new technologies - 3D product 

design and preparation for CNC production, holding meetings, presentations, center 

for renewable energy sources, center for clusters and office for EU projects. 

6 Name Technology centre Split 

 Type Profit making organisation, Incubator 

 Website http://tcs.hr  

 Short description TCS provides consulting services to small and medium-sized businesses; new potential 

entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs in development. The TCS consultant's work is 

focused on developing business ideas and technical-technological and economic-

financial assessment of entrepreneurial ideas, innovations or enhancements. Working 

with local technology-oriented entrepreneurs focuses on the evaluation of 

entrepreneurial ventures and the development of quality business and marketing 

plans. 

7 Name Zagreb innovation centre (ZICER) 

 Type Profit making organisation, Incubator 

 Website https://www.zicer.hr  

 Short description ZICER is a company owned by the City of Zagreb, founded with the objective to 

stimulate and promote entrepreneurship, provide entrepreneurial education and 

support private business initiatives, especially in the areas of development and high 

technologies. ZICER offer pre-incubation, incubation, post-incubation programs and co-

working services to regional technology-oriented companies. ZICER members are 

provided with the advisory and mentoring services in all aspects of business 

development and stages of their growth. 

8 Name The institution for development of competence, innovation and 

specialisation of Zadar County (INOVacija) 

 Type Profit making organisation 

 Website http://www.inovacija-zadar.hr  

 Short description Development and improvement of entrepreneurship support institutions and of 

business and research-development infrastructure is accomplished through 

development projects of the food processing industry's competence centres and 

specialised incubators for companies in the metal processing industry and creative 

industry, as well as projects in education for the above sectors. Creation of a network 

of entrepreneurship support institutions, as well as a research-development and 

http://www.utt.unist.hr/
http://alutech.hr/
http://tcs.hr/
https://www.zicer.hr/
http://www.inovacija-zadar.hr/
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business infrastructure for helping in the creation of a network of economic operators 

based on knowledge and high technologies, which will strengthen Zadar County and 

turn it into an attractive development-oriented economic area. 

 

7.3. National /regional funding opportunities for SMEs 

7.3.1 Public funding 

The most important funding opportunities for SMEs in Croatia is European and structural funds and direct 

tenders from the state which are mostly linked with military shipbuilding. The list of available funding 

programmes and initiatives for private and state-owned SMEs are being listed below. 

 
Table 33: Public funding programmes available to Croatian partners 

Title of the 

programme/initiative 

Second call for co-financing the improvement of port infrastructure in the 

function of coastal liner maritime traffic 

Reference strategy  Cohesion Fund 

Geographical area of 

validity 

 National 

Reference maritime 

sectors 

Nautical activities, ports and marinas, cruising 

Funding (€) and co-

financing rate 

 529,411,764 HRK 

 

Period of activation  Until 2020 

Programming entity National 

Implementing actor National 

Beneficiaries  Public owned companies 

Description and objectives 

of the initiative 

The subject of this Call is financing the construction and modernization of 

infrastructure in the ports of the county and local importance with the aim 

of improving transport services throughout the year, regardless of the 

pressures of tourism, thereby improving the availability of employment, 

education and other services to island communities. The purpose of this Call 

is to improve the integration of Croatian islands into a wider transport 

network and to overcome key obstacles to local economic growth. 

Type of supported 

activities 

Construction and modernisation of the port 

Type and intensity of the 

public funding 

Co-financing up to 85% 

 

Title of the 

programme/initiative 

Innovation vouchers for SME 

Reference strategy  European Regional Development Fund 

Geographical area of 

validity 

National 

Reference maritime 

sectors 

All 
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Funding (€) and co-

financing rate 

Total budget: 50,000,000 HRK;  

Per project: MIN 10,000 HRK; MAX 75,000 HRK 

 

Period of activation  21.05.2018. – 29.06.2020. 

Programming entity National 

Implementing actor National 

Beneficiaries Small and medium-sized enterprises 

Description and objectives 

of the initiative 

The purpose of this Call is to provide expert support by the Scientific and 

Research Organizations in terms of contractual service delivery to SMEs for 

the costs of testing, demonstration activities, as well as the use of 

professional technical knowledge for the needs of innovative processes and 

commercialization of innovation. The call is aimed at strengthening the 

capacity of SMEs for research, development and innovation by fostering 

cooperation with scientific research organizations in order to develop new 

products, services or processes, focusing on the commercialization of 

products and services. 

Type of supported 

activities 

R&D cost, development of new products,  

 

Type and intensity of the 

public funding 

Co-financing 100% 

 

Title of the 

programme/initiative 

Increasing the development of new products and services arising from 

research and development activities - Phase II 

Reference strategy  European Regional Development Fund 

Geographical area of 

validity 

 National 

Reference maritime 

sectors 

All 

Funding (€) and co-

financing rate 

 548,000,000 HRK 

Period of activation  Until 2020 

Programming entity National 

Implementing actor National 

Beneficiaries SME, Big companies, Research institution 

Description and objectives 

of the initiative 

This Call will co-finance the development of new products (goods and 

services), technology and business processes through increasing private 

investment in R&D, and strengthening the enterprise's capacity for research, 

development and innovation by fostering their cooperation with partners 

including cooperation with research institutions and development. The 

project must result in the development of new or significantly improved 

products (good or service) arising from the research and development 

activities of applicants and partners (if there are project partners). Eligible 

activities are R&D activities (own R&D activities, contract research and 

collaborative research with effective co-operation) and initial investment 

activities in tangible and intangible assets with a view to strengthening R&D 

capacity. 
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Type of supported 

activities 

R&D for new goods and products 

 

Type and intensity of the 

public funding 

100% for a research organisation, up to 85% for SMEs 

 

Title of the 

programme/initiative 

Innovation in S3 Area 

Reference strategy  European Regional Development Fund 

Geographical area of 

validity 

National 

Reference maritime 

sectors 

All 

Funding (€) and co-

financing rate 

634,000,000 HRK 

Period of activation  Until 2020 

Programming entity National 

Implementing actor National 

Beneficiaries Small and medium-sized enterprises 

Description and objectives 

of the initiative 

This Call will co-finance investment in tangible and intangible assets, 

intellectual property protection, personnel costs and development with a 

view to commercializing innovations and creating products and services 

solely in accordance with the identified priority thematic areas and cross-

sectoral themes of the Smart Specialization Strategy (S3). Support under this 

Call is intended for SMEs that are focused on the production of advanced and 

innovative products and high value-added services that will contribute to 

increased exports and thus the competitiveness of the Croatian economy in 

the global market. 

Type of supported 

activities 

tangible and intangible assets, intellectual property protection, personnel 

costs 

Type and intensity of the 

public funding 

Co-financing up to 85% 

7.3.2 Private funding 

Private funding opportunity in Croatia are mainly linked with private debt because Venture Capital Funds do 

not exist at the moment and first one is expected in the end of 2019. The list of agencies, banks and business 

angel networks linked with innovation is listed below. 

 
Table 34: Private funding programmes available to Croatian partners 

Business angels & agencies and banks for Innovation funding 

1 Name Croatian Agency for SMEs, Innovations and Investments (HAMAG-BICRO) 

Type Profit organization, bank 

Website http://www.investcroatia.hr ; https://hamagbicro.hr/  

Short description he Agency’s activities include the promotion of establishment and development of 

small business entities, financing operation and development of small business entities 

by loans and guarantees issuing for approved loans by creditors as well as promotion 

of investments in small business. The Agency’s also provides financial support to 

innovative and technology-oriented enterprises in Croatia by increasing 

commercialization of knowledge and awareness about the value of innovations, 

http://www.investcroatia.hr/
https://hamagbicro.hr/
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supporting the transfer of knowledge and technological solutions from the scientific 

sector to economy, promoting the establishment and development of technology 

infrastructure and participation in the creation and development of venture capital 

industry. 

2 Name Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and Development (HBOR) 

 Type Profit organization, bank 

 Website https://www.hbor.hr  

 Short description Within the Croatian banking system, HBOR plays the role of a development and export 

bank established with the objective of financing the reconstruction and development 

of the Croatian economy. For financing innovative entrepreneurs, HBOR, in 

cooperation with the European Investment Fund (EIF) and the European Commission 

under the Investment Plan for Europe (The Juncker Plan) contracted reduced interest 

rates for directly approved loans under existing programmes of HBOR, in accordance 

with the prescribed criteria. 
3 Name Croatian business angels network (CRANE) 

 Type Business angels 

 Website http://crane.hr/  

 Short description CRANE is a non-profit association which brings together business angels from Croatia 

and abroad interested in investing in projects. CRANE was founded as a joint initiative 

of partner institutions Agency for Export and Investment Promotion, Poteza Ventures, 

Croatian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association, Association for promoting 

software and online entrepreneurship ‘Initium’. 

 

7.4. Business development tools 

The main drivers of support for business development and networking in Croatia are Events, clusters and 

enterprise networks and association. The most important drivers are listed below. 

 

7.4.1 Events and fairs 

The most important initiative for creating business opportunities are networking events, such as business 

fairs and showcases, which are organised through the whole year in Croatia. The most important one are 

listed in Table 35 below. 

Table 35: Key nautical events and fairs in Croatia 

Name Type Location Period Website 

Nautika - Zagreb Fair Fair Zagreb February, Every year https://www.zv.hr 

Croatia Boat Show Fair Split April/May, Every year http://croatiaboatshow.com 

Biograd Boat Show Fair Biograd October, Every year https://www.bbs.com.hr 

Croatian Small 

Shipbuilding Days 

Fair Marina Kaštela April, Every year http://dhmb.org 

 

7.4.2 Clusters 

Croatian competitiveness clusters were starting the base process of entrepreneurial discovery during 

development S3. A cluster of competitiveness is designed as a non-profit organization that bring together all 

the best economists in a particular sector - small, medium and large companies, representatives of regional 

and local government and scientific research institutions, in order to establish synergy and mutual 

cooperation in order to strengthen economic competitiveness sector at the national level. Stakeholders from 

https://www.hbor.hr/
http://crane.hr/
https://www.zv.hr/
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public, private and scientific research sectors represent the concept of 'Triple Helix', which is the fundamental 

structure of Croatian cluster competitiveness. The ultimate effectiveness of the cluster is determined by the 

quality of established communication and cooperation within the formal structure of clusters. Agency for 

Investment and Competitiveness and the Ministry of Economy have played a vital role in identifying, 

supporting and creating Croatian cluster competitiveness. 

 

Croatian maritime industry competitiveness cluster (MarC) 

Website www.marc.hr 

The territorial dimension of the cluster National 

Reference maritime sectors Shipbuilding and boatbuilding, equipment production, 

leisure working and living, maritime transport 

Initiatives for cluster development Participation to networking event organized by tailored 

institutions or actors (government bodies, chambers of 

commerce, development agencies), relations with other 

regional, national and foreign clusters 

Tools for cluster development Organization of various workshops and meetings in order to 

support the development of research and innovation 

projects, training and education, internationally connecting 

with other clusters and mutual communication and 

cooperation within members of the cluster. 

Year of establishment 2013 

Reference sector’s dimension 100-250 

N. of stakeholders collaborating with the 

cluster 

32 

N. of associates 38 

Services and tools organized for the 

cluster networking process 

Agreements and Memorandum of Understanding signed 

with other actors, participation to cluster networks, 

participation to technical and working groups and forums, 

representation role at regional, national and international 

level. 

Good practices for cluster management Conformity with cluster management recognized standards, 

constant relations with the regional administration, 

balanced governance representing different stakeholder’s 

categories, benchmarking with other regional and national 

clusters, a technological observatory to monitor the 

territory, coordination and connection with education 

framework 

 

7.4.3 Networks of companies and associations 

Shipbuilding, nautical and maritime sector in Croatia is very small and to compete on the world market and 

to influence on legislation preparation several association is organised. The most important organisation are 

the following: 

MARE NOSTRUM - CROATIAN SHIPOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION: Mare Nostrum has 10 members - the most 

important Croatian shippers - who manage 133 vessels with a total of 1.650.173 GT. The main purpose of the 

Association is to promote shipping interests, to advocate for satisfactory and competitive shipping conditions 

to encourage safe, reliable and valuable shipping. As an association of employers association participate in 

http://www.marc.hr/
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social dialogues with other social partners and are a signatory of the National Collective Agreement for 

Croatian Seafarers (http://www.csamarenostrum.hr/).  

Croatian Shipbuilding Corporation – JADRANBROD: is corporative organization covering the coordination of 

the Croatian Shipbuilding Industry on the international shipbuilding market. Among the priorities is to carry 

out obligations and commitments already determined by Croatian Government in respect of coordinating 

and monitoring of contracted shipbuilding programs (https://hb.hr/).  

The Association of Marinas of the Croatian Chamber of Commerce: was established in 1992 with the aim of 

promoting and protecting common interests and the development of nautical tourism. In pursuit of this goal, 

the Association cooperates with relevant institutions, participates in working groups, comments on draft 

regulations, participates in expert meetings and discusses issues relevant to member companies 

(https://www.hgk.hr/zupanijska-komora-rijeka/udruzenje-nautickog-turizma-hgk).  

Association of ports of the Croatian Chamber of Commerce: The Association is organized and operates in 

the Croatian Chamber of Commerce - Rijeka County Chamber. The basic task of the Association is to promote 

the interests of the port economy in accordance with the tasks and tasks deriving from the Statute of the 

Croatian Chamber of Economy (https://www.hgk.hr/zupanijska-komora-rijeka/udruzenje-luka-hgk).  

Association of ship equipment manufacturers: It gathers a number of production organizations specializing 

in the production of marine equipment with the task of a unified joint venture in foreign markets and 

participation in the preparation of regulations concerning the industry in which the Croatian Chamber of 

Commerce members are involved (https://hgk.hr/s-industriju/o-zajednici-proizvodaca-brodske-opreme).  

Small shipbuilding association of the Croatian Chamber of Commerce: The Association according to the 

Decision on Professional Associations in the Croatian Chamber of Commerce and the National Classification 

of Activities includes entities performing the activities of the C - processing industry: Manufacture of other 

transport equipment, Construction of ships and boats, Construction of pleasure boats and sports boats, 

Repair and maintenance of boats and boats (https://hgk.hr/s-industriju/o-udruzenju-male-brodogradnje).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.csamarenostrum.hr/
https://hb.hr/
https://www.hgk.hr/zupanijska-komora-rijeka/udruzenje-nautickog-turizma-hgk
https://www.hgk.hr/zupanijska-komora-rijeka/udruzenje-luka-hgk
https://hgk.hr/s-industriju/o-zajednici-proizvodaca-brodske-opreme
https://hgk.hr/s-industriju/o-udruzenju-male-brodogradnje
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8. Country specific analysis – Egypt 

8.1. State-of-the-art 

The Egyptian economy is one of the largest in the Middle East and North Africa and has 95 million people and 

a GDP of USD 305 billion. The strategic location of Egypt offers a platform for companies in the Middle East 

and Africa for their business activities. Egypt's economic growth was robust, averaging 5.3% in 2017/2018 

compared to an average of 4.3% in the past 3 years (Figure 19). This pace was maintained through the first 

quarter of 2018/2019, largely driven by an expansion in the gas extractives, tourism, manufacturing, 

construction and ICT sectors. Private investments are increasing and so are net exports. However, the 

cumbersome business environment, including non-tariff measures and poor institutional capacity at the 

borders limit trade and still hamper non-oil private activities. The creation of jobs remains therefore humble. 

Economic growth is expected to reach 6% in the medium-term, as key economic sectors continue to recover 

(capmas.gov.eg). 

In 2018, Egypt's tourist income rise from $7.60 billion in 2017 to $11.40 billion in 2018 (Figure 20). The 

average revenues from tourism in Egypt amounted to $8.17 billion from 2010 to 2018, and reached $12.50 

billion in 2010 and $3.80 billion in 2016 which as depicted in Figure 18 below was a low record (Ministry of 

tourism). The Egyptian travel and tourism sector experienced considerable development over the last year, 

as Egypt became North Africa's fastest increasing region with 16.5% growth. The latter was linked to the 

improved security infrastructure, which assisted in attracting international visitors back to Egypt’s shores, 

thus supported companies to restart operations in popular destinations such as Sharm el Sheik. The sector 

now contributes to the national economy by $29.6 billion supporting almost 2.5 million jobs. More 

specifically, one of ten travel jobs in Africa is being currently located in Egypt. The sector’s contribution to 

the GDP is projected to grow even further, estimated to nearly 5.4% in 2019 (WTTC). 

 

 

Figure 19: Egypt’s GPD growth (Source: tradingeconomics.com/central Bank of Egypt) 
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Figure 20: Egypt’s income from tourism (in $ billion) (Source: Ministry of Tourism) 

 

8.1.1 Nautical services 

Egypt has a coastline of 2.900 km, bordering the Mediterranean Sea, the Gulf of Suez, the Gulf of Aqaba and 

the Red Sea. Due to the presence of the Suez Canal, the country is located at one of the major international 

maritime shipping lanes as well as trade and transport routes. The country’s long coast and the presence of 

a unique ecosystem encourage investors to invest in several types of coastal tourism. 

Despite the latter and the fact that Egypt presents significant opportunities to be exploited, cultural tourism 

remains non-competitive as it holds a third of the world's most famous monuments. In-addition to the 

cultural and archaeological tourist sites, there are new tourism patterns, including leisure, tourism on the 

beach, and yacht tourism. In-addition, "Tourist Diving Centers" has become a popular activity today. Sharm 

El-Sheik is one of the world's largest diving centers, with unique, diverse natural and ecological potential and 

a key international and local tourist attraction. The "vacation home tourism" developed by Egypt also 

flourished. This new tourism trend allows non-Egyptians the right to own and use small units for residency in 

some new urban areas, as well as in the distinguished touristic areas in Sidi Abdel Rahman, Hurghada, Red 

Sea and Marsa Matruh (MFA, 2018). 

The unique type of nautical services in Egypt is the so-called Nile cruising. The most intense concentration, 

at global level, of temples, tombs and palaces built over 4,000 years is situated within this stretch of the Nile. 

More specifically, the temples of Abydos, Dendera, Karnak, Esna, Edfu, Kom Ombo, Philae and Abu Simbel 

are located there, each conceived for their respective deities, further to the tombs in the Theban Necropolis 

within the Valley of the Kings across the river from Luxor. The comfort of a floating hotel or felucca (small 

sea ship) absorbing the river-scape is an epitome of pleasure, both local and non-local. In Aswan, it is easy to 

arrange larger Nile cruise ships which offer an even more luxurious experience. There are 8 well-organized 

marinas within Egypt to support such operations, with a capacity of nearly 527 berths, which extent to almost 

650 berths, with a total length of 7400 m, if smaller local marinas and resort harbours are also taken into 

consideration. 

In the past decade, there has been an impressive increase in demand for leisure boats in Egypt. Suitable 

marine infrastructures for boat builders and distributors are essential. The Sahl Hasheesh Marina and Port 

Ghalib marina at the Red Sea, as well as the 480m berth Porto Marina in El Alamein on the Mediterranean 

west of Alexandria are such key infrastructures. As the market continues to grow, ship-buyers are competing 

to import more powerful and luxurious boats to meet the large demand. 
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In the last 30 years the number of tourism boats has grown sharply and the damage caused by mooring and 

boat grounding has increased. The number of boats in Sharm El Sheik rose from 23 in 1989 to 350 in 2006, 

and in Hurghada from under 50 to over 1,000 boats. Currently, there are around 800 small leisure boats. 

These boats are known as “cruisers” and are between 5m and 15m long. There are around 700 larger boats, 

known as “yachts,” which are over 15m in length, reaching up to 60 m. In-addition infrastructure for new 

marinas in both North and East coast is increasing. 

8.1.2 Cruising 

Cruising in Egypt has a different dynamic because of the presence of one third of the world monuments. 

Figure 21 below indicates the total number of tourist arrivals, with a peak documented in 2010, only to be 

followed by a sharp drop next year as a result of the political issues in the country.  

 
Figure 21: Total number of tourist arrivals in Egypt (Source: World Bank) 

 

Similar is the case with regard to the arrivals of cruise vessels to major Egyptian ports. As depicted in Figure 

22 below, the number of cruise vessels calling at the port of Alexandria in 2010 amounted to 199. A 56% drop 

was reported the following year, with the number of cruise vessels continuing to decrease over the next 

years as well, reaching a single-digit number in 2017. 

 

 
Figure 22: Total number of cruise ship arrivals at the port of Alexandria from 2010 to 2017 (Source: Alexandria port 

authority) 
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Similar was the case in several other Egyptian ports such as Sharm El-Sheikh, Hurghada, Sukhna, Suez and 

Port Said (Table 36). The ports of Safaga and Nuabba were hardly affected though, since their passenger 

activity is mostly linked to religious tourism from Egypt to Jeddah and back. 

 
Table 36: Cruise passenger traffic (arrivals & departures) in Egyptian ports for 2017 

Statement Alexandria Port 

Authority 

Economic 

Zone 

Red Sea Ports 

Authority 

Totals 

Egyptian Arrival 0 0 387,007 387,007 

Departure 0 0 366,957 366,957 

Total 0 0 753,964 753,964 

Foreign Arrival 12,740 6,347 47,900 66,987 

Departure 12,740 6,843 45,834 65,417 

Total 25,480 13,190 93,734 132,404 

Total Arrival 12,740 6,347 434,907 453,994 

Total Departure 12,740 6,843 412,791 432,374 

Grand Total 25,480 13,190 847,698 886,368 

Source: Egyptian Maritime Data Bank 
 

Nile Cruising 

The Egyptian Nile River has two main routes for floating hotels cruises. The first one is located between the 

high dam and Abu-Simbel temple through Nasser Lake, while the second is located between Aswan and Cairo. 

There are 9 Nile cruise ships going through the first route, while 372 cruise ships are operating in the other 

route, especially between Luxor and Aswan. All of these vessels are private-owned. Each cruise ship is being 

equipped with approximately 75 cabinets.  

 

8.1.3 Ports and marinas 

The Ministry of Transport (MOT) controls the port authorities and is supervising their overall administration. 

Port authorities are landlord and have the right (under Resolution 30/1998, which approved the privatization 

of maritime transport companies) to lease to state-owned and private companies to perform port operations 

and maritime transport services (e.g. stevedoring work, shipping agent, ship chandler and marine supplies, 

ship repair, maintenance and marine works). Moreover, they are responsible for the infrastructure of the 

port, planning, securing navigation, marine services and security. 

Egyptian ports are distributed along the North and East coast of the country (Figure 23). There are 15 

commercial, 11 petroleum, 7 mining, and 5 Tourist Ports as demonstrated in Figure 21. The ports are 

managed by four authorities: Alexandria port, Damietta Port Authorities, SCZONE, and the Red Sea Ports 

Authority.  
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Figure 23: Egyptian ports (Source: http://mts.gov.eg/multimedia) 

 
Alexandria is situated on the West Verge of the Nile Delta between the Mediterranean Sea and the Mariut 

Lake. It is considered the second most important city and the main port in Egypt. The port contains the 

country’s main passenger terminal, which has 5 berths of a total length of 800 m and a depth of 9m. The 

terminal can accommodate up to 3 large cruise vessels at the same time. The throughput capacity of the 

passenger terminal is 5.000 people per day. As was the case with cruise traffic, passenger traffic was also 

significantly reduced after 2010 (Table 37), which resulted in the termination of the terminal’s development 

program. 

 
Table 37: Number of passenger vessels calling and number of tourists visiting the port of Alexandria from 2009 to 2013  

Year Number of passenger vessels Number of tourists 

2009 184 258100 

2010 199 255125 

2011 79 96883 

2012 67 85382 

2013 27 32373 

Total 556 727863 

(Source: Alexandria port authority) 
 

The North coast is also served by the El Alamein Marina which is an Egyptian tourist resort located 94 km 

west of Alexandria. It is owned by the New Urban Communities Authority, the largest construction agency in 

the Arab Republic of Egypt, which set up a touristic village. The Porto Marina Resort is the first project in the 

northern coast area overlooking the Mediterranean Sea in Egypt. It has its first international yacht berth in 

the eastern part of North Africa offering 480 berth and large water area.  

The East coast is served by five ports: Suez port, Sokhna Port, Hurghada port, Safaga Port, and Sharm El 

Sheikh Port. In addition six marinas are also located there: Dome Valley Marina, porto ElSokhna marina, 

Gonnah marina, Hurghada Marina, Port Ghalib, and Taba Heights Marina. 

http://mts.gov.eg/multimedia
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8.1.4 Ship / boat building and repair 

There are main 4 shipyards in Egypt, namely Alexandria Shipyard, Suez Shipyard, Port Said Shipyard, and 

Egyptian Ship repairs and Building company (Figure 24).  

 

 
Figure 24: Egyptian shipyards (Source: http://mts.gov.eg/multimedia) 

 

For yachts and pleasure boats building, the most important workshops are located in the Anfushi area of 

Alexandria and Ezbet Elburg of Damietta: 

 

 Ezbet El Burj 

In about 40,000 square meters, 5,000 workers in Ezbet El Burj, Damietta Governorate, northern Egypt, are 

working on yacht manufacturing, serving both the local and global market. The city of Ezbet al-Burj on the 

Mediterranean coast accounts for about two-thirds of the Egyptian fishing fleet, as most of the people work 

in fishing and shipbuilding, especially as the industrialization process is still manual in the historic city that 

has dug its place in the Egyptian economy. This area includes about 12 large workshops for the construction 

of all kinds of ships, fishing boats and yachts. It employs 5,000 workers, divided into carpenters, plumbers, 

sands, mechanics, electricians, and workers. Half of them of Damietta while the other half from Kafr El-

Sheikh, Dakahlia, Alexandria and Port Said governorates. These workshops export products to many 

European and Arab countries such as Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Libya and the UAE, as well 

as many famous tourist areas within the country that accept the purchase of yachts. Currently, these 

workshops suffer from a number of problems which have affected them and they are threatened to reduce 

production, especially after the high rise in the raw materials used in the production process. 

 

 Alexandria 

The shipbuilding and yacht industry in Alexandria is located in the Anfoushi area which is one of the most 

prominent cities, with hundreds of ships sailing across the sea, making the Alexandria are one of the largest 

in the Middle East. The region includes more than 35 shipbuilding workshops, as well as 20 other workshops 

near Qaitbay Castle, where thousands of workers from the best artists, engineers and carpenters who work 

since childhood are a generational profession. 80% of fishing boats and cruise ships in the coastal cities of 

Egypt, including the cities of Sharm el-Sheikh, Hurghada and Marsa Alam, were manufactured in the 

neighborhood of Anfoushi. In modern times, the shipbuilding workshops were located in Ras al-Teen near 

King Farouk Palace. However, the decision was made to transfer it to al-Anfoushi in Bahri because it caused 

http://mts.gov.eg/multimedia
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no noise. Ship and boat building licenses have been suspended for some time, prompting fishermen and boat 

owners to repair rather than rebuild to save money and the possibility of issuing a new license. 

Generally, there are about 57 workshops in the country that manufacture yachts and ships. The relevant key 

actors / companies are listed in Table 38 below. 

 
Table 38: Key shipbuilding actors in Egypt  

Company 

name 

Location Available activities website 

Building 

activities 

Maintenan

ce & repair 

Timsah Elwarsha St., Ismailia, Egypt Yes Yes http://timsahc.com/ 

Salah 

Samboskani 

Izbat Al Burj, Damietta, Egypt 

34712 

Yes Yes https://www.samboskani.

com 

De Birs Amreya Free Zone, Amreya 

23512, Alexandria, Egypt 

Yes Yes http://www.debirsyachts.

com/ 

Oceandro SUEZ 43111 , P.O. Box no. “ 1 “ 

SUEZ EGYPT 

Yes Yes http://www.oceandro.co

m 

Kama Marlin Free Zone, Suez / Cairo road, 

Egypt 

Yes N/A N/A 

National 

Yachts 

4th District, Zahraa El Maadi, 

Cairo, Egypt. 

Yes Yes http://www.wadidegla.co

m/National-Yachts-

Company 

Marakeb 

Egypt 

Eladabia-free zone, Suez, Egypt Yes N/A http://www.marakeb-

eg.com 

Shama 

Yachts 

58A Industrial Zone no 4 

PO Box 107 6th of October City 

EGYPT 

  http://www.shamayachts

.com 

Almaroon 

Yacht 

South Red Sea Shipyard, Safaga, 

Red Sea, EGYPT 

Yes Yes https://www.almaroon.c

om/ 

Hamdi Al-

Dajishi 

Ras lateen, Alexandria, Egypt Yes Yes N/A 

 
River Nile Ship, boat building and repair 

The Egyptian River Nile transportation system has many yards for ship building and repair such as Arab 

Contractors Ma'sara yard southern Cairo and high dam yard in Nasser Lake6, Egyptian ship repair and building 

company in Alexandria 7, National Nile for River transportation in Cairo (Embaba – Athar Elnaby – El tebbin)8, 

                                                 
6 http://www.arabcont.com 
7 https://www.esrbc.net/ 
8 http://nationalniletrans.com/ 

http://timsahc.com/
https://www.samboskani.com/
https://www.samboskani.com/
http://www.debirsyachts.com/
http://www.debirsyachts.com/
http://www.oceandro.com/
http://www.oceandro.com/
http://www.wadidegla.com/National-Yachts-Company
http://www.wadidegla.com/National-Yachts-Company
http://www.wadidegla.com/National-Yachts-Company
http://www.marakeb-eg.com/
http://www.marakeb-eg.com/
http://www.shamayachts.com/
http://www.shamayachts.com/
https://www.almaroon.com/
https://www.almaroon.com/
https://www.esrbc.net/
http://www.arabcont.com/
https://www.esrbc.net/
http://nationalniletrans.com/
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Canal company for Arsenal Nile in Luxor9, and many small shipyards all over the Nile especially in Rosetta 

owned by the private sector. 

8.1.5 Coastal tourism and maritime transport services 

Egypt is a maritime country that has a remarkable geographical location on the junction of three continents 

and has coasts up to 2000km on the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, which allows its easy connection with 

the foreign world since ancient ages. Moreover a vital artery – Suez Canal- passes through its land linking the 

East to the West. The foreign seaborne trade volume of Egypt represents about 90% of the country’s total 

foreign trade volume. Since the complexity of the maritime transport increased, it was indispensable to 

develop this industry and set well-defined strategic goals:  

 Ensure the effective contribution in the Egyptian national economy and the Egyptian foreign trade, 

through the involvement of key experts capable of properly influencing relevant decision makers at both 

the national and international level. 

 Set the objectives and the policies of relevant authorities, bodies and entities, and follow up their 

application and coordinate with them.  

 Develop the Egyptian sea ports in order to cope with the progress of the maritime transport industry and 

to acquire the necessary competitiveness through updating their infrastructure and facilities as well as 

transforming the role of the ports from being just a gateway or a passage to become one of the links of 

the multi-modal transport chain and a distribution center. 

 Coordinate with the governmental bodies, ministries, ports authorities, maritime chambers and port users 

in order to unify, revise and scrutiny the resolutions, laws and regulations. 

 Raise the efficiency of the maritime transport personnel according to the international standards in order 

to be able to provide labour to the foreign countries. 

 Access the information technology era in the maritime transport sector. 

 Enhance safety of navigation in the territorial waters according to the international standards as well as 

prevent and combat maritime accidents and pollution. 

 Encourage the participation of the private sector in the maritime transport activities and the ownership 

of vessels and floating units.  

 Follow up, anticipate and consequently cope with the world maritime transport development, in order to 

increase the Egyptian transit trade volume (MTS). 

 

8.2. Main actors 

Table 39: List of innovative SMEs (start-ups) in Egypt per maritime sub-sector 

Innovative SMEs (Start-ups) 

Nautical activities 

1 Name Ibramar 

Website http://www.ibramar.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt 

                                                 
9 http://nileshipyard.com/ 

http://www.ibramar.com/
http://nileshipyard.com/
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Short description An Integrated Shipping Group operate all over the Egyptian Ports mainly for 
Yacht Services - Yacht Chartering - Brokerage - Consulting and operating in 
the following Ports:- Port Said - Alexandria - Suez - Damietta - El Arish - All 
Red Sea Ports (Hurghada - Safaga - Sharm El Sheikh - El Gouna - Marsa Ghalib) 

2 Name Arab Contractors Maasara 

Website http://www.arabcont.com/English/services/shipyards.aspx 

Region of activity Middle East  

Short description Maasara Shipyard was established in the early 1970s to build and maintain 
the riverine units in the River Nile. It has been developed to include 3 main 
activities: Ship Building and Repair, Steel structure, and Electromechanical 
works  

3 Name  National Nile for River transportation 

Website  http://nationalniletrans.com 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description It is one of the most important activities of the Nile National River Transport 
Company where the Nile National River Transport Company built cruise ships 
and river buses. The tourist ship Meridian Champillion is the tourist ship 
Meridian Champillion, the largest tourist units in Nile 

4 Name Egyptian Ship Repair & Building Company 

Website https://www.esrbc.net/ 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description ESRBC, Established in 1924 is considered one of the most experienced ship 
repairs and building companies in the Mediterranean basin, ESRBC Carried 
out  a lot of successful projects such as , tug and service boats , pilot boats , 
barges , ferries , and capabil to do ship repairs both on floating dock on 
beside pairs. 

5 Name city stars tour 

Website http://www.citystarstours-eg.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description City Stars Tours is a full service Travel Agent that is operating both Inbound 
and Outbound tourism services including nautical and cruising services. 

6 Name NascoTours 

Website http://www.nasco-tours.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description Nasco Tours is a full service Travel Agent that is operating both Inbound and 
Outbound tourism services including nautical and cruising services. 

Cruising 

http://www.arabcont.com/English/services/shipyards.aspx
http://nationalniletrans.com/services/
https://www.esrbc.net/
http://www.citystarstours-eg.com/
http://www.nasco-tours.com/
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1 Name Nile cruise Egypt 

Website http://nilecruiseegypt.net/ 

Region of activity Egypt     

Short description Ability to produce innovative tour products and services. We maintain a team 
of professionals who dedicatedly study all inbound requests thoroughly 
before planning an itinerary to ensure hassle free holidays for our guests. as 
Dahabiya Nile Cruises, Lake Nasser Cruises, Cairo Dinner Cruises, Cairo Lunch 
Cruises, and Felucca Sail Cruises 

2 Name Club La Costa Yacht Club 

Website https://www.clublacostayachtclub.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt & Spain  

Short description The Club La Costa Yacht Club Step aboard and sail to tropical beaches, coral 
reefs and around secret coves, to places you can only dream about, in 
comfort you can scarcely imagine. 

3 Name Variety Cruises 

Website https://www.varietycruises.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt (Red Sea), Greece (Greece Aegean), Italy (Italy Adriatic), Spain 
(Spain East Coast, and Turkey (Turkey Mediterranean Sea) 

Short description The largest company worldwide for Small Ship Cruising for 50 passenger 
capacity vessels. Scheduled cruises in Greece and the Red Sea or can charter 
one of our ships which can travel worldwide to any destination of your choice. 

4 Name Nile Taxi  

Website http://nile.taxi/ 

Region of activity Cairo & Giza 

Short description Serve Cairo Citizens with an alternative towards environmentally conscious 
transportation and a solution for traffic congestion. Providing seamless and 
efficient daily transport on our beautiful and uplifting Nile River. 

5 Name Water Taxi  

Website https://nesmal.com/egypt/page/Water_Taxi 

Region of activity Cairo & Giza  

Short description Water Taxi connects metropolitan Cairo by operating boats on a closed loop 
route on the Nile River in greater Cairo connecting commuters and tourists to 
their destinations with its numerous docking stations. Water Taxi is a young 
and ambitious enterprise which grew out of a lifelong struggle with daily Cairo 
traffic. Supported by a team of highly experienced captains, mainly from 
touristic Nile cruises in Aswan, we take the Nile to let you reach your 
destinations faster than you could ever imagine. Water Taxi boats are 
equipped with GPS tracking systems and has safety and comfort 

http://nilecruiseegypt.net/
https://www.clublacostayachtclub.com/
https://www.varietycruises.com/
http://nile.taxi/
https://nesmal.com/egypt/page/Water_Taxi
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Ports and marinas 

1 Name Hurghada Marina 

Website http://www.hurghada-marina.com/ 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description The Hurghada Marina project is considered to be one of the biggest and most 
splendid projects in Hurghada, Egypt. It was designed by the Sorgreah 
Consultants in France while the project’s overall consultancy services were 
carried out by the ASA consultants in Egypt. Offers online booking for berths 

2 Name Port Ghalib 

Website http://www.portghalib.com/marina/services 

Region of activity Egypt 

Short description Port Ghalib is an integrated resort community situated on 18kms of shoreline. 
Located in Marsa Allam, It is a $2 Billion Dollar investment that is set to 
redefine the Red Sea Riviera. Ranging from luxury beach front villas, elite golf 
estates, and superior Marina apartments to internationally renowned 
hospitals, schools, water parks and hotel chains. Offering variety of services 
booking online including marine and air services 

3 Name Amer Group 

Website  http://www.amer-group.com/ 

Region of activity Middle East 

Short description Investing company investing in resorts and marina building and managing as 
porto marina, and porto el sokhna in Egypt 

4 Name Orascom Development Holding 

Website https://www.orascomdh.com/ 
https://elgouna.com/ 

Region of activity EGYPT, OMAN, MONTENEGRO, SWITZERLAND, UAE, MOROCCO, and 
UK 

Short description Orascom Development Holding (ODH) is a leading developer of fully 
integrated destinations, including hotels, residential units and leisure 
facilities such as golf courses, marinas and supporting infrastructure. ODH 
offers a diverse portfolio of worldwide destinations covering Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE), Oman, Morocco, Montenegro, Switzerland and 
the United Kingdom. The group operates a total of 33 hotels with 7,177 rooms 
and controls approximately 101.0 million sqm of land. 

 

Table 40: List of relevant private investors in Egypt 

Business angels & venture capitalists 

1 Name Cairo Angels 

http://www.hurghada-marina.com/boats/berthing-booking/
http://www.portghalib.com/marina/services
http://www.amer-group.com/
https://www.orascomdh.com/
https://elgouna.com/
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Type Business angel 

Website http://cairoangels.com/ 

Short description Cairo Angels facilitates due diligence for opportunities that receive interest 
from investors, negotiates terms and finalizes deal closing. Post-investment, 
the Cairo Angels can also provide portfolio management services for its 
investors. Angels invest their personal money in return for a minority equity 
stake in the business, and collectively make investments that range between 
250K to 2M Egyptian Pounds per Company. 

2 Name Menagurus 

Type Business angel 

Website https://www.facebook.com/menagurus/ 

Short description Menagurus was launched in early 2016 by eight Egyptian investors with over 
$12 million in capital. 

3 Name Flat6labs 

Type Business angel 

Website http://www.flat6labs.com/ 

Short description Flat6labs is a startup accelerator which also makes seed investments in 
return for 10-15 percent equity. It has supported over 220 entrepreneurs 
and 90 companies. Besides Cairo, it also has branches in Saudi Arabia, the 
UAE, Lebanon and most recently in Tunisia. Founded in 2011 by Sawari 
Ventures and AUC, Flat6labs offers funding, office space, training, legal 
support and mentorship for startups. 

4 Name KI Angels 

Type Business angel 

Website https://www.f6s.com/kiangels 

Short description KI Angels is the investment fund of angel investor Khaled Ismail, the founder 
of Sysdsoft and an active player in the Egyptian startup scene. It has so far 
invested in 12 companies with an average investment of $200,000. Founded 
in 2011. 

5 Name Sawari Ventures 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://www.sawariventures.com/ 

Short description Sawari Ventures is the investor in Flat6Labs companies, offering funding 
beyond the seed and angel level. It provides initial investments between 
$250,000 and $1,000,000 and aims to invest $2 million to $5 million over 
the lifespan of a company. Most companies it invests in are technology-
based.  

6 Name Tamkeen Capital 

http://cairoangels.com/
https://www.facebook.com/menagurus/
http://www.flat6labs.com/
https://www.f6s.com/kiangels
http://www.sawariventures.com/
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Type 
Venture Capital 

Website 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tamkeen-capital 

Short description Tamkeen Capital is a venture capital firm founded in Egypt after the 2011 
revolution. It offers one of the longest local incubation periods in Egypt, up 
to one year, and invests in ‘technology enabled’ companies.  

7 
 

Name Endure Capital 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://www.endurecap.com/ 

Short description An early stage and higher investment fund. Headquartered in California, it 
has invested in Egyptian start-ups since 2015. 

8 Name  Egyptian American Enterprise Fund (EAEF) 

Type Venture Capital 

Website http://www.eaefund.org/ 

Short description The EAEF was established by previous US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
following the Arab Spring protests in 2011 to deploy US funds to support the 
private sector. The concept is based on a similar programme that existed in 
eastern European countries after the fall of the USSR in 1990. The EAEF 
mainly invests through other funds, such as Algebra Ventures, but has 
supported startups directly as well. 

 

8.3. National / regional funding opportunities for SMEs 

8.3.1. Sources of funding for SMEs 

Sources of funding for SMEs in Egypt may be divided into three main categories; official, non-official and 

semi-official. Official sources include governmental and NGO programs, the banking sector (traditional and 

Islamic), and insurance companies. Non-official sources include family, friends, community organizations, etc. 

Semi-official sources include business angels and venture capital which are operated mainly by private 

entities. 

Up to 2016, the banking sector contributed only 4% of its loaning capacity to SME funding. Since then the 

Central Bank of Egypt has implemented an ambitious plan to increase the sector’s contribution to 20% by 

2020. This 4-year plan would provide EGP 200 billion to 350,000 SMEs at an interest rate as low as 5%. 

 

8.4. Business development tools 

The Ministry of Trade and Industry set a policy to achieve on the short-term: the integration of local supply 

chains, moving forward to international markets and integrating them into global supply chains. In order to 

achieve this, industrial lands will be provided, an industrial investment map will be prepared spanning across 

Egyptian governorates and promoted locally and globally, integrated and developed industrial clusters will 

be established for connecting supply chains on the spatial or sectoral level, taking into consideration 

environmental aspects and business services required to sustain such clusters. Such a policy will depend on 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tamkeen-capital
http://www.endurecap.com/
http://www.eaefund.org/
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five main pillars: (i) industrial development, (ii) micro, small and medium enterprises & entrepreneurship 

development, (iii) exports development, and (iv) upgrade of technical and vocational education and training, 

and (v) governance and institutional development. 
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9. European funding opportunities 

The European Commission (EC) has developed and is constantly investigating the establishment of different 

initiatives and tools for supporting business development across different economic sectors, and especially 

in the Blue Economy which constitutes a large part of the overall European economy. In Figure 25 below, the 

EC’s key funding sources are being presented that are available to all types of companies of any size and 

sector including entrepreneurs, start-ups, micro-companies and small and medium enterprises. 

 

 

Figure 25: EC’s scheme for supporting business development (Source: Your Europe Business – European Union) 

 
In addition to the above, a number of funding programmes have also been introduced targeting especially 

start-ups and small and medium enterprises, providing them support for advancing or scaling-up their 

business plan and products or services. Such key programmes are being briefly outlined below.  

 

Title of the programme/intiative EIC Accelerator Pilot (SME instrument) 

Reference strategy  Horizon 2020 

Geographical area of validity European wide  

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

Grant-only: in the indicative range of €500,000 – € 2.5 million or more 

(covering up to 70% of eligible costs). 

Total budget of more than €1.3 billion for 2019-2020. 

Period of activation  2018-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries SMEs 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

The EIC Accelerator Pilot supports close-to-market activities, with the 

aim to give a strong boost to breakthrough innovation with a market-

creating potential. Highly innovative SMEs with a clear commercial 
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ambition and a potential for high growth and internationalisation are 

the prime target. 

Type of supported activities Activities funded could be: risk assessment, design or market studies, 

intellectual property exploration; the ultimate goal is to put a new 

product, service or process in the market, possibly through an 

innovative application of existing technologies, methodologies, or 

business processes. 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

 Business innovation grants for feasibility assessment purposes 

(optional phase I): EUR 50,000 (lump sum) per project (70% of total 

cost of the project) – this ends on 5 September 2019; 

 Business innovation grants for innovation development & 

demonstration purposes: an amount in the indicative range of EUR 

500,000 and 2,5 million (70% of total cost of the project as a general 

rule); 

 Equity of up to €15 million per company (€100 million total budget 

for equity in 2019-2020 pilot phase) 

 Free-of-charge business coaching (optional) in order to support and 

enhance the firm’s innovation capacity and help align the project 

to strategic business needs; 

 Access to a wide range of other business acceleration services and 

facilitated access to risk finance, to facilitate the commercial 

exploitation of the innovation. 

 

Title of the programme/intiative InnovFin – EU Finance for innovators 

Reference strategy  Horizon 2020 

Geographical area of validity European wide 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

EUR 4-5 bn 

Period of activation  2014-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

"InnovFin – EU Finance for Innovators" is a joint initiative launched by 

the European Investment Bank Group (EIB and EIF) in cooperation with 

the European Commission under Horizon 2020. 

InnovFin aims to facilitate and accelerate access to finance for 

innovative businesses and other innovative entities in Europe. 

One of the key factors constraining the implementation of R&I activities 

is the lack of available financing at acceptable terms to innovative 

businesses since these types of companies or projects deal with complex 

products and technologies, unproven markets and intangible assets. 

InnovFin Equity comprises four different products: 

 InnovFin Technology Transfer (InnovFin TT) 

 InnovFin Business Angels (InnovFin BA) 

 InnovFin Venture Capital (InnovFin VC) 

 InnovFin Fund-of-Funds (InnovFin FoF) 
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Type of supported activities  

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

 

 

Title of the programme/intiative Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs 

Reference strategy   

Geographical area of validity  

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

 

Period of activation  2009-2019 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries New and experienced entrepreneurs 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs helps provide aspiring European 

entrepreneurs with the skills necessary to start and/or successfully run 

a small business in Europe. New entrepreneurs gather and exchange 

knowledge and business ideas with an experienced entrepreneur, with 

whom they stay and collaborate for a period of 1 to 6 months. 

The stay is partly financed by the European Commission. 

Type of supported activities  shadowing and collaborating with the host entrepreneur 

• market research and developing new business opportunities 

• project development, innovation and R & D 

• taking a fresh look at existing business operations 

• understanding SME finance 

• branding, sales and marketing of the HE’s company 

• work on concrete projects from one or more of the above mentioned 

areas 

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

There is a maximum amount per month depending on the country 

(monthly reimbursement including travel). 

 

Title of the programme/intiative COSME - EUROPE’S PROGRAMME FOR SMEs 

Reference strategy  Europe 2020 strategy 

Geographical area of validity European wide 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

€2.3billion 

Period of activation  2014 - 2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

COSME is the EU programme for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and 

SMEs. COSME will support SMEs in the following 

areas: 

• Facilitating access to finance 

• Supporting internationalisation and access to markets 

• Creating an environment favourable to competitiveness 
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• Encouraging an entrepreneurial culture 

Type of supported activities  

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

Microloans 

 Funding up to €12.500 

 Repayment up to 48 months 

 Guarantor for the 50% and up to €3.000 

 

Title of the programme/intiative European SME innovation Associate - pilot 

Reference strategy  Horizon 2020 INNOSUP 

Geographical area of validity European wide 

Reference maritime sectors  

Funding (€) and co-financing 

rate 

The whole indicative budget of € 4 million is intended to support an 

indicative total number of 115 assignments. 

Period of activation  2019-2020 

Programming entity  

Implementing actor  

Beneficiaries Innovative SMEs 

Description and objectives of 

the initiative 

This action is aimed at innovative SMEs who can demonstrate that the 

skills required for a particular innovation idea are not available on the 

national labour market (for example because the required skills are not 

available or not affordable). 

Type of supported activities  

Type and intensity of the public 

funding 

The grant funds 100% of the salary of an “innovation associate” for a 

period of one year for an SME to have access to skills knowledge. 
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10.  Skills requirements and key challenges for 

innovators and investors: findings from a targeted 

questionnaire survey 

For complementing the description of the current situation, and following-up the identification of key actors 

for each of the sectors targeted, a questionnaire survey was launched for drawing valuable insights on the 

challenges both innovators and investors are facing, as well as on the skills that they need to present for 

better supporting business development. The survey consisted of a set of targeted questions, with 

predefined answers to be selected or open text replies (Annex I) and was set-up online, utilizing the 

SurveyMonkey tool, for facilitating its distribution and the collection and analysis of the feedback received. 

However, hard-copy questionnaires were also handed out in key relevant events that took place in Croatia 

and Egypt, exploiting the high participation of relevant actors. The results of the questionnaire survey are 

being reported below in the two sub-sections that follow for innovators and investors respectively, applying 

both a territory and country-based approach for highlighting key issues to be taken into careful consideration, 

better informing in this way the next project activities. 

 

10.1. Innovators 

In total, 95 innovators from all 5 MED countries involved in the project, participated in the survey with the 

majority of them coming from Spain and Italy (Figure 26). Smaller was the number of participants from the 

rest three countries, but overall the sample size is being considered as adequate for drawing interesting 

conclusions for the region as a whole but also for some of the countries. 

 

 
Figure 26: Distribution of questionnaire survey participants (innovators) per country 

 
Three key topics were addressed through the questionnaire survey: excellence, challenges for business 

development and skill requirements. The key outcomes for each one of them are being briefly described 

below. 

28%
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10.1.1 Excellence 

Patent is an exclusive right granted for a certain innovation (e.g. product, process, etc.) which in general 

introduces a new way of performing something or provides a technical solution to a problem. Once granted, 

it ensures intellectual property rights by excluding others from making, using and selling a certain product or 

process for a specific number of years.  

Among the responders, and considering that they are at different stage of development and operation, a 

considerable number of them (19%) have already been granted one or more patents, while a smaller number 

(8,5%) have applied for a patent and are waiting the result of the evaluation process. Although it is case and 

possibly sector-specific, it is worth pointing out that a few of the responders have been granted 3 – 5 patents. 

Seals of excellence or the receipt of other awards from national or international institutions, competitions, 

etc. are also another indication of innovators developing or providing promising and high-quality solutions. 

More specifically, almost 12% of the responders have been awarded with a seal of excellence for their high 

quality and innovative project proposals that they submitted for funding to different initiatives of the Horizon 

2020 programme, with the EIC Accelerator Pilot (i.e. former SME Instrument) serving as a notable example. 

Furthermore, 21% of the responders have received other awards (e.g. from competitions, exhibitions, etc. at 

both national and European or global level) for innovative technologies, designs, business sustainability, etc., 

highlighting their increased business development and strong market potential. 

Another importance aspect driving and promoting excellence and thus supporting business credibility, 

networking and increased collaboration between key business actors, is the participation or membership of 

innovators in relevant networks, clusters or registries at national but also regional or European level. 

According to the survey results, almost 23% of the responders prove to be involved in such business 

structures, with the majority consisting of maritime and technology clusters, centres of excellence and 

innovation networks. Within their context, innovators may benefit from knowledge and experience-

exchange, technology transfer as well as better access to finance, while joining forces and sharing common 

strategic objectives can ensure a stronger position in the national and/or global market. The aforementioned 

companies prove to be located in Italy, Spain and Greece, highlighting the strong focus placed on the 

maritime sector and the availability of such structures since the benefits to be derived, with regard to the 

competitiveness of each country, can be substantial. It is worth noting out that some of these companies are 

also participating in networking formations targeting other but complementary sectors (i.e. space solutions) 

since multi-disciplinary and integrated approaches are often applied exploiting technological solutions from 

one sector for meeting the business needs of another. Of course, actors in Croatia and Egypt where such 

structures prove not to be available at the national level, at least to a broader extent, can benefit from 

regional ones that may exist (e.g. covering the Mediterranean region) or can possibly drive or support their 

development in their country in cooperation with other interested stakeholders, after better realizing the 

prospective benefits to be derived. 

Country insights 

Innovators in Italy prove to be placing particular emphasis on demonstrating business excellence, possibly 

for better coping with the high level of competition that exists within the country. To this end, several of 

them (i.e. 65% of the responders) have already received or applied for being awarded with a patent, while 

their participation in business development programmes, competitions and events is high, with several 

innovative companies receiving awards for their innovation capabilities, business sustainability and market 

growth potential. Within this context, and for further promoting excellence and innovation thus creating new 

business opportunities, a considerable number of innovators in Italy (30% of the responders) are also 

involved in national but also international clusters and networks not limited to the maritime transport sector, 

but covering other sectors as well (e.g. Space). Quite similar proves also to the situation in Greece, with the 

two countries sharing several similarities with regard to the dynamics of the targeted maritime sub-sectors. 
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Different is the case in Spain where significantly lower is the number of patents awarded or relevant 

applications submitted by innovators. Furthermore, efforts to further demonstrate business excellence prove 

to be moderate (39% of the responders have received a seal of excellence or relevant award), as is their 

openness to national and international business networks and clusters. Same and a bit further amplified is 

this tendency in Croatia & Egypt where among the responders none was found to participate in any national, 

regional or international network.    

10.1.2 Challenges for business development 

One of the key sections of the questionnaire focused on the identification of the challenges innovators in the 

maritime industry are being faced with and have to address for developing their business. Ten (10) possible 

challenges were pre-listed in the questionnaire and responders had to select top 5 that apply and prioritize 

them, while additional ones could also be inserted through the open-text option that was available.  

The final results of the questionnaire survey allowed to draw some interesting conclusions with regard to the 

main challenges innovators in all 5 countries are commonly facing, as well as to challenges that are more 

relevant or important to innovators in a specific country, considering the characteristics of the diverse 

entrepreneurial ecosystems that have been developed in each country. According to the responders, the 

highly complex and time-consuming administrative procedures and requirements is the most important 

challenge that innovators in all 5 countries are being faced with and have to address. Great effort and time 

needs to be frequently allocated for effectively coping with all different bureaucratic procedures and 

requirements, which comes at the expense of progressing technical work prolonging in that way, to a certain 

extent, the time needed for a company to enter the market it is targeting.  

Going in line with the above, the complexity of the existing regulatory frameworks were acknowledged as 

the second most important challenge, with several issues still being unclear and remaining to be resolved, 

negatively impacting business development. To this end, a thorough evaluation of the relevant policies at 

national level needs to be undertaken and targeted recommendations needs to be proposed for their 

effective reform, simplifying relevant processes and procedures, so that an attractive environment 

supporting business developments can be established, enhancing in that way investment potential.  

Besides policies reform, attention should be also placed on updating current educational and training 

programs so that highly skilled and properly qualified professionals can enter the market. Indeed, responders 

pointed out that finding talented professionals to support and/or enlarge their existing teams is the third 

most important challenge for them, limiting to a certain extent faster and wider growth and development.  

Last but not least, getting in contact with investors was also acknowledged as a major challenge, while efforts 

to enter international markets and networks often proved ineffective withholding to this end the 

companies’ growth potential.  

It should be mentioned at this point that no additional challenge was pointed out by the responders through 

the open text option that was available, indicating that the pre-listed options fully covered their views. 

Furthermore, some interesting insights were provided for Italy and Spain. More specifically, with several 

innovators in Italy being in a more advanced stage of development, they stressed out the lack of support 

(including financial one) for developing technological innovation, while in Spain innovators acknowledged the 

existing tax policy as a key concern for them, since relevant investments are currently not particularly 

favoured. 

Based on the identified key challenges, responders were then asked to point out any specific issues that they 

encountered and the solutions that they adopted, if any, for effectively tackling them. These are being 

summarized below: 

 Frequent changes in relevant policies slow down business growth, since considerable time is needed for 

re-adjusting to new conditions or requirements. Long-term policies should be ensured; 
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 Low interest to participate in nationally-funded research programmes due to heavy administrative 

requirements and considering the existing taxation and social insurance policy. To this end, EU-funded 

programmes were preferred;  

 In line with the above, collaboration at national level is not favoured, and companies focus more on 

establishing international partnerships; 

 Lack of appropriate instruments or schemes (e.g. training courses) supporting innovators into the 

preparation and submission of research proposals. To this end, private professionals, with a fee, were 

selected with results often being questionable; 

 There is lack of funds at both the seed but also acceleration phase, and bank loans are not easily provided 

or the associated requests are not easy to fulfil; 

 In many cases, funding is time sensitive and grants often take a considerable amount of time to become 

effective or collect them. Procedures should be expedited so that the needs of companies can be met; 

 Several venture capitalists have limited knowledge of the shipping industry and thus the value of 

different companies is often underestimated.  

 Networking and establishing contacts with key stakeholders is often difficult. To this end, innovators 

search for participating in various matchmaking events and other networking formats; 

 Investment rules are often complex, especially with regard to the associated legal requirements. If 

simplification is possible, business development would be better supported;  

 Internship contracts prove to be a good solution for training prospective employees; 

Furthermore, responders were asked to provide a set of recommendations for effectively addressing the 

aforementioned issues and concerns in the future. These are being listed below: 

 Support the establishment of a network of investors and mentors (e.g. researchers / academics, industry 

representatives, market experts, etc.) with good knowledge of the maritime sector, that will specifically 

target innovations in different relevant sub-sectors; 

 Introduce targeted measures and initiatives supporting innovators in creating added value (e.g. special 

taxation and insurance handling, simplification of administrative procedures and harmonization across 

different contexts, better access to EU capital investments, better ‘branding’ of each country for 

investments, open collaboration schemes, etc.); 

 Governments to introduce investment attraction and readiness programmes, with simple and clear 

administrative guidelines; 

 Introduce more efficient and transparent tools for supporting financing. For example, the guarantee 

fund can be better exploited. Currently, it proves to be now a slow tool that bank institutions usually 

offer in a way that is not convenient for innovators / entrepreneurs; 

 Introduce new research funding programmes (European, regional, national) with simplified participation 

and reporting procedures for small and medium-sized companies; 

 Prepare a guide that can support innovators into the preparation and submission of project proposals 

under different funding instruments and programmes (e.g. European, regional and national). Best 

practice examples can be showcased within such a guide; 

 Simplify, to the extent possible, investment rules placing emphasis on the relevant legal issues; 

 Support the organization of training and networking programmes and events targeting innovators, 

within which selected mentors will be invited to participate; 

10.1.3 Skills requirements 

The final part of the questionnaire survey focused on assessing the skills that innovators should present for 

supporting business development and succeeding into providing added value into the respective market they 
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are targeting. Specific proposals were also provided by the responders with regard to the most appropriate 

path that can be followed for acquiring them. It should be noted at this point that this part of the survey 

proved to be the most demanding for the responders since 20% of the latter did not respond to these two 

questions, possibly indicating that innovators do not yet have a very clear idea and find it hard to identify 

those skills, a gap that the Cluster ACT project aims to address. 

With regard to the skill requirements, as was the case above, 8 pre-defined answers were available and 

responders had to select top 4 that apply and prioritize them. A free-text option was also available for 

inserting any additional view or input, but again nothing further was provided by the responders. According 

to the input of the latter, having established a deep understanding of the current and expected competition 

and having excellent knowledge and close monitoring the characteristics and dynamics of the market 

targeted were equally regarded as the most important skills and qualities that innovators should possess, 

since both can greatly affect their success and future growth potential. Such skills and qualities actually offer 

a competitive advantage enabling innovators to timely set appropriate business strategies and adapt to 

changes that new business trends and practices may imposing on the current business environment. Open-

mindedness and the willingness of innovators to adopt or apply new approaches was also regarded as an 

important skill and competence, integrating also and in a timely manner aspects of sustainability, climate 

change adaptation, etc. Being open to cooperate and exchange knowledge and experiences was also 

acknowledged by the responders as an important skill, since networking opportunities can be better 

facilitated and useful insights can be collected from interacting with various actors and stakeholders. 

Responders were also asked to provide their views on what would be the most proper way of acquiring the 

aforementioned skills. Similarly to the previous question, 6 pre-defined options were available and 

responders had to select and prioritize top 3. The free-text option was again not utilized by the responders 

for providing any additional recommendations. According to the responses, gaining relevant experiences by 

working in the sector was acknowledged as the most preferable way, possibly because innovators get the 

chance to experience first-hand the characteristics and dynamics of the business environment, emerging 

problems and issues to be addressed, better understand of the key actors involved in the sector and the 

intensity of competitions, specific knowledge and skills that should be acquired, etc. Networking and 

teaming-up with other innovators proves also to be an effective way, since relevant experiences and lessons 

learnt can be exchanged, relevant approaches that have been adopted can be effectively transferred, existing 

teams can be complemented with additional members of different disciplines that may be missing, insights 

on available funding programmes and other opportunities can be shared, etc. Last but not least the 

participation in short or medium-term exchange missions or programmes (e.g. within the framework of the 

Erasmus+ programmes) was also regarded as a good option for broadening horizons and being more open 

to new approaches, methods, practices, etc.  

Country insights 

In line with the additional challenge that was stressed out above (i.e. the lack of available funding programs), 

having good knowledge or systematize the searching of available funding opportunities was regarded by 

innovators in Italy as the most important attribute / skill that one should present. Having increased awareness 

of potential risks and being able to timely and effectively respond to any problems encountered followed as 

the second most important one. Both of these skills were not regarded as of the same importance in the 

other territories, and thus were not reported as key ones in the overall findings presented above. However, 

the same recommendations, to the ones above, were made with regard to the most appropriate way of 

acquiring those skills. 

The perspectives of innovators in Croatia and Greece follow closely the overall results presented above. The 

only exception is the open-mindedness and the willingness to adopt or apply new approaches, which 

innovators in Greece acknowledge as the most important skill to have. Same priority was also given by 

innovators in Egypt and Spain, with team building, management and leadership however following as the 
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second most important skill for the latter. Such a skill did not receive the same order of importance by the 

other responders, possibly because they regarded it as a more basic and inherent skill. 

 

10.2. Investors 

A similar survey was also launched targeting investors, complementing in this way the brief outlook of the 

entrepreneurial ecosystems of the targeted countries. The set of questions included in the survey aimed to 

(a) provide insights on the key profile of investors, and (b) determine the challenges they are currently facing 

as well as (c) the skills that they need to present for further enhance the decision making process.  

In total, 46 investors participated in the survey and shared their views, consisting of representatives of 

venture capital funds, business angels, and various other funding initiatives. Most of them are located in Italy 

while smaller were the share of responders from the other countries, with the exception of Croatia where 

no investor participated in the survey, considering also their limited number. Despite this unbalance, it should 

be noted that an increased number of investors do not only invest on companies within their country but 

they are also looking for investment opportunities in other countries. Within the last two years (i.e. 2018-

2019) actually, 30% of the responders invested in 48 foreign start-ups. 

10.2.1 Profiling 

Within the last 2 years (i.e. 2018-2019), the 46 investors that participated in the survey prove to have invested 

in 159 start-up companies, with 4 investors having a broader portfolio (i.e. investments in more than 10 

companies) and the rest investing in one, which accounts for the majority, or a few companies (usually up to 

5). No specific orientation of investments was found to exist, since responders prove to be equally interested 

on both technology-based and service-oriented companies.  

Besides new investments, the current portfolio of the responders comprises of 331 companies, with 11 

investors being involved in more than 10 companies (maximum 50), with the involvement of the rest ranging 

from 1 to 4 companies in total. However, very limited is the number of companies addressing the maritime 

sector (i.e. ten), indicating that the latter might still not be that attractive to investors and thus targeted 

actions need to be undertaking for changing this situation. A promising field for example might be that of 

maritime technology, which according to Smith (2019) sees a renewed interest from investors as the degree 

of venture capital investments suggests (Figure 27). 

 
Figure 27: Venture capital investment into maritime software and digital start-ups from 2014 to YTD 2019 (Source: 

Smith, 2019) 
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The 10 companies mentioned above are addressing the following maritime sub-sectors: recreational boating 

(3), shipbuilding (2), coastal tourism (2) and maritime transport (1), while the remaining two focus on other 

sectors of the Blue Economy. 

For testing the aforementioned hypothesis with regard to the investment attractiveness of the maritime 

sector, a relevant question was inserted in the survey. Results confirm the hypothesis, since 42% of the 

responders acknowledge the sector as fairly attractive for investments, and 30% as not at all attractive, 

indicating as mentioned above that specific efforts should be undertaken for altering this situation, since 

most of the responders (61%) are interested to invest in such start-up companies in the near future, with 

technology-oriented ones being probably preferred to a greater extent, considering the ongoing digitalization 

of the maritime industry and the relevant business opportunities that are emerging. 

10.2.2 Investment practices 

A set of questions within the survey focused on gaining insights on the invest practices and preferences of 

the responders. The first aimed to identify at which stage of business growth responders are usually investing 

in. According to the results, companies at the early and seed stage are preferred (35% and 26% of the 

responders respectively), while smaller is the number of investors investing in the pre-seed and start-up 

stage. In the preferred stages, investors benefit from a very good understanding of the business idea and the 

path to be followed for developing it and entering the market, thus potential revenues can be maximized.  

Next, the way of involvement or support investors usually provide to start-ups was questioned. Almost have 

of the responders (45%) indicated that they undertake an advisory role, while a considerable number of 

investors (26%) participate in board activities. Furthermore, through the free-text option that was available, 

two additional ways of involvement were also reported i.e. (a) support for accessing an incubator 

programme, and (b) support in designing the company’s business model and raising funds (e.g. guidance for 

preparing presentations for other investors, etc.). 

With regard to the average scale of investments, responses varied to a great extent ranging from low to 

medium and large-scale ones. The relevant decision proves to be case-specific, depending to a great extent 

to the stage of business growth each company is, at the time the investment decision is taken. 

With regard to the way of exiting, in the last two years (i.e. 2018-2019), different options were selected by 

the investors, with liquidation (i.e. insolvency) and trade sale (i.e. sale to strategic investor) being mostly 

preferred.  

In some cases, investors decide to team-up and jointly invest in a certain company. Within the last two years, 

almost 35% of the responders reached partnered with another investor (e.g. venture capitalist), establishing 

almost 40 co-investment deals. 

10.2.3 Challenges 

One of the key challenges investors are continuously facing is getting into contact with innovators and 

identifying promising investment opportunities to be exploited. According to the responses received, the 

latter usually arise for investors through contacts and links they have established with relevant incubation 

and acceleration programs, while very often innovators get in direct contact with them and after sharing 

and evaluating relevant information, and in case there is high interest, a meeting is scheduled for exploring 

collaboration and investment opportunities. Participation in relevant networking events and competitions 

was also regarded by the responders as important for getting in contact with start-ups worth investing in, 

while through the free-text option some further suggestions were made. More specifically, networking peers 

and casual contacts (i.e. business cocktails, social media interactions, etc.) can also be exploited for 

identifying available opportunities, while in several cases, besides incubators and accelerators mentioned 

above, investors are in close contact with academic and research institutions, monitoring the participation 

of innovators in different research projects and initiatives. 
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For better facilitating the networking process and the sharing of available opportunities, a couple of specific 

recommendations were also provided by the responders. More specifically, it was recommended (a) to 

develop a more systematic approach for getting into contact with innovators, considering their large and fast 

increasing number – different and parallel channels may be exploited to this end, (b) academic and research 

institutions to further strengthen their competences for supporting commercialization of their research 

results, possibly creating in that way additional investment opportunities to be exploited, and (c) efficient 

mapping of all existing start-ups per country and sector so that relevant information and contacts can be 

easily promoted and shared. 

10.2.4 Skills requirements 

The final section of the survey for investors focused on the identification of the necessary skills they should 

present for making successful investments and generating substantial revenues, providing also 

recommendations on how these can be better acquired or further enhanced. In the first case, 6 pre-defined 

options were available and responders were asked to select top 3 and prioritize them, while a free-text option 

could also be utilized for providing additional input.  

According to the responses received, having excellent knowledge and closely monitoring the relevant 

market(s) they are interested in for timely identifying emerging opportunities as well as being insightful 

and understand market gaps and new segments to emerge at an early stage were equally regarded as the 

most important skills and qualities that an investor should present. Less but considerable importance was 

also provided by the responders on having a good understanding of the role new technologies will 

undertake and their potential for introducing new and innovative products that may attract a large market 

share, as well as on their willingness to take risks and being able to bear the impact of failure. In addition, 

understanding the level of collaboration established and the relevant and often multidisciplinary skills of each 

team was also recommended as an important quality that investors should possess and aim to continuously 

improve. 

A couple of specific recommendations were also provided for acquiring or better enhancing the 

aforementioned skills. More specifically, it was suggested to study best practices even going beyond one’s 

context, and possibly narrow down investment focus on a sector that is neither too wide nor too specialized. 

Of course, being active and gaining as much experiences as possible is always crucial for self-development 

and career success. 
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11. Conclusions and next steps 

Blue economy is of vital importance for the Mediterranean region and key maritime sub-sectors such as 

nautical activities, cruising, and ports and marinas constitute major sources of employment, thus heavily 

contribute to the national economy of Mediterranean countries. The five countries targeted in the project, 

and hence in this report, present several similarities but also major differences with regard to those sub-

sectors, accounting for diverse market dynamics. In addition to those sub-sectors and taking a value chain 

approach, coastal tourism proves to be heavily driving the economy of all these five countries, while ship and 

boat building is of particular importance to some of them, especially Italy and Croatia, with the relevant 

industry actors presenting strong expertise (e.g. in cruise and specialized vessels), leading developments at 

the global level. 

To this end, and after highlighting the key characteristics of those sub-sectors and value chains, thus providing 

a brief overview of the all key trends and technologies likely to heavily impact existing business practices in 

the near future, a structured methodological framework was devising for describing the maritime innovation 

ecosystems in each of the five countries addressed, outlining key characteristics and data, identifying the 

main actors involved, business development tools that are available, existing funding opportunities, as well 

as skills requirements for both innovators and investors, building upon the outcomes of a questionnaire 

survey that was undertaken. 

To this end, the report sets-up a solid knowledge basis with regard to maritime innovation in the 

Mediterranean region, upon which future project activities will be based, effectively addressing identified 

challenges and further supporting in this way business development. More specifically, the next activity to 

be undertaken within the framework of the project will focus on addressing networking capacities and 

competences by providing a structured framework that can be applied for selecting the most appropriate 

networking mechanism building upon a set of carefully selected quantitative and qualitative indicators. 

Various networking formats will be taken into consideration, and specific guidelines will be set for developing 

such a mechanism with the aim to bridge the communication gap between innovators and investors, 

fostering increased interaction and facilitating the establishment of long-lasting valuable cooperation. As a 

next step, supported will be also provided for developing or enhancing different skills from the ones 

identified, by gaining valuable insights from key experts and mentors within the framework of a series of 

webinars that will be organized touching upon a variety of key issues. The presentations and discussions to 

be undertaken will be recorded and will be made available through different communication channels (e.g. 

project website, social media, etc.) so that a wider audience is reached and the project’s impact is enlarged. 
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Annex I 

Questionnaire for SMEs (start-ups) 

 
Additional info on excellence 
 
1. Have you been granted or applied for a patent? 

☐ Granted  ☐ Applied 

 

If yes, how many? 

 

2. Have you received a seal of excellence or any other major award? 

 

☐ Seal of Excellence  ☒ Other award: Please specify ……………. 

  

3. Are you part / member of any network / registry that promotes excellence and innovation? 

☐ No 

☐ Yes, in the following network(s): …………….. 

☐ Yes, in the following registry (ies): …………….. 

 
Challenges for business development 
 
1. What are the main challenges that you encountered for developing your business? (Select top 5 that 

apply in priority order) 

☐ Difficulty in getting in contact with investors 

☐ Lack of initiatives / facilities that can support early stages of business development (e.g. incubators, 

accelerators, co-working spaces, etc.) 

☐ Lack of support for developing technological innovation within more advanced stages of business 

development 

☐ Not easy access to mentors / mentoring programs (i.e. for receiving guidance on market strategy, 

awareness of potential risks, etc. or receiving feedback on products/services under development for better 

reaching out to potential costumers) 

☐ Lack of available funding programs and opportunities (public and private) 

☐ Highly complex and time-consuming administrative procedures and requirements 

☐ Complex or unclear regulatory framework 

☐ Existing tax policy not favouring investments 

☐ Difficulty in finding talented professionals to support / enlarge the existing team 

☐ Difficulty in reaching out to international markets / networks  

☐ Others: please specify ……………….  

 

2. From the key challenges selected above, can you provide further details on the specific issues that you 

had to tackle and the solutions you adopted? 

Free text ……………………………… 
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3. Based on your previous answer, can you provide a set of recommendations so that those issues can be 

addressed / resolved in the future? 

Free text ……………………………… 

 

Skill requirements 

 

1. According to your opinion / experience, what are the necessary skills that an entrepreneur / innovator 

should present? (Select top 4 that apply in priority order) 

☐ Excellent knowledge and close monitoring of the relevant market and its dynamics 

☐ Deep understanding of the current and expected competition 

☐ Team building, management and leadership 

☐ Excellent presentation / pitching and communication skills  

☐ Good knowledge or systematic searching of available funding programs / opportunities 

☐ Open mindedness and willingness to apply / adopt new approaches 

☐ Open to cooperation and knowledge and experience-exchange 

☐ Increased awareness of potential risks and ability to timely and effectively respond to any problems 

encountered  

☐ Others: please specify ……………….  

 

2. For the skills selected, which do you think is the most appropriate way of acquiring them? (Select top 3 

that apply in priority order) 

☐ By gaining working experience in the sector 

☐ Through a mentoring / shadowing process 

☐ By attending targeted training programs / seminars 

☐ By participating in research and innovation projects 

☐ By networking / collaborating with other entrepreneurs / innovators 

☐ By participating in short- or medium-term exchange missions / programs (e.g. Erasmus+ programs for 

entrepreneurs)  

☐ Others: please specify ……………….  

 

Questionnaire for investors 

 

Profile characteristics 

 

1. To how many start-ups did you invest in since January 1st 2018? 

Number of start-ups: …………… 

 

2. How many start-ups do you currently have in your portfolio? 

Number of start-ups: …………… 

 

3. What is their main orientation? 

☐ Technology-based ☐ Service-oriented 
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4. From the start-ups you have invested in / currently have in your portfolio, how many (if any) are 

addressing the maritime sector?  

Number of start-ups: …………… 

☐ None 

If there are such start-ups, Question 5 below will appear. If there is none, Question 6 will follow.  

 

5. Which sub-sector are these start-ups addressing? 

☐ Recreational boating  

☐ Cruising 

☐ Ports and marinas 

☐ Ship / boat building 

☐ Coastal tourism 

☐ Maritime transport 

☐ Other: Please specify …………………. 

 

6. Do you consider the sector attractive for investments? 

☐ Yes  ☐ Fairly ☐ No 

Why? Please briefly explain: ………………. 

 

7. Will you be interested in investing in such start-ups in the near future?  

☐ Yes ☐ No 

If yes: 7a. Would you prefer technology- or service-oriented start-ups to invest in?  

☐ Technology-oriented ☐ Service-oriented  ☐ No specific preference 

 

8. To which stage of business growth do you usually invest in? 

☐ Pre-seed  

☐ Seed 

☐ Early-stage 

☐ Start-up 

☐ Growth 

 

9. How are you involved / support start-ups? 

☐ Advice  

☐ Support with introductions 

☐ Operational contributions 

☐ Board activities 

☐ Financial intermediation 

☐ Other: Please specify ……………… 

 

10. What is usually the scale of your investment? 

Range of investment: From € …………. to € …………… 
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11. If exited between January 1st, 2018 and today, in what way did you exit? 

☐ Liquidation (insolvency)  

☐ Buy-back (repurchase by founders) 

☐ Trade sale (sale to strategic investor) 

☐ Second purchase (sale to other financial investor) 

☐ Going public 

☐ Other: Please specify ………………. 

 

12. Between January 1st, 2018 and today, how many investments did you make in foreign start-ups? 

Number of foreign start-ups invested in: …………… 

 

13. Between January 1st, 2018 and today, to how many deals did you co-invest with a Venture Capital 

Investor? 

Number of deals: …………… 

 

Challenges  

 

4. How do you usually find out about / get in contact with start-ups worth investing in? (Select top 3 that 

apply) 

☐ They get in contact with us and provide information we require. Once these are reviewed and there is 

interest from our side, a meeting is scheduled for exploring investment opportunities 

☐ Through contacts / links we have established with relevant incubators / accelerators 

☐ Through our participation and/or sponsoring / support of relevant competitions and events  

☐ Through our participation / offices we have established in relevant co-working spaces 

☐ Through clusters and businesses aggregation 

☐ Through relevant portals, registries or networks 

☐ Other: Please specify ……………….  

 

5. Based on your experience, do you have any specific recommendation to make on how the 

aforementioned process can be best facilitated? 

Free text ……………………………… 

 

Skill requirements 

 

3. According to your opinion / experience, what are the necessary skills that an investor should present? 

(Select top 3 that apply) 

☐ Excellent knowledge and close monitoring of the relevant market(s) for identifying emerging opportunities 

to be exploited and risks to be avoided 

☐ Deep understanding of the current and expected competition  

☐ Insightfulness and early understanding of market gaps and/or new market segments to emerge 

☐ Good understanding of the role of new technologies and their potential for introducing new, innovative 

products that will attract a large market share 

☐ Willing to take risks and bear the impact of failure 

☐ Intuitiveness with regard to the level of established collaboration and competences of each team 
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☐ Other: Please specify ……………….  

 

4. For the skills selected, can you provide some recommendations on how these can be better acquired or 

further enhanced? 

Free text …………………………… 

 

 


